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ABSTRACT

Wind energy continues to grow at double-digit rate annually, which puts increasing pressure on improving the wind turbine technology to maximize energy capture and to minimize the operational and maintenance cost of wind farms. The characteristics of wake downstream of a wind turbine has an important bearing on the optimized micrositing of wind turbines in a given land area and on the loads seen by a wind turbine located downstream of an upstream turbine. In addition, it is known that the topography in complex terrain influences both the upstream wind and the downstream wake evolution resulting in increased uncertainties. Thus, a detailed knowledge of the flow field upstream of a wind turbine and in the wake are needed as it affects the energy production and the fatigue life of a wind turbine. These factors have a strong influence on the economic viability of a wind farm. In the past decades, only a few measurements in the wake of a full-scale wind turbine have been reported, and those that have been reported provided limited scope in terms of spatial resolution of a wind turbine wake structure.

Thus, the primary objectives of this work are, first to detail the turbulence structure of full-scale wind turbine’s wake in flat and complex terrain with improved spatial coverage and resolution than prior works, and second to generate a data base to provide inputs and for validation of ETH Zürich’s advanced wind simulation tools. To achieve these research objectives, an innovative measurement approach was developed at ETH Zurich that comprises of an uninhabited aerial vehicle instrumented with a Fast Response Aerodynamic Probe (FRAP). The key enabler for drone based wind measurements is the FRAP probe as it enables the direct measurement of 3D wind vector in drones frame of reference at high sampling rate. To transform the FRAP measured wind velocity vector into Earth’s frame of reference, the drone is instrumented with a suite of sensors including an IMU, an absolute pressure sensor, a magnetometer, a GPS, and a temperature and humidity sensor. The drone based autonomous wake measurements are accomplished through the hardware and software of an open-source autopilot system called Paparazzi. Thus the FRAP-on-drone wind measurement system also includes a ground control station that monitors the drone during flight and logs the output of its on-board sensors. In parallel, an optical trigger system is used to track and log the position of wind turbine blades during drone based wake measurements.

The FRAP-on-drone wind measurement system was compared with a 3D scanning LIDAR and a good comparison was observed. The first-
ever measurements of the pressure field across a wind turbines rotor plane were reported. Additionally, the distinctive signatures of the blade tip vortices are measured in terms of the air speed and static pressure. It was shown by measurements that pitch between subsequent tip vortices that are shed from the wind turbines blades increases as the near-wake evolves. In the measured upstream wind speed profile in complex terrain, there is a jet-like structure with a maximum wind speed near hub height, a wind veer that differs by ±12° relative to the area-averaged wind direction, and the wind turbine had a yaw misalignment of 5° relative to the main wind direction. A Short Time Fourier Transform-based analysis method is used to derive time-localised turbulent kinetic energy along the drone’s trajectory. In flat terrain, the region of the near wake is measured to extend up to 2.8 rotor diameters. In this region, tip vortices that can be distinguished from their elevated levels of turbulent kinetic energy, are clearly identifiable. The tip vortices evolve just below the shear layer that separates the high speed exterior flow from the relatively low speed flow within the near wake. Further downstream of X/D = 2.8, the wake flow is re-energised by the penetration of the relatively turbulent kinetic energy flow at the wake’s boundary into the wake flow. By X/D = 5-5.5, the elevated turbulent kinetic energy flow has penetrated to the centre of the wake, and even though the upstream wind speed is recovered by X/D = 10, the turbulent kinetic energy is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than that upstream. Simultaneous measurements of the near wake (of one turbine) and the far wake (of a second turbine) confirm the distinctly different characteristics of the near wake and far wake. In complex terrain, the near-wake extends up to two rotor diameters. By X/D = 2.7, the elevated turbulent kinetic energy flow has penetrated to the centre of the wake, and the turbulent kinetic energy is more than three orders of magnitude larger than that upstream. The measurements in wake were made under neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions. Finally, Reynolds decomposition was used to reveal the structure of turbulence in freestream and in wake in the surface layer.

In summary, the instrumented drone allows high spatial and temporal resolution measurements of the highly three-dimensional structure and interactions in a wind turbine’s wake, including its ability to capture tip vortices and nacelle wake evolution that were not possible earlier. With this innovative approach, the wake evolution downstream of a full scale wind turbine in flat and complex terrains were detailed for first time at high resolution. The drone based wind measurements were also used successfully to validate the ETH wake model and the IWTM model, which are under development at ETH Zurich.

der Nachlaufströmung werden über die Hardware und Software des frei zugänglichen Autopiloten-Systems „Paparazzi“ bewerkstelligt. Deshalb beinhaltet das FRAP-Drohnen-Windmesssystem ebenfalls eine Bodenkontrollstation, die die Drohne während des Fluges überwacht und die Daten der bordeigenen Sensoren aufzeichnet. Gleichzeitig wird ein optisches Trigger-System verwendet, um während der drohnenbasierten Messungen der Nachlaufströmungen die Position der Windturbinschaufeln zu verfolgen und aufzuzeichnen.


Zusammenfassend erlaubt die instrumentierte Drohne räumlich sowie zeitlich hochaufgelöste Messungen der höchst dreidimensionalen Struktur und Wechselwirkungen in der Nachlaufströmung einer Windturbine. Dies bietet die Möglichkeit Spitzenwirbel und die Entwicklung des Nachlaufs der Maschinengondel zu erfassen, was früher nicht möglich war. Mit dieser innovativen Methode wurde zum ersten Mal die Entwicklung der Nachlaufströmung einer Windturbine in Originalgrösse in flachem sowie unregelmässigem Gelände in hoher Auflösung gemessen. Die drohnenbasierten Windmessungen wurden ebenfalls erfolgreich eingesetzt, um das ETH-Modell von Nachlaufströmungen und das IWTM-Modell zu validieren, die an der ETH Zürich entwickelt werden.
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NOMENCLATURE

A  reference area

\(c\)  chord

\(C_L\)  lift coefficient

\(C_D\)  drag coefficient

\(C_{T0}\)  static thrust coefficient

\(C_\theta\)  pitch angle coefficient

\(C_\psi\)  yaw angle coefficient

\(C_o\)  total pressure

\(C_q\)  dynamic pressure

\(C_{L\alpha}, C_{\text{max}}, C_{n\theta}, C_{Lp}, C_{lp}, C_{Lq}, C_{lr}\)  longitudinal stability derivatives

\(D\)  diameter

\(E_{\text{battery}}\)  capacity of lipo battery

\(f, F\)  frequency

\(F_i\)  force (i=x-, y-, z-direction)

\(F_s\)  sampling frequency

\(H\)  propeller pitch

\(J\)  advance ratio

\(K\)  polynomial coefficient

\(L, L_0\)  length

\(Ma\)  Mach number

\(N\)  rotational speed

\(p_v\)  vortex pitch

\(p, P, P_0\)  pressure

\(P_{\text{average}}\)  power drawn from lipo battery

\(r\)  distance of a point from rotor axis

\(R\)  rotor radius

\(Re\)  Reynolds number

\(T\)  thrust

\(t, t', t_0, t_1\)  time

\(u, v, w\)  unfiltered velocity components, \(u\) along streamwise and \(w\) is in vertical direction

\(u', v', w'\)  resolved stochastic fluctuations

\(u_s\)  friction velocity

\(u_2, V\)  wind speed

\(V_a, V_f\)  FRAP airspeed

\(V_0\)  SCADA 10-minute average wind speed
\( V_z \) vertical wind speed
\( x(t) \) signal time series
\( X_{np}, X_{cg} \) distance of neutral point and centre of gravity from leading edge
\( X \) longitudinal axis (along rotor axis)
\( Y \) lateral axis
\( Z \) vertical axis
\( Z_{HH} \) hub height
\( \sigma_x^2 \) variance of \( x(t) \)
\( \sigma \) standard deviation
\( \sigma_u', \sigma_v', \sigma_w' \) standard deviation of velocity fluctuations
\( \beta \) blade angle
\( \Delta f \) frequency resolution
\( \Delta t \) temporal resolution
\( \omega^*(t) \) window function
\( \eta \) Kramogorov microscale
\( \eta_{propeller} \) propeller efficiency
\( \eta_{motor} \) motor efficiency
\( \nu \) kinematic viscosity
\( \rho \) density
\( \varepsilon \) dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy
\( \varepsilon_i \) principal strains in direction (i=1, 2 and 3)
\( \theta \) pitch angle
\( \theta_{el} \) rotation angle
\( \Psi \) yaw angle
\( \lambda \) tip speed ratio
\( \nu' \) Poisson's ratio
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BPM Blade Position Marker
CAD Computer Aided Design
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ECN Energy research Centre of the Netherlands
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EPP Expanded Polypropylene
ETH Eidgenössische Technische Hochschule
FFT Fast Fourier Transform
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GCS Ground Control Station
GNU GNU’s Not Unix
GPS Global Positioning System
GUI Graphical User Interface
GUM Guide to Uncertainty in Measurements
HH Hub Height
ICAO International Civil Aviation Organization
IEA International Energy Agency
IFD Institute for Fluiddynamics
IMU Inertial Measurement Unit
LC Load Cell
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<td>pdf</td>
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<td>RC</td>
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<td>RH</td>
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<td>Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition</td>
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<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Secure Digital</td>
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<td>SODAR</td>
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<td>SM</td>
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1 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

1.1 Motivation

Renewable energy sources have attracted a lot of attention and investment in this recent decade. Globally, wind energy is growing at double-digit rate annually [1]. According to the statistics released by GWEC, wind capacity increased by 12.5% in 2013. In Europe, wind power installations are rising rapidly with wind contributing to 32% of the total new installations capacity, Figure 1. The power sector in Europe is also slowly moving away from fossil fuels, as this technology continues to decommission more than their installation. IEA projection shows that the wind energy has potential to reach a share of 18% of the world’s electricity production by 2050 compared to the current 2.6% [2].

(a)

(b)
Public concern increased dramatically after the Fukushima nuclear disaster, which resulted in an increased pressure on governments to invest in alternative energy sources. In addition, concerns over the growing evidence linking global carbon emissions to permanent, irreversible climate change has accelerated this search for alternative energy sources. Wind energy proved to be one of the promising and reliable alternatives, mainly due to its cost competitiveness resulting from rapid technological development over the past decade and due to the fact that the fuel cost over the total lifetime of a wind turbine is zero. The rapid growth in wind power sector provides a strong motivation to improving wind energy technology to maximize annual energy yield and to minimize the operational and maintenance cost of wind farms. This can only be achieved through a proper understanding of the flow field around a wind farm. Presently there is a mismatch between the expected/predicted annual energy yield and the actual annual energy yield, suggesting the risk involved in development of large financially viable wind farm projects. The primary reason for this mismatch is the incomplete understanding of flow behaviour in two important areas - one is the behaviour of atmospheric boundary layer close to ground in complex terrain and the second is the wind turbine wake behavior in different terrains including its interactions with other downstream turbines. For full wake conditions, the power losses at downstream turbines can be as high as 30-40% and when averaged over different wind directions the losses are still 5-8% ([3]). Also, the wakes are known to increase the fatigue loads on wind turbines by up to 80% [3]. Thus a wind turbine’s wake evolution and dissipation in different terrains, including its interaction with other wind turbines wakes in a wind farm is an important field of research. As the land area - with moderate or high wind characteristics - available for wind farm development is limited, so the developers want to optimize the placement of wind turbines in a wind farm to maximize the annual energy yield. This becomes particularly challenging if the wind farm is located in a complex terrain.
Figure 2. (a) Definition of complex terrain [4], (b) Wind flow field in a complex terrain simulated with LEC’s advanced wind simulation tool [92].

The definition of complex terrain (from [4]) is, a terrain with elevation changes over the area within 4 km from the wind turbine that are greater than one third of the minimum height from the ground to the wind turbine’s rotor. This definition is illustrated in Figure 2. As the wind energy market matures, flat sites with good winds are becoming increasingly scarce, thus sites in complex terrain with moderate winds are increasingly of interest. Such sites, which were previously considered suboptimal for investment, have gained prominence in recent years [5]. However, wind resource assessment in complex terrain is challenging, due to the lack of suitable measurement data and due to the difficulty involved
in accurate modelling of flow over complex terrains; thus there are higher uncertainties in wind resource estimates in complex terrain [5]. Furthermore the loads on wind turbines located in complex terrain are higher due to higher wind shear and increased levels of turbulence, thus resulting in a reduced lifetime of wind turbine components [6]. Micrositing of wind turbines in complex terrain is further complicated by the fact that the flow downstream of a wind turbine is highly unsteady and three-dimensional.

Figure 3. Enerpol - an integrated GIS based tool [7].

To deal with this challenge, an integrated GIS based tool called Enerpol (Figure 3) was developed at ETH Zurich for assessment of power systems and infrastructure, finance, and policy that enables multi-criteria decision making in those areas. One of its tasks is to identify and map the potential wind power sites based on profitability (eligible areas) across an entire country. Enerpol takes into account all the associated variables including anthropological, geographical, climatic, regulatory and financial, and contains models for power system infrastructure, weather, logistics, economics and risk. Geospatially referenced data within the framework of a Geographic Information System are used to identify all eligible areas, for these identified sites the best-suited wind turbines are determined from the
data base and based on the size of wind farms, the annual energy yield is then predicted; and the economic benefits and risks of developing the wind farms are then assessed in detail. Thus, this integrated approach takes into account all the geographical constraints on land like forests, urban areas, water bodies, transmission lines, transportation lines and even the environmental related constraints like noise and visibility, to simultaneously assess the economic benefits and risks involved in developing a wind farm. The first step for choosing potential areas involves use of a numerical weather prediction tool, Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF) – a mesoscale numerical weather prediction model [111] - that is used for simulating the transient wind flow conditions for more than a year over an entire landmass. Then, an in-house micrositing tool based on MULTI3 [8] is used for optimizing the locations of wind turbines at these potential sites and to analyze them in detail.

![Diagram](image1)

**Figure 4.** (a) Immersed Wind Turbine Model (IWTM) in ETH micrositing tool [8], (b) Hub height wind velocity contour plot of multiple wind turbines wake interactions simulated using IWTM at
The present work is largely motivated by the need to provide measurement data for this micrositing tool and for a wake model that were under development at ETH Zurich. More details of the tools and wake models under development at ETH Zurich can be found elsewhere [8, 11], but a few salient features are provided here. In this micrositing tool, the wind turbines are modelled using an Immersed Wind Turbine Model (IWTM), Figure 4 a. The model is a streamtube, whose shape is based on the turbine’s operating point. The inflow and outflow boundaries are one-diameter upstream and one-diameter downstream of the wind turbine’s rotor plane (Figure 4 a). Thus, measurements at these boundary planes and along the side boundaries are of interest in the development of the immersed model. The IWTM is based on the in-house CFD code ‘MULTI3’, which is a second order Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) solver based on an explicit, finite-volume node-based Lax-Wendroff method and using the k-ω turbulence model [95]. The IWTM is a stream tube that models both the energy extraction and flow blockage of a wind turbine. The near-wake is modelled by the IWTM and the far-wake is resolved on the computational grid of the RANS solver. The immersed model allows for the simulation of multiple wake interactions and the effect of topography on the evolution of the far wake – for example Figure 4 b shows the hub height wind velocity contour plot of multiple wind turbines wake interactions simulated using IWTM at Lillgrund wind farm [8]. Thus, the immersed wind turbine model provides an alternative to the actuator disk model. The ETH wake model [11] is a semi-empirical, axisymmetric model that uses free shear flow theory to detail the evolution of the axial wind speed that is observed in sub-scale model experiments.

Thus, an innovative measurement system consisting of a drone instrumented with a fast response aerodynamic probe was developed to provide high resolution flow field measurements around full scale wind turbines. This is aimed at filling the gap in terms of lacking high resolution full-scale wind turbine measurements and to support the in-house development of advanced wind simulation tools and wake models.
1.2 State of The Art

Detailed upstream and wake measurements are needed to understand the flow behavior, as it helps in developing and validating simplified wake models [9-21] that can approximate the wake qualities. These wake models can model the velocity deficit, wake recovery and wake interactions downstream with certain assumptions, and can be used to quickly predict the annual energy yield of a wind farm. The wake models are useful in planning, design and operation of wind farms. The wake is typically divided into near- and far-wake [22]. The near wake is located immediately downstream of the rotor and the flow in this region is characterized by the signature of the wind turbine rotor. The far-wake is located downstream of the near-wake and is modelled in most cases with an axial symmetry assumption of the flow behaviour [22]. Ainslie [9] estimates that the maximum velocity deficit is attained after 1D-2D downstream, and Schepers [21] uses 2.25 D as the distance where the wake is fully expanded. Two of the most comprehensive sets of experiments undertaken to understand the flow physics and to enhance aerodynamics of subcomponent models were the NREL’s Unsteady Aerodynamic Experiment [23] and the ECN’s MEXICO project [24,25]. As there still remain several discrepancies between the predictions and observations, there is a need for full-scale experimental observations in order to validate and calibrate the prediction methods. While wind tunnel and water tunnel tests provide an environment to conduct detailed parametric studies under carefully controlled conditions, it is not possible to match all relevant non-dimensional parameters. As the Reynolds number based on turbine diameter is typically of the order $10^4$-$10^5$ in wind and water tunnel experiments which is at least one order of magnitude smaller than in full scale conditions, this may be a concern regarding the widespread applicability of sub-scale experiments. Indeed the scale of the Reynolds number is relevant in physical process such as turbulent mixing, the entrainment of kinetic energy, the evolution and breakdown of tip vortices, etc, all of which are features of wakes in wind farms. In the past, only few measurements in the wake of a full-scale wind turbine have been reported.

Hogstrom et al. [26] attempted to map the wake behind a 2 MW wind turbine in flat terrain using three different measurement techniques - high resolution sodar, metrological mast and tala kite. While the field measured turbulence intensities in the wake were found to be twice larger than those measured in wind tunnels, the velocity deficits measured in wind tunnels were higher. Sodar was shown to be a powerful technique to get the wind profiles and turbulence spectra at several distances in the
range 2D–3.6D from the turbine. Metrological masts though at mercy of wind direction, were used to field calibrate the tala kites and a good wake structure was obtained from them. Finally, tala kites were used to obtain the centre line wake deficit and the longitudinal turbulence intensity at distances of up to 10.5D, and they were found to be in good agreement with the wind tunnel data. Both sodar and mast measured spectra showed higher turbulence levels in the wake for frequencies above 0.004 Hz and decreased energy at lower frequencies. Simple analytical expressions for the estimation of turbulent kinetic energy and its dissipation rate in wind-turbine wakes were proposed by Crespo et al. [27].

In another study [28], a radiosonde suspended from a tethered balloon - calibrated using a met mast - was used to measure the hub height wind speed at four different downstream distances of 3D, 5D, 7D and 9D on a cluster of three 2.5 MW wind turbines. These measurements were designed to determine the rate of decay of the wake velocity deficit with down-wind distance under various meteorological conditions. At high wind speeds, a wake deficit of 50 % was reported at 3D but nothing significant was observed at 5D/7D. A short time period data set from tethered sonde showed poor spatial correlation with met mast tower and considerable scatter was observed even on 10 minute average values. Measurements were also made down-wind with the turbine off to determine the magnitude of terrain-induced variations in wind speed. In another study at MOD-2 [29], the authors used kite anemometry to measure and characterize the wind flow in the wake of a wind turbine at hub height. Wind measurements were taken upstream at 2D and downstream at 3D, 5D, 7D and 9D in WTGs 1 and 3 under operating and non-operating conditions. The authors reported wake deficits of 15-18 per cent at 9D, and 30-40 per cent between 3D-5D using single level measurements. With increase in ambient turbulence, the wake was observed to be dissipating more rapidly with the deficits recording 15-20 per cent at 7D and close to zero at 9D. It was noted that most of the wake measurements were made under stable night-time flow. At this same site, Elliott et al. [30] collected wind data using nine meteorological towers and they were analyzed to characterize the wind flow over the site both in the absence and presence of wind turbine wakes. The arrangement of the towers with respect to the turbines permitted observations of the wake characteristics at various distances ranging from 2D-10D. At a height of 32 m above ground level, the impacts on lateral and longitudinal turbine spacing were investigated. The relationship between velocity deficit and downwind distance was surprisingly found to be linear with the average maximum deficits ranging from 34% at 2D to 7% at 10D. Terrain and trees were found to have significant impact on the measured mean wind
speeds and turbulence intensities compared to grass lands. Terrain and tree induced effects were found to cause up to 30% reduction in mean wind speeds and 150% increase in turbulence intensities. In the near- and far-wake, the maximum velocity deficits were found to occur at or near the wake centerline, but the maximum turbulence intensities were measured at the outer periphery of a wake. Velocity deficits in the turbine wake were also examined as a function of the ambient wind speed and turbulence intensity at several downwind distances ranging from 1.9D-8.4D.

In yet another study [31], the energy yields of wind turbine clusters have been calculated to assess problems, costs and feasibility involved with constructing large offshore wind farm arrays. The author identifies the capabilities and limitations of the various predictive techniques for cluster performance and examines the role played by experimental studies in boosting the confidence of such estimates. According to the authors, with suitable choice of turbine spacing, the energy losses from cluster can be kept below 20-25%. The procedures are illustrated using the specific example of the Nibe cluster, where wake measurements are currently being made, and the annual energy loss for this cluster is estimated at 3%. It was concluded that existing modelling techniques, both mathematical and experimental, require improvement and the authors also highlight the need for a more detailed understanding of the mechanisms of wake generation and decay. The wake and its associated structural fatigue were experimentally investigated by Hassan [32], to understand the structural impacts on a turbine operating in the wake of another turbine. It was reported by the authors that the operation in a wake may increase the fatigue damage rate by over 170% and that extreme loads increase by 50%. Such a situation is inevitable inside large wind farms and it appears that important implications may result in terms of both reduction of fatigue life and increase in extreme loads. It should be noted here that deep within a wind farm cluster much higher turbulence intensities can be expected if close attention is not paid to array spacings.

The near-wake turbulent structure downstream of a medium-sized, horizontal axis wind turbine, located in a complex terrain, obtained under strong wind conditions using two met masts is presented in [33]. The turbulent energy increase in the interior of wake relative to the upstream values and the loss of energy at low frequencies and gain of energy at high frequencies obtained using spectral analysis were reported. For all wind speeds, increased turbulent levels were only observed near the blade tips and possibly around the hub height, no turbulent energy increase was measured in the remaining part of the wake. The authors noted that the turbulent field in wake strongly depends on the incident wind speed. Published results demonstrate a high frequency energy enhancement
linked to the degeneration of tip vortices and/or to shear generated turbulence at the wake boundaries. Another study [34] at the same complex terrain, using met mast and sodar, presented the terrain topographical effects on upstream wind and wake flow. Complex topography affects upstream wind flow and results in upstream profiles exhibiting a wind speed maximum below hub-height in response to the flow acceleration over the wind park's hill crest. A 30% mean wake centerline deficit was measured at 1.1D downstream, and was observed to vary inversely with wind speed. At 1D downstream, the wake centerline was above hub height and was attributed to the wind flow characteristics over the wind park. The obtained results reveal a nonlinear interaction of the near wake with the turbine tower shadowing, while cross-wind wake profiles indicate a potential core structure.

A set of experiments designed to investigate the performance and wake behaviour of a 17 m diameter horizontal-axis wind turbine in atmospheric conditions were reported in [35]. The spectral characteristic of the wind flow over this site was found to be that of a rural terrain. The velocity deficit measured in wake centre-line was 0.74 at 1D and 0.44 at 2.5D. The velocity deficit profile at 1D downstream was found to be Gaussian, indicating the rapid mixing promoted by the high ambient turbulence intensity. The response of the rotor to wind-speed fluctuations was reported to be consistent with theoretical estimates. In another study, acoustic sounder was used to measure in the wake of a 50 kW full-scale wind turbine [36]. It was reported from measurements that the wind velocity deficit, and turbulence intensity, take greater values at the centre of the wake than its boundaries. The wind speed and turbulence intensity profiles were noted to follow the expected theoretical behaviour at every single location in the wake. Also higher values of the temperature structure parameter were observed at the centre of the wake than at its edges. The u-component power spectra levels were observed to be higher at the high frequencies around the central parts of the wake while at its boundaries they are higher at the lower frequency portion of the spectrum. Comparison of wake model simulations with offshore wind turbine wake profiles measured using Sodar was reported by Barthelmie et al. [37] for predicting wind speed in a wake. The evaluation was based on six experiments - where free-stream and wake wind speed profiles were measured at varying distances between 1.7D and 7.4D - at a small offshore wind farm. Overall, it was concluded that it is not possible to establish any of the models as having individually superior performance with respect to the measurements.

A European Commission funded UpWind project to evaluate the performance of wind farm models and CFD models in terms of how
accurately they represent wake losses when compared with measurements from the Horns Rev offshore wind farm is presented by Barthelmie et al. [38]. The project aims to improve modelling of flow for large wind farms in order to optimize wind farm layouts to reduce power losses due to wakes and loads. Reducing wake losses, or even to reduce uncertainties in predicting power losses from wakes, contributes to cost reduction. The study indicates that wind farm models require modification to reduce under-prediction of wake losses while CFD models typically over-predict wake losses. These are for moderate wind speeds and narrow directional sectors focused along the rows of turbines, where power losses due to wakes are maximized. For the narrowest wind direction sectors (±1°) and the smallest turbine spacing (7D), the analysis focuses on the centre of the wake where the power at the second and subsequent turbines is about 60% of the freestream. Another research article from European Union funded UpWind project - which focuses on improving models of flow within and downwind of large wind farms - emphasizes special issues relating to the development of large wind farms both in complex terrain and in offshore [39]. The authors discuss modelling the behaviour of wind turbine wakes in order to improve power output predictions and present a preliminary comparison of different wake models in a number of different scenarios.

In addition to direct measurements, flow visualisation experiments are employed provide qualitative information of the flow field behind a wind turbine rotor [40, 41]. The tip vortex cores can be made visible with smoke and its path downstream can be traced to map the near-wake boundary [22]. The tip vortices after few revolutions are expected to catch up and merge into one. During the full scale experiment of NREL at the NASA-Ames wind tunnel [41], the only flow visualisation performed was with smoke injected from the blade tip but at low thrust coefficient. The visualisation of flow over a rotor blade mainly involves tufts. In this process, attempts have been made to correlate the flow pattern visualised using tufts with the near wake flow characteristics, to get a better understanding of how to interpret velocity signals. The root vortex is weaker than the tip vortex and thus hard to visualize with smoke. Also getting experimental data on the root vortex is difficult but important for yaw conditions. Lidars have been used in recent years for site assessment as they provide a general picture of the wind speed distribution across a given area. Measurements in the wake of a full scale wind turbine with Lidar [42-45] have been made, but they have limited spatial resolution and also provide limited details on the unsteady characteristics of the wake.

The unsteady three-dimensional structure of the wake has also been examined in wind tunnels with sub-scale models. A wind tunnel study of the flow downstream of a small horizontal axis, three constant-pitch
bladed wind turbine using particle image velocimetry (PIV) is discussed in [46]. The author employs a phase-locking technique to obtain the flow field in the rotating frame of reference. The post-processing of PIV images reveals the three dimensional velocity fields downstream of the rotor. In addition to PIV, hot wire measurements were also employed in the near-wake at different radial and axial distances. The results show that the tip vortices issued from the blade tips are not located on a cylindrical surface as it was assumed in linear propeller theory; rather they expand in radial direction and thus increase the diameter of flow tube. The analyses of the obtained results show the induced velocities due to tip vortices. It was reported that the individual presence of blades in near-wake flow disappears beyond a distance of one rotor; however the tip vortices stay present. In another wind tunnel study [47], a 1:300 scale model of a 5 MW wind turbine was tested in a uniform low turbulence flow (offshore conditions) to compare the model turbine performance with the theoretical design case which is based on blade-element theory for low Reynolds number blade aerodynamics. Velocity measurements in the wake suggest a transition from near to far wake at a downstream distance of 4D. A tip speed ratio (TSR) of 6 yielded a thrust coefficient of 0.52, which is within 5% of the predicted value of the theoretical design case. At 10D downstream, the turbulence intensities are still twice larger than in the undisturbed boundary layer. Time averaged flow fields and lateral profiles of the vertical velocity illustrate the characteristic swirl generated by the blade rotation, which persists until about a downstream distance of 7D. An experimental investigation into the properties of the vortex wake behind a model scale two bladed wind turbine operating at a tip speed ratio of 3-8 was carried out using Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) [48]. Measurements of wake velocity and vorticity were reported up to 2.9D. The study focused on areas where current wake modelling requires attention; in particular, the strength and geometry of the trailing tip vortex spiral, vital for the prediction of fluid loading on the rotor blades. Good agreement was observed between experimental and numerical data on wake structures, especially the shape of the wake boundary, including features such as wake expansion and contraction, despite the difference in Reynolds number.

Due to the variability in wind direction a wind turbine is usually facing the wind at a yaw angle. Yawed inflow leads to a lower efficiency and to a periodic variation in the angle of attack on the blades and therefore to fatigue. The angle of the wake with the rotor axis is larger than the yaw angle and the resulting skewed wake is not symmetric with respect to the turbine axis. Skewed wakes have the downwind side of the rotor closer to the wake centerline than the upwind side of the rotor.
Medici [49] shows that a yawed turbine deflects the wake to the other side, showing the potential of controlling the wake position by yawing the turbine. This concept, Controlling Wind, is investigated at ECN to increase power output of a wind farm.

The use of manned aircraft and drones to measure flow properties in the Earth’s boundary layer is well established in atmospheric sciences. This approach was used successfully to characterise atmospheric turbulence at different altitudes [50-53, 116, 117]. Rhyne et al. [50] measured the power spectra of atmospheric turbulence in severe storms and cumulus clouds. The low altitude power spectra of atmospheric turbulence measured on a Canberra aircraft in temperate and sub-tropical conditions was published by Burns [51]. In another study, the atmospheric boundary layer was probed with aircraft to reveal the mesoscale fluctuations in velocity (spectral composition) over land and sea [52]. Lovejoy et al. [53] used aircraft measurements to detail the anisotropic scaling of turbulence. Smedman et al. [116] employed airborne measurements in a near-neutral marine boundary layer to obtain the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy from atmospheric turbulence spectra of wind measured in horizontal flight legs and at different heights. The measurements showed that large scale eddies were formed in a strong shear zone at the top of the boundary layer at about 1200 m and brought down to the region near the surface by the pressure transport term. Elston et al. [117] employed small unmanned aircraft to make in situ wind and thermodynamic measurements, and details the choice of sensors and algorithms for different platforms to obtain a desired measurement accuracy and resolution.

The fundamental basis of airborne measurements is Taylor’s hypothesis that frozen turbulence is advected at wind speed. According to Taylor’s hypothesis, turbulence is considered frozen as it advects downstream and thus the turbulent fluctuations at a point are caused by the advection of the frozen flow field past the point [88], Figure 5.

**Figure 5.** Taylors frozen flow hypothesis [88].
The present work extends the aircraft approach in atmospheric sciences to drones in wind energy. Reference [54] validates the use of Taylor’s hypothesis in wind energy applications. While the present authors [55, 56] and others [57, 58] have reported the use of drones to make measurements in wind farms, the present work is the first to detail the turbulent characteristics of the wake and to present the detailed flow behavior downstream of a wind turbine rotor. Giebel et al. [57] provides an overview of currently available sensors, and details the preliminary study carried out by Risø National Laboratory using autonomous aerial vehicles for wind power meteorology. Wildmann et al. [58] argues the instrumented drone as a valuable tool in wind energy research. Comparisons of the turbulent kinetic energy measured in flight legs upstream and downstream of a wind turbine at different distances were also reported.

In the present work, an instrumented drone is used to detail the flow field around a multi-MW wind turbine located in both flat and complex terrains with high resolution. As mentioned earlier, a detailed knowledge of the flow field upstream of a wind turbine and in the wake is needed as it affects the energy production and the fatigue life of a wind turbine. Thus a drone based wind measurement system was developed at ETH Zurich to detail the flow field around a full scale wind turbine (Kocer et al. [55] and Mansour et al. [56]). This measurement approach provides insights into the impact of different terrains on the wake’s turbulence evolution characteristics, and is aimed at filling the gap in terms of lacking high resolution full-scale wind turbine measurements and to support the in-house development of advanced wind simulation tools and wake models.
1.3 Measurement Approach

A novel measurement system consisting of a fast response aerodynamic probe and an autonomous, pusher propeller drone is introduced that is employed in wind farms to measure the flow field in upstream and in the wake of a full-scale wind turbine. The FRAP probe is custom built and is the result of years of fast response probe technology development at ETH Zurich. This FRAP probe directly measures the three-dimensional wind velocity vector in the drone’s frame of reference and its data is logged in an onboard SD card. To transform this FRAP measured wind velocity vector into the Earth’s frame of reference, the drone is instrumented with a suite of sensors including an IMU, an absolute pressure sensor, a magnetometer, a GPS receiver, and a temperature and humidity sensor. The drone’s onboard sensors communicate in real-time with the Ground Control Station (a laptop equipped with paparazzi software) through a two-way modem to transmit data that are logged in a log file in GCS. In parallel, the drone’s sensors data are also logged in the on-board SD card along with FRAP. An optical trigger system – that tracks and logs the position of the wind turbine blades during drone based wake measurements – was designed in-house for phase locking the FRAP measurement data. The optical trigger transmits blade position data to the Ground Control Station, and is also logged in the same log file. The schematic of measurement system is illustrated in Figure 6.

![Figure 6. Measurement system schematics.](image)
1.4 Research Objectives

The overall research objectives that encompass the scope of this thesis could be summarized as follows:

- Investigate the capabilities and limitations of a drone based wind measurement system.
- Generate a database for development, tuning and validation of improved wake models and advanced wind simulation tools at the Laboratory for Energy Conversion (LEC), ETH Zurich.
- Detail the flow structure of a full scale wind turbine with improved spatial coverage and resolution better than any previous works.
- Develop and demonstrate an approach to obtain turbulence quantities from FRAP measurements along a drone trajectory.
- Improve the understanding of the aerodynamic characteristics of wakes in flat and complex terrain.
1.5 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1
The necessities and challenges of full scale wind turbine measurements are described. It presents the background and also discusses the research objectives. This chapter introduces the drone based wind measurement approach.

Chapter 2
A detailed look into the measurement system is presented here. This chapter explains FRAP (including probe design, sensor packaging, calibration and data) and its data acquisition system, and the drone’s on-board instrumentation. Details of the paparazzi autopilot system is also presented here.

Chapter 3
The steps involved in post-processing to obtain the final wind speed in the Earth’s frame of reference are discussed here. The short-time Fourier Transform based approach to compute turbulent kinetic energy along the drone trajectory is explained in detail. Also presented are the approach to phase locking and turbulence spectra.

Chapter 4
The measurements in the wake, up to eleven rotor diameters downstream in a flat terrain, are presented as well as the evolution and breakdown of tip vortices that are characteristic of the near wake, and the turbulent mixing and entrainment of more energized flow that are distinctive in the far wake. The chapter also presents a comparison of measurements to wake models.

Chapter 5
The measurements in complex terrain are discussed in detail in this chapter. This includes the pressure variation across the wind turbine rotor, upstream and wake flow profiles, spectra, tip
vortices, wake contours and a comparison of drone measurements in freestream to LIDAR, CFD and SCADA.

Chapter 6
This chapter presents a comparison of the wake flow in flat and complex terrains. The Reynolds decomposition approach is used to reveal the nature of turbulent fluctuations in the surface layer - that includes the turbulence statistics, degree of anisotropy and friction velocity.

Chapter 7
A comparison of the wake evolution measured under neutral and unstable atmospheric condition in a flat terrain, including wake profiles at eleven different locations downstream, is presented here. The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy measured at different atmospheric conditions is discussed and tabulated.

Chapter 8
This chapter presents the final concluding remarks and suggestions for future work.
2 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

2.1 Fast Response Aerodynamic Probe: FRAP

The principle enabler for time-resolved wind measurements is the 7-sensor fast-response aerodynamic probe (7S-FRAP). The seven sensor Fast Response Aerodynamic Probe (7S-FRAP) was developed at ETH Zurich based on previous experience gained from other fast response probes developed for turbomachinery applications. More details on FRAP technology can be found at [59-62], however specific salient features of the probe developed for the current wind energy application are described below.

The main criteria in probe development were the capability to measure wind velocity in low dynamic head conditions (0-10mbar) with large bandwidth (≤1kHz) and at large flow angles (≤ 70°), but without exceeding the maximum payload limitations of a drone. The probe needs to be robust to withstand in-flight forces and landing impacts. A drone was chosen as platform to carry the fast response probe for high resolution flow field measurements around a full scale wind turbine as it provides sufficient range – horizontal range of 1.5 km and vertical range of 1.5 times the vertical extant of rotor - to the measurement system.

2.1.1 Sensor Packaging

![Sensor Packaging Diagram]

Figure 7. Miniature pressure sensor die, Intersema MS-7505-D (left) and the Wheatstone bridge circuit of the sensor (right).

A miniature pressure sensor die, shown in Figure 7 (left), is the sensing element of a FRAP pressure sensor. Also shown in Figure 7 (right) is the sensor’s Wheatstone bridge circuit with output voltage U and excitation voltage $U_e$. This sensor is designed for low pressure applications
that have stringent requirements on resolution and accuracy. Its sensor element consists of a silicon-micro-machined membrane bonded onto a Pyrex glass substrate. The pressure signal is proportional to the pressure difference between the front and the back side of the membrane, and is sensed by four implanted piezo-resistors.

The sensor packaging and bonding techniques are derived from MEMS technology. These packaging and bonding techniques ensure optimal spatial resolution, measurement bandwidth and protection of the sensors in harsh weather conditions. Moreover the gluing and bonding techniques employed in the present design provided a high degree of reliability and low disturbance to the sensors as the probe can experience large temperature and pressure fluctuations.

As shown in Figure 8, the miniature silicon piezo-resistive chip is glued onto a socket using silicon glue with very low E-modulus. The silicon glue is based on an inorganic ground structure, which offers a large temperature range of operation (-90°C – 200°C) and is highly resistant to corrosive media. Thus the thermomechanical stresses are minimized. The photopolymer socket is encapsulated into a threaded casing of 5.5 mm in diameter. The threaded casing enables a repeatable fixation of the sensor in the probe tip, as well as the quick replacement of a sensor in case of a failure.

**Figure 8.** Encapsulated pressure sensor die.

### 2.1.2 Probe Design

A close up view of 7S-FRAP probe’s head and one of its embedded differential pressure sensors are shown in Figure 9. The sensing elements of a 7S-FRAP probe are encapsulated into a hemispherical probe head of
diameter 20 mm, and are installed on a cylindrical shaft to give an overall probe length of 70 mm. This probe length of 70 mm is chosen as it minimizes the influence of potential field effects of the drone on the FRAP probe measurements. The probe shaft has a squared-end, which enables the repeatable installation of the probe on the drone. The sensing holes have a diameter of 1.3 mm, which is less than one-twelfth of the probe diameter, ensuring negligible influence on the aero-calibration [63]. As the total and static pressures occur on the surface of a hemispherical probe at flow angles equal to 0° and about 45° respectively, the probe incorporates the surface pressure tapings at these positions with respect to the probe shaft axis. The volume and the length of the pressure taps of the probe tip body are minimized, as these dimensions have a significant impact on the probe aerodynamics and measurement bandwidth. The reduction of the pressure tap volume is a key parameter to yield a high frequency measurement bandwidth as the eigen frequency of the pneumatic cavity will affect the pressure sensor dynamic response. This issue is further discussed in the dynamic calibration section.

![Figure 9. 7S-FRAP probe tip and an encapsulated pressure sensor.](image)

### 2.1.3 FRAP Data Acquisition System: FRAQ

The electronics accompanying the FRAP probe on-board of the drone is called FRAQ – Fast Response Data Acquisition, Figure 10 a. The FRAQ board is a double-sided, 6-layered PCB (three layers for signals, one layer for ground and the other two layers carry ±15 V) that is designed in-house. This integrated FRAQ board performs the following four functions, namely amplification of the FRAP signals, analog-to-digital conversion, logging the digitized data in SD card, and providing the power supply (15 V and 5 V) to the above three units. It consists of seven amplifiers that amplify the seven FRAP sensor signals by a factor 100, seven Max11040 ADCs with 24 bit resolution that digitize the amplified voltage signals at
250/500 Hz, a LPC21xx based data logger with an on-board flash memory card (that runs on paparazzi software and stores the FRAP data in flash memory card at 250/500 Hz) and a DC-DC converter that generates a 5 V and a 15 V power supply from the on-board 12.1 V LiPO battery. Earlier version of the FRAP data acquisition system, shown in Figure 10 b, had four independent units to support the above mentioned four functions. But this old version of the system was heavy at 145 g and prone to frequent connector related malfunctions especially during drone landings. Thus, a new board – FRAQ - was built by integrating the four units into a single PCB that weighs only 75 g and is less noisy than its predecessor. The FRAQ board design also makes it possible to directly measure the analog voltage signals that are used for FRAP calibration and testing purposes. It was observed during initial tests (Figure 10 c) that the entire board heats up quickly after powering, thus raising the temperature from 25 °C (room temperature) to more than 65 °C, so the power supply route was later modified and an aluminum fin was added to reduce this maximum temperature to ~ 55 °C.
Figure 10. (a) Integrated FRAQ board, (b) Earlier version of the FRAP data acquisition system, (c) FRAQ surface temperature image with IR camera (Infratec VarioCam Head) with a pixel resolution of 386X288 pixels.

The new integrated FRAQ board was tested with the FRAP probe at zero wind speed to assess its performance. Figure 11 confirms that the output of all seven sensors of the FRAP probe measurement system (FRAP + FRAQ) shows no drift with time. The root mean square noise in the sensor signals is less than 0.18 μV at a sampling rate of 500 Hz.

Figure 11. Output of all seven sensors of a probe measurement system (FRAP + FRAQ) at zero wind speed.
2.1.4 Static Calibration

A typical raw data calibration set from static calibration is shown in Figure 12. During static calibration, the FRAP probe mounted in an oven is subjected to a range of known differential pressures from 1-30 mbar and temperatures from 1-65°C. Each FRAP sensor produces two voltage outputs, one strongly dependent on pressure and the other strongly dependent on temperature. A fifth-order polynomial interpolation from static calibration, Equation 1, is employed to determine the pressure and temperature from the measured sensor signals.

For the sample sensor data shown in Figure 12, the measured sensitivities of the pressure sensor after amplification are 101 mV/mbar and 66 mV/°C for the pressure signal and the temperature signal, respectively. The noise on the pressure signal reduces the resolution of the analog-to-digital converter to 19-bit effective, which provides a differential pressure measurement resolution of ±8.6 × 10⁻³ Pa. The calibration model exhibits an average standard deviation compared to the measured data of ±0.46 Pa and ±0.14°C, which corresponds to an error of less than 0.075% and 0.018% over the full calibration range of the probe.

Figure 12. Sensor static calibration data.
\[
p(U, U_e) = \sum_{i=0}^{m} \sum_{j=0}^{n} K_{p,ij} U^i U_e^j
\]

\[
T(U, U_e) = \sum_{i=0}^{m} \sum_{j=0}^{n} K_{t,ij} U^i U_e^j
\]

(1)

**Figure 13.** (a) pressure sensitivity versus applied temperature, (b) zero pressure offset versus temperature [56].

The output signal \( U \) is weakly temperature dependent, while the excitation signal \( U_e \) is decoupled from the pressure. However the effect of temperature on the pressure sensitivity (Figure 13 a) and on the zero pressure offset (Figure 13 b), which is the pressure signal output at zero applied pressure, is not negligible. The pressure signal output experiences 7.4% and 47% increase in pressure sensitivity and zero pressure output, respectively, when temperature varies from 1°C to 65°C. It can also be observed that the response to temperature variations is non-linear. Therefore the sensors must be calibrated over the full range of intended temperature use.
2.1.5 Aerodynamic Calibration

The FRAP probe is designed to be used in a non-nulling fashion to measure the wind velocity (in the drone’s frame of reference) in a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer. The definition of flow angles and the arrangement of pressure taps in a FRAP probe are shown in Figure 14. The pressure measured by the seven sensors of a FRAP probe are combined to compute four coefficients (Equation 2), that represents the local yaw angle $\psi$, pitch angle $\theta$, total pressure $P_o$, and dynamic pressure $q$. This is then used to derive the local velocity vector $\vec{v}$ relative to the FRAP probe.

![Diagram of flow angles convention and pressure taps numbering and sectoring scheme.](image)

**Figure 14.** (a) Flow angles convention, (b) Pressure taps numbering and sectoring scheme.

At low flow angles, the flow remains attached over the entire surface of the probe and the central port ($n=7$) has the highest pressure. Therefore the pressure measured by all seven sensors is used to characterize the flow field. However at high flow angles, the flow separates on the leeward side of the probe, and an off-center pressure sensor ($n=1-6$) has the highest pressure. In this case only a subset of the seven pressure sensors is used to determine the flow conditions, based on the sensor reading the highest pressure and the sensors that are adjacent to it. The difference between high
and low flow angles leads to a sectoring scheme, which is employed in the current work as shown in Figure 14 b.

The aero-calibration of the probe was made in the fully automated freejet facility at ETH Zurich. A detailed description of the facility can be found in [59]. The probe is installed on a three axis traversing system (lateral motion, yaw angle and pitch angle motion) in order to rotate the probe relative to the fixed jet. The automatic calibration procedure follows pre-defined measurement grids for different probe yaw and pitch angles. For the low angle range the set of calibration data is taken on a homogenous grid that covers $\pm 30^\circ$ in yaw and pitch angles, for a Mach number of 0.07 that corresponds to a speed of 25 m/s.

Following an approach similar to that of Zilliac [64], a pitch angle coefficient $C_{\theta}$ is used to represent the local pitch angle $\theta$, and a tangential pressure-difference coefficient $C_{\psi}$ is used to represent local yaw angle $\psi$. Similar coefficients $C_{o}$ and $C_{q}$ are used to derive the total yaw angle and dynamic pressure, respectively. These coefficients are defined for low angles corresponding to sector 7 as in Equation 2.

$$
C_{\theta,7} = \frac{2(P_4 - P_1) + (P_3 - P_6) - (P_2 - P_5)}{2(P_7 - \bar{P}_7)}
$$

$$
C_{\psi,7} = \frac{(P_3 - P_6) + (P_2 - P_5)}{\sqrt{3}(P_7 - \bar{P}_7)}
$$

$$
C_{o,7} = \frac{P_7 - P_o}{P_7 - \bar{P}_7}
$$

$$
C_{q,7} = \frac{P_7 - \bar{P}_7}{q}
$$

$$
\bar{P}_7 = \frac{1}{6} \sum_{n=1}^{6} P_n
$$

The polynomial curve-fit method of Gallington [65] is applied to the calibration data. Four sets of calibration coefficients are derived for the four flow properties ($\psi, \theta, C_o, C_q$). The polynomial calibration coefficients $k_{ij\psi}$ and $k_{ij\theta}$, used to derive yaw and pitch flow angles, result from the solution of this set of linear equations using a least squares 10th order polynomial approximation, as shown in Equation 3.
\[
\psi = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{m} k_{ij\psi} C_{\psi}^i C_{\theta}^j \\
\theta = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{m} k_{ij\theta} C_{\psi}^i C_{\theta}^j 
\] 

A similar procedure as for the flow angles is applied to the pressure measurements in order to derive the polynomial calibration coefficients for the total pressure and dynamic pressure. The relations in Equation 4 are a function of the computed flow yaw angle. The polynomial interpolation order is 6 and 5 for total pressure and dynamic pressure, respectively.

\[
C_o = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{m} k_{ij} \psi^i \theta^j \\
C_q = \sum_{i=0}^{n} \sum_{j=0}^{m} k_{ijq} \psi^i \theta^j 
\] 

The calibration curves of the 7S-FRAP probe are shown in Figure 15 for ±30° in yaw and pitch, at a Mach number of Ma = 0.074 which corresponds to wind dynamic head and velocity of 4 mbar and 27 m/s, respectively. Table 1 tabulates the accuracy of calibration model of the 7S-FRAP probe. Thus at an airspeed of 20 m/s, the FRAP probe can resolve wind speed with a resolution of ~0.05 m/s and flow angles with a resolution of ~0.1°.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yaw Angle</th>
<th>Pitch Angle</th>
<th>Total Pressure</th>
<th>Dynamic Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abs. [°]</td>
<td>abs. [°]</td>
<td>abs. [Pa]</td>
<td>abs. [Pa]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ rel. [%]</td>
<td>/ rel. [%]</td>
<td>/ rel. [%]</td>
<td>/ rel. [%]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.44 10^{-1}</td>
<td>1.37 10^{-1}</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ 2.4 10^{-1}</td>
<td>/ 2.3 10^{-1}</td>
<td>/ 5.18 10^{-1}</td>
<td>/ 5.68 10^{-1}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Calibration model accuracy of the 7S-FRAP probe. Calibration range: Ma = 0.074, ±30° in yaw and pitch angles.
Figure 15. Aero-calibration coefficients, (a) yaw flow angle, (b) pitch flow angle, (c) total pressure, (d) dynamic pressure.

It is important to note that five sensors are sufficient to measure the wind velocity with FRAP probe. The seven sensor FRAP probe designed for drone based wind measurement applications carries two additional sensors as a measure of redundancy. Thus, the FRAP probe can also be used in 5-sensor mode to measure the flow field in drone’s frame of reference. The three 5-sensor mode combinations possible with the FRAP probe are shown in Figure 16. This 5-sensor mode feature is used if one of the seven sensors is damaged in the field, say, during a drone crash landing. The procedure to extract the aero-calibration coefficients of a FRAP probe in 5-sensor mode is explained in [66].
2.1.6 Dynamic Calibration

The pneumatic cavity between the pressure tap and piezo-resistive sensor membrane can influence the unsteady pressure measurements. The acoustic resonance that is associated with the characteristic length of the pneumatic cavity implies that the measured signals around the eigenfrequency of the pneumatic cavity are strongly amplified and have a phase shift [67]. It is thus important to quantify the eigenfrequency of the newly designed shielded pressure tap. This eigenfrequency determines the frequency measurement bandwidth of 7S-FRAP probe.

The dynamic response of the pneumatic cavity was measured in the freejet facility, equipped with a fine mesh grid. The resulting flow turbulence has a constant amplitude over relatively low frequencies and then decays with a characteristic slope of -5/3 at higher frequencies. The amplitude response in terms of PSD/PSD₀ versus frequency is shown in Figure 17. The peak at 3.8 kHz corresponds to the eigenfrequency of the pneumatic cavity of the stagnation pressure sensor 7, which exhibits the largest pneumatic cavity of all seven sensors. The amplitude is flat up to a frequency of 3 kHz, above which the amplitudes are in excess of 3 dB. Thus the cutoff frequency of 3 kHz determines the bandwidth of the 7S-FRAP probe.
Figure 17. Amplitude response of stagnation pressure sensor 7. The measured response is from grid generated turbulence [56].
2.2 Onboard Instrumentation

The on-board sensors in WindFlyer and Funjet are summarized in Table 2. The GPS receiver installed on the Tiny v 2.11 autopilot board of the Funjet drone is a u-blox LEA-6H and the external GPS employed with the TWOOG autopilot board in the windFlyer drone is u-blox NEO-6M. The GPS measures the position in UTM coordinates, height above sea level, ground speed and climb speed of the drone along its trajectory at a sampling rate of 4 Hz. GPS output accuracy depends on the signal strength that is affected by a number of factors like the measurement location, time of day, orientation of the GPS antenna, use of satellite based augmentation systems like EGNOS/WAAS etc, and its position accuracy measured is shown in Figure 18. More details on the u-blox GPS receivers can be found in [68].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>On-board sensor</th>
<th>Variables measured</th>
<th>Sampling rate (Hz)</th>
<th>Autopilot Tiny v2.11/TWOOG port connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS5611</td>
<td>Atmospheric pressure, temperature</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>I2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHT75</td>
<td>Relative humidity (RH), atmospheric temperature</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>ADC (12 bit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-blox LEA-6H</td>
<td>Drone position, ground speed, climb speed and course</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>UART</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u-blox NEO-6M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arduimu (version 2, 3)</td>
<td>Attitude angles pitch and roll</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>I2C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PNI micromag 3-axis magnetometer</td>
<td>Magnetic heading</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>SPI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attopilot</td>
<td>Current and voltage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ADC (12 bit)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. On-board sensors in WindFlyer and Funjet.
2.2.1 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) Sensor

During measurements, the pitch and roll angles of the drone along its trajectory are continuously measured using an ArduIMU sensor. As the manufacturer did not specify the accuracy of angles measured by this Inertial measurement Unit (IMU) sensor, an attempt was made to evaluate ArduIMU’s pitch angle accuracy against the pitching motion of the IFD wind tunnel traversing system. Figure 19 shows the deviation of the IMU pitch angle relative to the corresponding value of the wind tunnel traversing system. With a linear fit, it can be observed that the IMU pitch is over estimated on an average by 3% relative to the wind tunnel pitch system. As this error is negligible the IMU system is regarded as reliable. Also for reliable attitude angle measurements, the IMU needs to be mounted carefully at/close-to the CG of the drone.

At the beginning of each wind tunnel run, the drone is repositioned at the reference zero position of the traversing system in order to initialize the IMU. It turns out that the length of time period in which the initialization is performed has no influence on the quality of initialization. The average value of the IMU pitch angle for different initialization periods of 15, 30, 60 and 120 s remains within an interval of 0.01°. The standard deviation for each period remained below 0.025°. Furthermore, no deviation from the initial value was detected when the drone was reset to the reference zero position (of the traversing system) after each alpha-sweep run in the wind tunnel. The specific values of the average and standard deviation can be found in [69]. Therefore, it can be concluded that the accuracy of the IMU system is sufficient to measure the pitch angle of the drone in flight. The IMU system is not subject to any offset drifts. Furthermore, for all field measurements, an initialization period of 30 s after powering ON is considered sufficient.
2.2.2 Static Pressure and Temperature Sensor

The barometric pressure along a drone trajectory is measured using a high resolution MS5611-01BA sensor on-board of the aircraft. MS5611 is a high-resolution altimeter sensor with an altitude resolution of 10 cm and is integrated into the drone’s autopilot through an I2C bus interface [70]. The sensor measures both pressure and temperature signals with a high stability and with very low hysteresis losses. Thus, MS5611 sensor directly measures the FRAP back pressure and is also used in post-processing to compute the atmospheric density along a drone trajectory. As this sensor is located inside the drone fuselage, the pressure measured by this sensor is affected by propeller motion. The effect of different throttle settings on the static pressure drop inside the drone fuselage is measured and documented in Figure 20a. The temporal variations in atmospheric pressure during this 125 s measurement period can be neglected as the pressure drop is seen to return to zero after the removing the throttle, Figure 20b. The standard deviation of the pressure signal at different throttle settings is calculated with respect to the time period where the throttle was maintained at a constant level (approximately 10 seconds for each step). As the throttle set by autopilot in cruise mode is around 40-50%, a correction based on the pressure drop is applied to the final computed airspeed. This sensor is mounted inside the fuselage nose close to the FRAP probe.
Figure 20. (a) Static pressure drop caused by propeller at different throttle settings, (b) Raw signal from MS5611 during measurement at different throttle settings.

The temperature measured by the MS5611 sensor located inside the fuselage and the SHT75 sensor located outside the fuselage is depicted in
Figure 21. The SHT75 sensor (accuracy ±0.1°C [71]) is mounted outside the fuselage and it measures both the atmospheric temperature and relative humidity along a drone trajectory. The output of this sensor is used to compute the atmospheric air density along a drone trajectory. It can be seen from Figure 21 that the temperature outside fuselage is always lower than the temperature measured inside the fuselage for the whole measurement duration. Although the ambient conditions where maintained constant within the test facility during this measurement, a maximum temperature rise of 3.5°C was observed inside the fuselage due to the on-board heat generating sources like FRAQ.

![Figure 21. Temperature measured by the MS5611 sensor (inside fuselage) and the SHT75 sensor (outside fuselage).](image)

### 2.2.3 Magnetic Sensor

The drone’s heading is measured using Micromag 3, an on-board magnetic sensor mounted on the fuselage nose. This highly sensitive magnetic sensor (resolution 0.15 mGauss) on-board of the aircraft measures the Earth’s magnetic field in all 3 axes of a rectangular coordinate system attached to the drone. To get the final wind speed in the Earth’s frame of reference with reliable accuracy, the drone’s sideslip and attitude angles are needed with reliable accuracy. GPS measures the aircraft-heading angle, but this assumes the drone as a point mass moving in space and thus does not provide the orientation of drone fuselage during flight. Depending on ambient wind speed and turbulence, the drone’s fuselage orientation can change continuously during flight and this becomes especially significant when the drone is flying perpendicular to the main wind direction. Theoretically at zero ambient wind speed, both
parameters – GPS heading and magnetic heading - must match, but asymmetry in drone body, turbulence or wind can lead to sideslip. If no magnetic sensor data is available and if the drone trajectory is nearly parallel to the main wind direction, then GPS heading can be used as an approximation to the measured final wind velocity in the Earth frame of reference along this trajectory. But when the drone flies perpendicular to the ambient wind then the final wind velocity in the Earth frame of reference cannot be extracted if the magnetic sensor data is not available. However, it is important to note that the vertical wind speed in Earth’s frame of reference is independent of sideslip angle.

As the magnetic field from any on-board electronics or any on-board ferrous materials can affect the magnetic sensor output, a calibration approach is needed to take these effects into account [66]. Micromag 3 has an arrow printed on its PCB to indicate the “reference direction” for mounting the sensor horizontally on-board of the drone. The sensor modules are arranged in a South-West-Down (SWD) coordinate system. The reference direction is parallel to the x-axis of the magnetic sensor and this is also oriented parallel to the x-axis of the FRAP probe. The magnetic heading along drone trajectory is computed using using the X, Y and Z components of the magnetometer, the attitude angles (pitch and roll) of the IMU and the hard, soft iron correction coefficients. Figure 22 shows a comparison between GPS and magnetic heading measured during a test flight.

![Figure 22. GPS heading vs magnetic heading during a test flight.](image)
2.2.4 AttoPilot Current and Voltage Sensors

An attopilot sensor on-board is used to measure the battery voltage and the current drawn from the LiPo batteries during flight at a sampling rate of 1 Hz. The ampere values of the current sensor were double-checked with a multi-meter. The deviation of the measured values was found to be below 2%. However, the voltage sensor was found to be under-predicting the voltage compared to the value measured at the level of the battery between 4 and 5%. This means that the actual voltage of the battery is higher than displayed in the paparazzi interface, and that the batteries can be drained further during field tests.

2.2.5 Optical Trigger System

![Diagram of optical trigger system]

**Figure 23.** Schematic of optical trigger system [92].

An optical trigger system that tracks and logs the position of wind turbine blades in the telemetry log file during drone based wake measurements was designed in-house for phase locking the FRAP measurement data. This ground-based system consists of a Laser Distance Meter (LDM301) that is positioned upstream of the wind turbine (say at a distance of 50 m) during drone based wake measurements. A pilot laser on the LDM is focused on the wind turbine tower, with the pilot laser pointing
to a location on the tower that is (say) 10-15 m below hub height. As a blade passes close to the tower, it intercepts the beam and reduces the distance measured by LDM. When the LDM measured distance (briefly) reduces during blade passing, it sends a trigger signal to the GCS and is logged in the log file. The LDM has a range of more than 300 m and can measure distance with an accuracy of ±6 cm at a sampling rate of 2 kHz. A schematic of the optical trigger system is shown in Figure 23. A serial interface connects the LDM to the trigger DAQ box. The trigger DAQ box consists of a paparazzi Tiny v2.11, a xbee modem and a 11.1 V LiPo battery. As the wind turbine blade passes by the tower, it changes the LDM output and generates a trigger at the blade passing frequency. This trigger signal is transmitted to the Ground Control Station (GCS) and logged in the telemetry log file. Thus, the measured trigger signal directly provides the position of wind turbine blades and the frequency of rotation (rpm) of the wind turbine rotor during wake measurements. The measured wind turbine rotor frequency (rpm) from the optical trigger system is compared to the 10-minute average SCADA values in Figure 24. The measured variations in rotor rotational speed with time are a manifestation of the variability in ambient wind speed. The mean rotor speed computed from the trigger system is compared to SCADA in Table 3, and it shows a difference of 3%.

Figure 24. Rotor RPM measured with optical trigger system compared to SCADA.
Mean rotor speed (rpm) | Difference (%)
--- | ---
Measured with optical trigger system | SCADA | 14.3 | 13.9 | 3

Table 3. Rotor speed computed from optical trigger system vs SCADA.

As mentioned earlier, the trigger signal can be used for phase locking the wake measurement data. By assuming that all three blades of a wind turbine rotor are identical with rotational symmetry, the 120° sector of the area swept by rotor can be bucketed/collected into bins, say 12 identical bins of 10° each. Thus, the position of the drone along its trajectory can be tied to the rotor blade position – in different bins - measured using an optical trigger system. Figure 25 depicts a wake measurement trajectory of the drone collected into 12 identical bins based on rotor position. The position of the drone in one complete wake trajectory binned into three different rotor position bins, namely 10°-20°, 50°-60° and 90°-100°, is shown in Figure 25.

*Figure 25.* The measurements along the drone trajectory are binned based on rotor position into 12 identical bins of 10° each. Only one complete wake measurement trajectory (GPS positions) binned into 3 different rotor sector bins is shown here, namely 10°-20°, 60°-70° and 100°-110°.
2.3 INSTRUMENTED DRONE

2.3.1 1st Generation Drone: Funjet

The 1st generation foam-based drone is called Funjet, Figure 26. The electric powered, pusher propeller drone has a wingspan of 795 mm, an overall length of 750 mm, and a take-off mass of 900 g respectively. The delta-wing airframe of the Funjet drone is manufactured by Multiplex GmbH and is made out of lightweight EPP foam material (expanded polypropylene). The drone’s propulsion system consists of an electrical brushless engine (AXI 2212/26) with a 9”x 6” propeller that is powered by a 2500 mAh Lithium polymer (LiPo) battery pack to give it an endurance of 20-30 minutes. A landing gear and a landing foil protects the FRAP probe from damage during landing.

![Figure 26. Funjet drone.](image)

2.3.2 2nd Generation Drone: WindFlyer

The LEC’s 2nd generation pusher propeller drone is called windFlyer, Figure 27. Unlike the 1st generation foam-based Funjet drones, windFlyer is an all composite airframe structure designed for heavier payloads and longer flight times. A fully instrumented windFlyer drone weighs 3 kg and has a maximum endurance of more than 2 hours (with an 8000 mAh LiPo battery pack). The drone is built with a vacuum bagging technique for superior flight performance and its aerodynamically efficient design results
in a low drag of ~2.4 N at a nominal cruise speed of 20 m/s. During wake measurements, this efficient aerodynamic design helps to minimize drone induced flow disturbances and thus improves the measurement accuracy. In addition, the high aspect ratio (AR) of 12 gives windFlyer a superior gliding performance and stability. A landing gear protects the FRAP probe from damage during landing, while a foldable propeller and flap ensure safe landing performance.

**Figure 27.** WindFlyer drone.
2.4 WindFlyer Drone

2.4.1 Aerodynamic Analysis

WindFlyer in steady level flight is subjected to aerodynamic loads (lift and drag) which are counterbalanced by weight and thrust respectively. Thus, the aerodynamic loading needs to be calculated to provide inputs to structural simulations. The panel code AVL was used to determine the aerodynamic forces and moments acting on windFlyer in mid-air. This panel code helps in quick but accurate computation of aerodynamic coefficients, without need for complex, three-dimensional Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) simulations.

Anthena Vortex Lattice (AVL)

The panel code AVL was chosen to evaluate the aerodynamic eigenfrequencies - to check if this can trigger a structural failure - of windFlyer over the complete flight envelope. Unlike XFOIL, it is possible to model the complete windFlyer drone in AVL and to analyze its aerodynamic characteristics. A windFlyer drone modelled in AVL is shown in Figure 28. This drone has 4 control surfaces, namely, the flaps (25 % of airfoil chord), the ailerons (25 % of airfoil chord) and the V-tail carrying the elevator and rudder (20 % of airfoil chord). All control surfaces were modeled and their effectiveness analyzed in detail with AVL. As seen in Figure 28, the drone fuselage was modelled as an axisymmetric body.

![WindFlyer drone modelled in AVL.](image)

**Figure 28.** WindFlyer drone modelled in AVL.

Stability and Control

An eigenmode analysis was performed in AVL to assess the
aircraft’s dynamic behavior. This process used inputs from both mass and geometry files - which also specified the aircraft’s operational parameters including the component surface areas and moments of inertia, operating $C_L$, airspeed and density - to compute the eigenmodes of the system. Each of the conjugate pairs obtained from AVL (shown in Figure 29 and in Table 4) characterize a stability mode of the system. The dihedral provides excellent roll stability with high roll damping factor (i.e. 1), thus damping any motion within a second. The dutch roll mode is damped with a damping factor of 0.074, and takes about 25 seconds to return to steady state. The spiral mode is positive and undamped. The pitch behavior of the drone is characterized by a long and short period mode represented by the red and black circles in Figure 29. The phugoid mode results from a trade between kinetic and potential energy as the aircraft undergoes a series of subtle, yet lengthy, pitch oscillations. However, the frequency of the oscillation is sufficiently low at 0.07 Hz, and thus helps to maintain a stable altitude during flight. The high frequency short period mode is heavily damped, indicating strong pitch stability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modes</th>
<th>Eigenvalues</th>
<th>Mode description</th>
<th>Time period (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real</td>
<td>Imaginary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-5.307</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Roll Damping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.162</td>
<td>2.187</td>
<td>Dutch Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.162</td>
<td>-2.187</td>
<td>Dutch Roll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-4.194</td>
<td>3.235</td>
<td>Short period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-4.194</td>
<td>-3.235</td>
<td>Short period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Spiral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.225</td>
<td>0.438</td>
<td>Phugoid/Long period</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.225</td>
<td>-0.438</td>
<td>Phugoid/Long period</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. windFlyer eigenvalues and modes from AVL.
Center of Gravity

The location of the Center of Gravity (CG) heavily influences the pitch dynamics of the aircraft. Thus the static margin needs to be evaluated to check the positive pitch stability at different cruise speeds. From AVL, the drone’s CG is found to be located at a distance of 68.75 mm behind the leading edge of the wing. So we can use Equation 16 to compute the Static Margin (SM). It must be emphasized here that the LiPo battery (payload) location in windFlyer could be varied to sufficiently adjust the CG of complete drone, and the present battery location is 110 mm ahead of the wing leading edge. The aircraft’s neutral point varies, so test cases were run in AVL to assure that the possible CG locations produced acceptable SM throughout the flight envelope. The SM was found to vary from 6.1% at maximum flight speed (30 m/s) to 11.1% at takeoff (with flaps and speed

Figure 29. WindFlyer eigenmode analysis in AVL.
of 10 m/s), which are within acceptable bounds.

\[
SM = \frac{(x_{np} - x_{cg})}{c}
\]  

(16)

Drag Polar

The variation of aerodynamic coefficients at different cruise speeds and the characteristic drag polar of windFlyer obtained from AVL are shown in Figure 30. These lift and drag coefficients define the aerodynamic performance of the drone. The aerodynamic characteristics at different cruise speeds and for different trim conditions are tabulated in Jacobi [73]. As AVL is an inviscid solver, a profile drag of 0.02 is considered for all AVL drag calculations. The shape of the wing tip provides the windFlyer wing with a span efficiency factor of 99.8% (negligible induced drag) during a cruise speed of 16 m/s, and this results in an L/D ratio of 25-30. The shape of the airfoil in the windFlyer wing and V-tail is ‘SM8016M’. Based on the stall angle computed for ‘SM8016M’ from XFOIL, the minimum safe cruise speed is 12 m/s without flaps and is 8 m/s with flaps deployed at 30°.
Figure 30. (a) Aerodynamic characteristics of windFlyer at different cruise speeds, (b) Drag polar of windFlyer obtained from AVL.

Treffz Plane

The Treffz plane is used to visualize the lift distribution along a wing span, Figure 31. Figure 31 shows that the lift distribution (dashed line) along the wing span is nearly uniform and falls sharply at wing tip. Thus, the windFlyer wing produces very low induced drag [73]. It also demonstrates that there is no local stalling in the wing at any section of the span and that the lift distribution is nearly elliptical. The fuselage wake is neglected here and both wings are assumed to be connected. The longitudinal stability derivatives at a cruise speed of 18 m/s obtained from AVL are tabulated in Table 5.
Figure 31. Lift distribution along wingspan: Solid Line represents the lift per unit span. Dashed Line represents local lift coefficient $C_L$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Stability derivative $(1/$rad.$)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{L\alpha}$</td>
<td>5.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{m\alpha}$</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{n\beta}$</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{l\beta}$</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{ip}$</td>
<td>-0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{Lq}$</td>
<td>6.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{lr}$</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Longitudinal Stability Derivatives at a cruise speed of 18 m/s.
2.4.2 Structural Analysis

A circular load bearing beam connects the windFlyer fuselage with its wings. This beam is made from hard foam by weaving and wrapping carbon fibers around it to take the loads and to inhibit large deformations. To capture the effect of this beam in analysis, a surface is added in the DesignModeler of Ansys Workbench [69], Figure 32. This surface connects the suction side of the wing to its pressure side. In simulations, this beam is characterized by its thickness (0.26mm) and material properties (carbon fiber weaving). The hard foam was neglected for analysis. The beam is positioned at quarter-chord distance from the wing leading edge. The resulting geometry can be seen in Figure 32. In reality, the windFlyer has another beam – a much smaller one - within its main wing that is situated close to its trailing edge. It is assumed here that this second beam is a supporting element and thus omitted in simulations (conservative approach).

A structured shell mesh is a prerequisite to model orthotropic laminates. Since windFlyer is modeled solely by its outer surface, a wall thickness has to be applied to every surface within the Ansys Workbench. The advantage of using surfaces with a predefined thickness is that the mesh generator uses shell elements instead of the more costly solid elements. To generate a smooth mesh, the option for advanced sizing “fixed” was used. By specifying minimal and maximal size limits, a structured mesh with approximately 140'000 nodes and 46'000 elements was obtained. When using the volume model for meshing, the number of nodes easily exceeds 500'000.

![Figure 32. Ansys wing geometry with carbon spar beam.](image-url)
Composite Modeling

The composite material of windFlyer does not have homogenous properties. It uses different layers in the fuselage and wings, consisting of hard foam, epoxy, glass and carbon fiber weavings. To account for the resulting anisotropic behavior and to avoid modeling each layer separately in a CAD-program, a new orthotropic material – whose behavior is similar to the actual laminate – was created. As the drone’s wall thickness is small compared to the other geometrical dimensions, a two dimensional plate theory can be used and a three dimensional solid mechanics problem can be avoided. This implies that the material properties can be described by one E-modulus, one G-modulus and two Poisson ratios. One material was designed for the wings and a second one for the fuselage. The actual geometry of both laminates can be seen in Figure 33. The properties of the glass and carbon fiber plies are found in [73]. The epoxy used is Carboplast “L285” and the hard foam is Rohacell “51 IG/IG-F”. It should be noted that the actual fuselage laminate of windFlyer has a second 296 g/m² glass fiber layer in the vicinity of the connection to the main wings. This second layer is neglected in this analysis, which represents a conservative approach.

![Figure 33. Laminate plies of wing (top) and fuselage (bottom).](image)

A program called “ESAComp” was used to calculate the material properties of laminates made up of various plies (i.e. to obtain realistic laminate properties). ESAComp is a software for the analysis and design of composites [74] and its development was initiated by the European Space Agency (ESA).
- The glass fiber weaves of windFlyer are modeled by the ply “E;Epoxy;F-.130/169/50”. The area density (in g/m²), the fiber
volume content and the thickness are customized to account for the different glass fiber weaves.

- For the carbon fiber weave, the ply “T300;Epoxy;F-.220/193/50” is chosen with the area density, fiber volume content and thickness adapted in the same way as mentioned in glass fiber.
- The hard foam is modeled by “51 IG;FC-/52”.
- The epoxy is modeled by “Hysol EA 934NA”.

When the two laminates are composed of their individual plies, the material properties are calculated by ESAComp, Figure 34.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moduli (GPa)</th>
<th>Fuselage</th>
<th>Wings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_x ) In-plane</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_y ) In-plane</td>
<td>11.49</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{xy} ) Out-of-plane shear (including shear distortion correction)</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{zx} ) Out-of-plane shear (including shear distortion correction)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G_{yz} ) Out-of-plane shear (including shear distortion correction)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson's ratios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{xy} ) In-plane</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_{yx} ) In-plane</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.278</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 34.** Equivalent material properties of fuselage and wings. Material properties of laminates calculated with ESAComp [69].

**Boundary Conditions**

The main wings are cut into 11 sections and the V-tail into 2 sections. On each of these sections a specific lift force computed from XFOIL (for a given true airspeed) is applied such that the sum of these forces balances the weight of the plane and its components. If the sum of the lift forces is too low, the AoA is increased and vice versa. For a given airfoil geometry at a particular wind speed, the AoA defines the moment and drag force on each surface. The sum of the drag forces is balanced by the thrust. Attention needs to be paid to the direction of the lift forces on the V-tails, which are rotated approximately 39° relative to the horizontal direction. The forces acting on the fuselage in Z direction (in Workbench convention) are windFlyer's weight and the weights of the various on-board
payloads. To compute the weights, a gravitational constant of 9.81 m/s\(^2\) was used. Arrows in Figure 35 show the representative boundary conditions used for analysis.

![Figure 35. Boundary conditions.](image)

The following five different scenarios were analyzed:

- **Take-off and landing:** During take-off and landing, a relative wind speed of 10 m/s was used. To be able to lift off the ground at such a low speed, the lift coefficients need to be as high as possible to overcompensate the total weight of windFlyer. Thus, the critical stall-angle is found by evaluating \(C_L\) for various AoAs and choosing the AoA with highest \(C_L\). Flaps are on (30°) and the AoA was found to be 5°.

- **Cruise:** During cruise, the relative wind speed is assumed to be 15 m/s. The AoA was iterated until weight=lift. It was found to be 3° with flaps unemployed.

- **High speed:** In order to evaluate stress and strain at maximum flight speeds, a high speed case was evaluated. The relative wind speed is 25 m/s and flaps are off. The AoA was found to be 0°.

- **Banking maneuver:** To obtain values for a maximal stress scenario, a banking maneuver was analyzed. The bank angle is 40°, the relative wind speed is 25 m/s, the AoA is 0.8°, flaps are off, ailerons are at 2°, the turn radius is 76 m and a side slip of 15° is applied. This results in a load factor (= Lift/Weight) of 1.3. The boundary conditions chosen are extreme and unlikely to occur in reality.

- **Wind tunnel:** windFlyer to be tested in the wind tunnel to obtain the aerodynamic coefficients required an “optimized fight plan” tool [81]. In the wind tunnel, a strut is fixed to the base plate inside the
fuselage. To check if this base plate can endure the aerodynamic loads, one scenario was evaluated with a wind speed of 25 m/s, an AoA of 0.8° (resulting from windFlyer's geometry) and flaps are off.

**Composite Failure**

Composites have complicated failure modes. For a single ply of a unidirectional fiber-reinforced matrix, the stress-strain curve is highly non-linear, Figure 36 [75]. In the first stage, matrix and fiber are deformed elastically. At a certain limit, microcracking occurs within the matrix (not visible and difficult to detect). The fibers have to withstand the additional stresses and stress concentrations occurring at the cracks. Once the fibers’ maximal strength is exceeded, the laminate fractures. This process can be seen in Figure 36.

![Idealized tensile stress-strain curve for a fiber reinforced cement](image)

*Figure 36.* Idealized tensile stress-strain curve for a fiber reinforced cement [75].

In this project, the laminates are made up of various plies. Additionally, the plies do not have unidirectional fiber-reinforcement but have weavings, where interactions between the fibers have to be taken into account. This implies that no single value as a criterion for failure can be given without performing material tests. Instead, experiences and empirical values have to be used here. For materials with homogenous properties, fatigue values can be easily found from Wohlers curves. For laminates, this is not the case. Even for the same type of specimens and loads, life dispersions occur due to the heterogeneous nature of the laminates [76]. Thus, it will not be possible to make realistic estimations about fatigue failure or life-time expectations.
**Strain Criterion**

For composite materials, one important failure criterion is the maximal principal strain. In aviation, a widely used value is 0.4% for composites [77]. If all strains stay within this limit, matrix cracks are unlikely to occur and local damage can be avoided. This value includes a safety factor of 1.5. The fracture strains of the fibers are much higher and reach values of up to 2%. Thus, the laminate's maximal endurable strain will be limited by the matrix properties. Since in aviation people’s lives are at stake and the planes are designed for a lifetime of over 20 years with intensive usage, it will be assumed that windFlyer will easily cope with any strains below this value. All cases will be evaluated by specifying the maximum principal strain. In order to obtain a grasp of all occurring strains (and not only the principal strains), the equivalent strain distributions will be shown as well. The maximum values of the equivalent strains will be above the maximum values of the principal strains. The equivalent strain is advantageous because it allows any three-dimensional strain to be expressed by a single strain value. Ansys 13.0 calculates the equivalent (von Mises) strain with Equation 17. The other relevant criterion connected to composites is the ‘stress criterion’. This criterion can however only be used if each layer is modeled separately and hence the stress distribution can be evaluated in each ply. Since in this project the composite is modeled as a single equivalent laminate, this criterion will not return reasonable results.

\[
\varepsilon_e = \frac{1}{1 + v'} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left[ (\varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2)^2 + (\varepsilon_2 - \varepsilon_3)^2 + (\varepsilon_3 - \varepsilon_1)^2 \right] \right)^{\frac{1}{2}} \tag{17}
\]

where \( v' \) is the effective Poisson's ratio and \( \varepsilon_i \) are the principal strains in direction (i=1, 2 and 3).
Figure 37. Equivalent strain distribution of windFlyer during take-off/landing.

A summary of results from the five different scenarios analyzed is as follows:

- Take-off and landing is shown in Figure 37. Since the maximal principal strain is 0.21% and occurs in the carbon beam (and not the laminate), the structure is expected to withstand take-off and landing conditions without problems.

- For cruise conditions, the maximum principal strain of 0.26% is reached in the same carbon beam as before and there are also strains of 0.1% in the connection between wing and fuselage. The strains occurring in the cruise scenario are smaller and thus considered less important than the high-speed scenario.

- In the high-speed scenario, the highest strain of 0.26% occurs again in the carbon beam. Another strain concentration occurs at the interface of main wings and fuselage at the leading and trailing edge. The maximal principal strain is below 0.18% at these locations.

- The highest maximum principal strain in the banking maneuver occurs in the carbon beam and has a value of 0.36%. The highest maximum principal strain that occurs in the laminates is 0.23% and is located - as mentioned before in the high speed scenario - at the interface of main wings and fuselage at the trailing edge.

- In the wind tunnel case, the maximal principal strain is approximately equal to the high speed scenario. This makes sense as the same wind speed is applied. The maximal principal strain in the plate (on which the windFlyer is mounted in the wind tunnel with a strut) is 0.09% and occurs close to the empty square in the center of
the plate where the strut is attached. This value is far below the strain criterion used, so failure is improbable.

2.4.3 Wind Tunnel Testing of WindFlyer

The IFD wind tunnel (at ETH Zurich) is a closed loop wind tunnel with an octagonal test section, Figure 38.

![IFD wind tunnel](image)

**Figure 38.** Overview of the IFD wind tunnel, ETH Zurich [79].

A fully instrumented windFlyer was tested in the IFD wind tunnel to completely characterize its aerodynamic performance and to assess the accuracy of its flow measurement system. The test section has a height of 2 m and a width of 3 m. At this point, it has to be mentioned that the dimensions of the IFD wind tunnel are not optimal to measure the aerodynamic properties of the windFlyer with high accuracy. The reason is the windFlyers large wingspan of 2.25 m, which is why the sidewalls influence the 3-dimensional flow field near the wing tips. Figure 39 show a fully instrumented windFlyer mounted inside the IFD wind tunnel test section. A symmetric NACA-profile shaped foam shroud was custom built for the wind tunnel tests to prevent turbulent flow underneath the windFlyer fuselage. This foam shroud guides the flow around the load cell and cable connections. The pitch and yaw motions of the drone are controlled through a traversing system located underneath the strut. With the data acquisition system of the wind tunnel, the parameters - pitch and yaw angle, temperature inside the test section, wind speed (calculated with a Venturi-system) - were recorded with a sampling rate of 10 Hz. The forces and moments were acquired with the analog output system of the load cell [69].
The drone was tested in the wind tunnel at four different speeds in the range of 10-50 m/s, and the resulting lift polars and lift-to-drag ratio curves are plotted in Figure 40. The plots show the influence of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristic curves, and the aerodynamic efficiency of windFlyer increases with airspeed. At 10 m/s, the maximum lift coefficient of 1.5 was observed at an AoA of 10°, and a further increase in AoA causes the wings to stall as the lift coefficient starts to drop. Figure 40 a suggests that the slope of the lift polar increases for higher wind speeds. This low speed tendency is typical for thin airfoils [78]. The lift-to-
drag ratio at different airspeeds shows clearly the influence of Reynolds number on the aerodynamic characteristic curves. According to the theory [69], a higher airspeed and hence a higher Reynolds number results in a lower $c_D$ for the same $c_L$. This is clearly reflected in a variation of the maximum lift to drag ratio as a function of the airspeed, Figure 40 b. For 25 m/s the maximum lift to drag ratio is 13.9, which is 40% higher than the corresponding value for 10 m/s. Also at any $c_L$, it can be noted that the slope of the $c_L/c_D$ curve increases with the airspeed from 10 m/s to 50 m/s.

Figure 41 shows the effect of flap deflection on the lift and drag polars of windFlyer. At 10 m/s, the maximum lift coefficient increases by 15 % with flaps extended from 1.5 to 1.72. The lift polar also shows that the angle of attack decreases by about 2° at $c_L$max, thus with flaps the wing stalls at a smaller angle of attack. This implies that - with flaps deployed - the stall speed for a fully-instrumented windFlyer weighing 3 kg is 9.1 m/s. However, this value is ideal and is only valid for horizontal level flights in undisturbed flow. Furthermore, the deflection of the flaps induces a dramatic shift in the drag polar as illustrated in Figure 41 b. At 10 m/s, the drag coefficient at $c_L$max increases by 24 % with flaps from 0.25 to 0.31. Thus, the flaps are effective in slowing down the windFlyer before landing. To ensure safety and the stability of any aircraft, a safety margin with respect to stall speed is necessary – thus a 30 % safety margin is assumed on all aerodynamic coefficients measured in wind tunnel.

**Figure 41.** (a) Effect of flap deflection on the lift polar at 10 m/s. (b) Effect of flap deflection on the drag polar at 10 m/s.

One of the most prominent goals in windFlyer development - that directly helps in increasing the measurement duration per flight - was to maximize the drone’s endurance. To maximize the useful measurement
duration, it is crucial to minimize the energy consumption at cruise speed and to optimize the flight plan. From the aerodynamic characteristics measured in the wind tunnel, the drag and propulsive power required for horizontal flight were calculated as function of the airspeed, Figure 42. In accordance with the theory [69], the drag curve clearly shows a minimum value of 2.14 N at an airspeed of 16.5 m/s. Figure 42 b shows the impact of airspeed on the required propulsive power. For horizontal flight, a cruise speed in the minimal drag region is desired in order to maximize the range of the aircraft and a cruise speed in the minimal propulsive power region is desired in order to maximize the endurance of the aircraft. Based on field trials, a cruise speed of 19-20 m/s was chosen for all field measurements due to better flight stability in this region. Assuming that the efficiency of the propulsion system is not affected by the airspeed, the power consumption can only be minimized by maximizing the propulsive efficiency.

![Figure 42. For horizontal flight, (a) drag as function of airspeed, (b) propulsive power as function of airspeed.](image)

**2.4.4 Propeller Selection**

The windFlyer propulsion optimization tests were conducted at MG Erlenbach flight field, Switzerland, to assess the influence of flight dynamics parameters on the selection of the correct propeller-motor combination in a realistic environment. The propulsion optimization tests were planned with a series of flight tests. During this exercise, it was observed that the total flight time obtained with the existing propulsion system was more than 84 minutes, Figure 43. The battery voltage was seen to be stable during the run, but an abrupt drop was noticed after 10.5 V. As
the motor efficiency is a strong function of supply voltage and the voltage indicated by the paparazzi is conservative, the flight tests were carried out at voltages higher than 10.5 V. An oval trajectory (Figure 46) was chosen and flown with different propellers and motors, so that the energy consumed during flight allowed a direct comparison between different propellers.

![Graph](image1)

**Figure 43.** windFlyer reference flight, (above) ground speed variation with time, (below) LiPo battery voltage variation with time.

The weather forecast helped to choose the right days for flight testing with wind speeds less than 5 km/h. An RPM sensor (Figure 44) was added to measure the propeller revolution rate during flights at different air speed, in order to compute the advance ratio $J$. The measured RPM was transmitted through telemetry to the RC receiver and recorded manually at about 0.5 Hz. The airspeed measured with FRAP was then used to compute the advance ratio $J$. 
Once the windFlyer was in air, the autopilot flew the standard oval trajectory for 3 loops at a cruise speed of 19 m/s with a throttle setting of 45%. Then the throttle setting in autopilot mode was varied from 25% to 85%, in steps of 10%, to test each propeller at different flight speeds. The same oval trajectory was repeated (for 3 loops) at each different throttle settings. During the tests the actuator data and the energy consumption were logged at 2 Hz. Figure 45 shows windFlyer in the air and during landing.
The initial flight tests were more focused on testing larger propeller diameters (diameter from 12” to 16”) with a low rotational speed derivative (AXI 2814/32) of the original motor. During these tests, it was found that the larger propeller with the chosen motor does not produce enough thrust, thus affecting the takeoff and climb rate of windFlyer. The motor thrust scales with RPM. The same propellers were also tested with the original motor, but its higher rotational speed at full throttle overrated the current limitations of the motor thus forcing a change in the optimization approach. Furthermore, these initial flight tests yielded the observation that the tested propellers were operating at an advance ratio higher than the optimal value. To confirm this observation, measurements and verification with an RPM sensor were needed.

**Implications of Cruise Speed on Trajectory Flown by Autopilot**

In field tests, it was observed that the autopilot cruise speed setting affects the windFlyer trajectory accuracy. Figure 46 shows the windFlyer trajectory in the XY plane at three different cruise speeds with an 11x8 AN propeller and AXI 2814/16 motor. It can be clearly seen that if the cruise speed is chosen to high, the trajectory accuracy is compromised especially in the turns. For very low speeds, a deviation of the accuracy in the phases of horizontal speed was identified. A further decrease of the cruise speed setting yielded a very unstable behavior of the drone, which indicates that it
navigated close to the stall speed. The standard deviation of height however, was not compromised and stayed below 2m for all runs. This implies a trade-off between the maximization of flight time and the quality of the field measurements. A major deviation of the trajectory yields a penalty regarding the measurement efficiency [81]. To conclude, it is advisable to choose a cruise speed range between 17 m/s and 22 m/s in order to guarantee the quality of field measurements.

**Figure 46.** Impact of cruise speed of windFlyer trajectory accuracy.

The required electric power for straight horizontal flight can be written as

\[
P_{\text{elec}} = \frac{D \cdot V}{\eta_{\text{motor}} \cdot \eta_{\text{propeller}}} \tag{18}
\]

From flight tests, the efficiency of the different propellers was evaluated within the periods of straight level flight.

**Motor Efficiency**

As described in [82], the efficiency of motor was assessed in order to
quantify the associated losses during cruise flight. The evaluation of static tests indicates the influence of rotational speed and current on the motor efficiency. The efficiency for the measurement points is depicted in Figure 47 a. In accordance with the measurements carried out by [83], the efficiency is maximized for currents between 8-20 A and at high throttle settings (area highlighted in red). However, in cruise flight the motor operates at lower currents and rotational speeds, which are associated with higher losses. Figure 47 b shows the efficiency of the motor measured in straight level trajectories during flight tests.
Figure 47. (a) Motor efficiency of AXI 2814/16 at part load. The area highlighted by the red rectangle suggests the ideal operational regime of the on-board motor to maximize its operating efficiency at cruise speed, (b) Motor efficiency for different propellers at different airspeeds.

For a cruise speed above 20 m/s, the motor efficiency is above 70%. Since the maximal efficiency of the AXI 2814/16 is 82%, the losses associated with the motor are relatively low. Remarkably, the 14x6 AN propeller showed a motor efficiency of more than 75% for all airspeeds. However, the flight time with this propeller was consistently the lowest of all tested propellers (see Figure 49). This translates in a higher overall power consumption and hence a higher current, which explains the high values of the motor efficiency for this propeller. Therefore, it can be concluded that the efficiency losses occur mainly at the propeller itself for the 14x6 AN propeller.

Propeller Efficiency

The variation of advance ratio with airspeed for different propellers is shown in Figure 48. It can be seen that the advance ratio (Appendix B) is nearly independent of the airspeed. Thus, the propeller operates at approximately the same efficiency. However, based on the propeller database [82] created by the authors of [84], it was shown that all the tested propellers were operating at an advance ratio higher than $J_{opt}$, hence yielding a relatively low efficiency (between 30-40%). Since by the choice of a suitable propeller the propeller efficiency can be enhanced to 60%, it can be concluded that the highest potential to further increase the flight time is in choosing the right propeller.
Adaptation of Cruise Speed

Based on the results from wind tunnel testing of windFlyer, it is evident that the airspeed has a tremendous impact on the power consumption, and hence on the flight time of the drone. The total flight time is the ratio between total energy stored in the battery and the average rate of power consumption from battery. The flight test results show the impact of ground speed on total flight time for different propellers, Figure 49. The total flight time decreases sharply with increase in ground speed and this trend is consistent for all tested propellers. The measurement point named “reference flight” refers to the endurance flight discussed in Figure 43.

\[ t_{\text{flight}} = \frac{E_{\text{battery}}}{P_{\text{average}}} \]  

(19)
Figure 49. Effect of average ground speed on the flight time for different propeller
2.5 Other Accessories

2.5.1 Jig for IMU initialization

To initialize the IMU (roll and pitch) angles to a reference drone position before each flight in a repeatable way, a jig - that can support both Funjets and windFlyers in the field - was designed and manufactured in-house. The mechanical jig was built from aluminum and weighs 2 kg.

Figure 50 a. Before placing the drone, the jig was leveled in roll and pitch axis by independently adjusting the height of its four legs using a spirit level to make it horizontal. Before powering ON, a fully instrumented drone with a FRAP probe is then mounted on the mechanical jig. After placing the drone in the jig, the assembly is again adjusted in roll and pitch axis using a spirit level on the mechanical frame to ensure that it is horizontal. Thus at any measurement site the drone can be repeatably mounted on the same position before each flight. This ensures that the IMU is correctly referenced during initialization relative to the FRAP probe in a repeatable way. The jig also simplifies field assembly and helps in making the measurement less time consuming. Similarly after landing, the drone is mounted on the jig for offset gain measurements.

Figure 50. (a) Jig for IMU initialization.

2.5.2 Mechanical Frame

A mechanical frame was conceived for the generation I drones – Funjets – to support the FRAP probe and its associated electronics, and to provide stiffness/rigidity to its EPP foam fuselage. As EPP foam can deform during landing OR warp with time (Note: this can change the
orientation of a FRAP probe mounted on Funjet), a solution was needed to add stiffness/rigidity to the Funjet fuselage without adding significant weight. Thus, a mechanical frame with a box type design and weighing only 47 g (~5% of the total aircraft weight) was constructed from 1 mm thick aluminum sheets, Figure 51. This mechanical frame also prevents in-flight fuselage deformations, for example, the Funjet fuselage can bend in flight due to >150 g weight located ahead of its CG and due to aerodynamic forces. A deflection of just 3 mm at the aircraft fuselage nose can produce a 2° deflection in the FRAP probe axis that the IMU sensors will not be able detect. Both the FRAP probe and the FRAQ board are mounted on this frame, and the frame is leveled using a spirit level before each flight.

![Figure 51. Mechanical frame to support the FRAP probe and its associated electronics on Funjet and windFlyer.](image)
2.6 Paparazzi Autopilot System

Paparazzi is an autopilot system comprising of an open source hardware and software that enables autonomous flight [85]. The airframe hardware suite comprises an autopilot board – Tiny v2.11/TWOG, sensors – IMU, GPS, pressure, temperature etc, bi-directional data link radio modem, RC receiver, actuators, propulsion and battery. Both Tiny v2.11 and TWOG autopilot boards are designed around LPC2148 microcontrollers. In addition, a ground control laptop connected to a modem provides a platform for the operator to interact with the drone. The Linux based Paparazzi autopilot software contains at its heart an effective airborne stability and navigation code based on PID control, and an advanced ground control station application that allows an operator to visualize and control the unmanned aircraft during operation. The Ground Control Station (GCS) utilizes a bi-directional data-link for telemetry and control, and its purpose is real-time monitoring of the drone. An overview of Paparazzi system is shown in Figure 52.

![Image of Paparazzi system](image_url)

**Figure 52.** Paparazzi system.
The bi-directional data link shown in Figure 52 is a wireless serial link established with an XBee modem and the safety link provides the manual control option for the drone. A safety pilot on the ground may use the R/C transmitter to control the aircraft in ‘Manual’ mode, control with augmented stability is achieved in ‘Auto1’ mode and full autonomous navigation is enabled with ‘Auto2’ mode. The complete flight mission is pre-planned and programmed into a flight plan. The flight trajectories described in a flight plan can be simulated and tested with ‘Google or Bing’ map tiles of the target location using a GCS display (a GUI). The graphical user interface of the Paparazzi software enables in-flight modification of flight trajectories and monitoring of all onboard sensor outputs (except FRAP) in real-time.

Figure 53. Orientation of drone trajectories - in a flight plan - relative to the main wind direction (or rotor plane orientation direction) (a) Parallel
to the rotor plane, (b) Perpendicular to the rotor plane, (c) Inclined at an angle to the rotor plane.

A flight plan describes the order and shape of trajectories flown by the drone’s Paparazzi autopilot system. Before each flight, the measurement trajectories of interest are coded into a flight plan in GCS, and are loaded into the on-board autopilot with a USB cable. As flight trajectories need to be tuned based on wind direction (or based on wind turbine rotor orientation), the initial trajectories are planned based on the current wind direction obtained from instantaneous SCADA (inside the wind turbine tower). A set of Matlab routines are used to automatically generate the waypoints for measurements at any wind turbine based on its diameter, hub height, wind direction, the ‘minimum’ safety distance between the waypoints and the wind turbine rotor and the ‘minimum’ turn radius. Flight plans are customized based on the need to measure in freestream/near-wake/far-wake. The only ‘safe’ way to measure flow very close to a wind turbine rotor is by flying parallel to the rotor plane. The author successfully managed to autonomously fly and measure with the drone around a wind turbine at a distance as close as 20 m from the rotor plane.

The different types of flight plans used in the measurement campaigns can be broadly categorized into three types based on the orientation of drone trajectories relative to the main wind direction (or rotor plane orientation direction), Figure 53 a, b, c. The measurement trajectories can be oriented parallel/perpendicular/inclined at an angle to the main wind direction (or rotor plane orientation direction). In all flight plans, the wind turbine is marked with a waypoint ‘WT’ and the rotor blade tips are marked on both sides with waypoints ‘TP1’ and ‘TP2’. As shown in Figure 53, the flight plan takes the drone from waypoint ‘WP1’ to waypoint ‘WP2’ along a level, straight line trajectory. Based on field experience, the ‘safety distance’ is chosen to be about 50-60 m from the rotor plane, but it mainly depends on the comfortability of safety pilot. The height of the drone trajectory relative to ground level is separately specified in the flight plan. As IMU accuracy is not evaluated at large bank angles, only measurements along straight line trajectories are considered useful. Also, as a safety precaution, the locations of all other neighbouring wind turbines were marked with waypoints in the flight plan. Figure 54 shows some sample flight trajectories generated with Paparazzi GCS. The measurements are accomplished using flight trajectories that are tailored to provide the level of detail that is required to advance the development of three-dimensional wake models that are embedded within computational fluid dynamics codes.
Figure 54. Sample flight trajectories generated with Paparazzi GCS.
3. MEASUREMENT METHODOLOGY

3.1 Wind Vector Calculation

The vector summation of air velocity \( \mathbf{V}_a \) in the drone’s frame of reference and velocity of the aircraft in Earth’s frame of reference \( \mathbf{V}_p \) gives the true wind velocity \( \mathbf{V} \) of atmospheric air in Earth’s frame of reference, Equation 20.

\[
\mathbf{V} = \mathbf{V}_a + \mathbf{V}_p
\]  
(20)

The FRAP on the drone system measures the wind velocity \( \mathbf{V}_a \) in the flight frame of reference. Thus to evaluate the true wind velocity \( \mathbf{V} \) from Equation 20, \( \mathbf{V}_a \) must be mapped from the flight frame of reference to Earth’s frame of reference through an axis transformation. The approach is illustrated in Figure 55 [86]. Prior to axis transformation, the FRAP air speed vector is decomposed into its components in the coordinate system attached to the drone using the flow angles, pitch (\( \alpha \)) and yaw (\( \beta \)) measured with the FRAP probe. For the axis transformation, pitch (\( \theta \)) and roll (\( \phi \)) angles measured with IMU sensors and heading (\( \psi \)) measured by the magnetometer are used. The axis transformation matrix is given in Equation 21. The three rows of matrix \( M \) transform the longitudinal, lateral and vertical components of \( \mathbf{V}_a \). The vector components of \( \mathbf{V}_a \) and \( \mathbf{V}_p \) can then be used in Equation 20 to compute the wind velocity vector in a North-East-Vertical coordinate system in Earth’s frame of reference.

\[
M = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta \sin \psi & -\sin \phi \sin \theta \sin \psi - \cos \phi \cos \psi & -\cos \phi \sin \theta \sin \psi + \sin \phi \cos \psi \\
\cos \theta \cos \psi & -\sin \phi \sin \theta \cos \psi + \cos \phi \sin \psi & -\cos \phi \sin \theta \cos \psi - \sin \phi \sin \psi \\
\sin \theta & \sin \phi \cos \theta & \cos \phi \cos \theta
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(21)
Figure 55. Relationship between the Earth and aircraft coordinates [86].
3.2 Data Processor

During measurements, the data from the onboard sensors – the absolute pressure sensor, the temperature and humidity sensor, the magnetic field sensor, the IMU and the GPS - are logged in an on-board SD card along with the pressure and temperature data from the seven sensors of the FRAP probe. These files created by an on-board data logger (in SD card) have a .tlm format [85]. This compressed data file is unpacked to the Paparazzi .data format using a command ‘sd2log’. In parallel, the onboard sensors data are also transmitted in real-time and logged at the Ground Control Station (GCS) in .data format. The synchronized logging of data from both the on-board sensors and FRAP simultaneously in the SD card with a single timestamp simplifies post-processing.

A data-processor software is developed to process 7S-FRAP and onboard sensor data to retrieve the wind flow field. There are two data files generated during the drone measurements. A telemetry log file that contains onboard sensor and optical trigger data, and a data file that contains the 7S-FRAP output. These two data files are fed into the pre-processor to be merged with the same sampling rate. An output file is generated after pre-processing that contains onboard sensors and 7S-FRAP data together at a unified frequency. This output file then sent to the post-processor together with the offset/gain file and two different files that contain sensor and aero calibration coefficients. In the post processor the voltage signal values from 7S-FRAP are converted into pressure using the sensor calibration coefficients. Flow angles and dynamic pressure are calculated using the aero calibration coefficients. The true airspeed of the drone is calculated from the dynamic pressure. The attitude angles, pitch and roll, and the heading are used to perform the axis transformation from the drone’s body axis to Earth’s frame of reference. The vector summation of the relative air velocity measured with the 7S-FRAP and the ground speed of the drone from GPS are used to calculate the wind vector in Earth’s frame of reference as detailed in Section 3.1.

The step-by-step tasks involved in post processing the log files are described in detail below.

1. Read all on-board sensors’ data (including LDM trigger) needed for post-processing from the telemetry log file.
2. Plot and visually check the raw data collected from all on-board sensors. Remove spurious data points.
3. The LDM trigger is used to track the position of all three wind turbine blades as a function of time during measurements. It is also used to compute the RPM of the rotor during measurements (Figure 23).
a) Based on the trigger signal, a binary variable called Blade Position Marker (BPM) is created, whose value is assigned high (BPM = 1) only when the leading edge of wind turbine blade passes by the tower. At all other times, its value is assigned low (BPM = 0). Later this variable is used for phase locking the measurement data.

4. GPS UTM position coordinates and height above sea level of the drone along its trajectory are transformed into local coordinate system referenced to the center of base of wind turbine tower.

5. Read FRAP pressure and temperature sensor data, and other on-board sensors data from the SD log file.

6. Compute the time offset using the time stamps of the on-board sensors from the telemetry log file and the SD log file.

7. Shift the FRAP data timestamp using the time offset computed in the previous step to synchronize it with all other on-board sensor data in the telemetry log file.

8. Compute the magnetic heading along the drone trajectory using the X, Y and Z components of the magnetometer, the attitude angles (pitch and roll) of IMU and the hard, soft iron correction coefficients.

   Note: Do a consistency check by plotting both GPS and magnetic heading on the same plot, Figure 22.

9. Up sample all on-board sensor data to the FRAP sampling rate (250 Hz/500 Hz) using linear interpolation. Pay particular attention to GPS and magnetic heading as they have a discontinuity at 0°/360°.

10. Read the relevant static calibration and offset-gain files. The offset-gain file contains the zero differential pressure voltage of all seven FRAP sensors before and after the measurement. This provides a reference for all FRAP sensors and also ensures that the sensor drifts (if any) are corrected at this stage so that they do not affect the final measurement accuracy. The FRAP aero-calibration file is then chosen based on 5-sensor/7-sensor model.

11. Compute the FRAP air speed, yaw and pitch angles in the flight frame of reference (see Section 2.1).

12. Apply a transformation from the flight frame of reference to Earth’s frame of reference (see Section 3.1).

   Note: If magnetic heading is not available, then GPS heading can be used.

13. Finally, an axis transformation to the wind turbine frame of reference is accomplished based on the wind turbine SCADA yaw angle.
The schematic of the drone measurements data processing is shown in Figure 56.

Figure 56. Post-processing schematics.
3.2.1 Coordinate Axis Convention

A typical fully autonomous drone trajectory in a plane at hub height to measure in near-wake is shown in Figure 57. The wind turbine is located at the origin (0, 0) and faces the upstream wind that flows from the North towards the South. The wake evolves along the positive X/D axis and the Z-axis is used to represent the vertical height above ground level at the base of wind turbine tower. This coordinate system is employed throughout this thesis. The colours on the measurement trajectory indicate the height variations along the trajectory. The drone trajectory is pre-programmed into the on-board autopilot system, and during measurements the autopilot commands the drone to fly at an air-speed of 15 to 25 m/s. Thus, the upstream and near-wake field of a wind turbine at any predefined altitude can be scanned using an autonomous drone. During measurements, the flight plans are prepared based on the current ‘nacelle direction’ indicated by the real-time SCADA. These autonomous flight trajectories are then tuned (if necessary) during flights to accommodate for turbine yaw and to ensure that the resulting trajectories are always aligned parallel (or perpendicular) to the rotor plane.

![Figure 57](image.png)

Figure 57. A typical autonomous drone trajectory for measurements in the near-wake.

3.2.2 Short-time Fourier Transform

All measured signals are in the time domain, and their frequency content can be analyzed using the Fourier Transform. In engineering
applications, the Fourier Transform serve’s as a tool for analysis/processing of raw time domain signals to get additional information ie. the frequency spectrum of a signal that shows the components of a frequency present in it. As atmospheric turbulent flow signals in all cases contain more than one frequency component, the Fourier Transform describes how much of each frequency exists in the raw signal but it does not tell us when in time these frequency components exist. This information is not required when the signal is stationary, however it must be noted that signals from atmospheric flow measurements are non-stationary. Stationary signals are those whose frequency content does not change with time and a signal whose frequency content changes constantly with time is called a non-stationary signal. Thus, to provide time and frequency information simultaneously, we need more sophisticated analysis tools like the Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT), Wavelet Transform (WT) or Maximum Entropy Method (MEM). The assumption here is that smaller intervals of a non-stationary signal can be considered as stationary.

As it is not possible to get frequency spectra of a signal at any given instant in time, our investigation focuses on obtaining spectral components at any given interval of time. This interval of time – set by the window function - defines the resolution in the time domain. Better time resolution (and poorer frequency resolution) are obtained with a narrower time interval (narrower window), and better frequency resolution (and poor time resolution) obtained with a wide window. The problem with wide windows is that they may violate the stationarity condition.

This time localization of a frequency component can be obtained by pre-windowing a signal using the Short-time Fourier Transform (STFT) as follows [87]

\[
STFT_{x}^{(\omega)}(t, f) = \int_{t} [x(t) * \omega^*(t - t')] * e^{-j2\pi ft} \, dt \tag{22}
\]

As noted earlier, in STFT, the signal is divided into small segments, which can be assumed to be stationary. The relatively short analysis window suppresses the signal outside a small neighbourhood of time t, and generates a local spectrum around time t. Thus, the time-frequency representation of a signal can be generated by time shifting the windowing function for the entire duration of the signal. In STFT, the time resolution and frequency resolution can be improved independently, but not simultaneously, by varying the length of windowing function. It is known that the joint time-frequency resolution of STFT is inherently limited. The
uncertainty principle prohibits the existence of windows with arbitrarily small duration, $\Delta t$, and arbitrarily small bandwidth, $\Delta f$.

$$\Delta f \ast \Delta t \geq \frac{1}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (23)

Thus, there is a fundamental resolution trade-off that affects also the variance computed from STFT. The wind speed variance along a measurement trajectory can be computed from STFT spectra, around the neighbourhood of time $t_1$, by

$$\sigma_x^2 = \int_0^{\frac{F_s}{2}} \Re \left[ \text{STFT}_{\omega}(t = t_1, f) \right] * df$$ \hspace{1cm} (24)

3.2.3 Methodology

The FRAP probe’s static and aero-calibration models convert the voltage data measured by its seven sensors along a drone’s trajectory into flow angles and dynamic pressure. This dynamic pressure, along with air density obtained from on-board temperature and pressure sensors, directly gives the wind velocity vector in the drone’s (moving) frame of reference for the complete flight duration. In the drone’s frame of reference, the variance (Equation 24) of the FRAP air speed is computed along the three orthogonal axes of a co-ordinate system oriented on the FRAP probe, Figure 14 a. As turbulent kinetic energy is a scalar quantity, the magnitude of the turbulent kinetic energy in the drone’s frame of reference (over the short time period) is same as that in the Earth’s frame of reference. The time interval chosen for the short-time Fourier transform is 0.2 s. Thus, the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass can be computed along the drone’s trajectory using the following relation.

$$TKE = \frac{1}{2} (\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + \sigma_z^2)$$ \hspace{1cm} (25)

The wind velocity vector in the flight frame of reference is then transformed into Earth’s frame of reference using the data from drone’s other on-board sensors. This tags and maps the measured wind velocity vectors in a spatial and temporal co-ordinate system i.e. $(X, Y, Z, t)$ and the
data segments along trajectories of interest (level, straight line drone trajectories) are then extracted for more detailed analysis.

The power spectra in frequency space can then be obtained from the airspeed measured along these selected data segments extracted from the previous step. To convert from frequency space to wave number space, we invoke Taylor’s frozen flow hypothesis. Wind speed measured by FRAP relative to the drone is used to transform the frequency spectra to the wave number spectra. Both spectra can be smoothed using the approach suggested by J.C. Kaimal et al [89]. The wave number/frequency weighted power spectra are obtained to give the integral length and time scales of turbulence for the specified measurement window.

The power spectra in wave number space are used to identify the boundary between the lower end of the inertial subrange and the upper end of the dissipation range; as this spectrum is characterised by a sharp drop in spectral amplitudes. The wave number (k) at which this drop starts is used to compute Kolmogorov microscale (η) following Dubovikov et al. [98]

\[ k = 0.1 \times \eta^{-1} \]  

The Kolmogorov microscale is then used to calculate the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (ε), using the following relation suggested by Kaimal et al. [99].

\[ \eta = \left( \frac{\nu^3}{\varepsilon} \right)^{\frac{1}{4}} \]  

where \( \nu \) is the kinematic viscosity of air (15.68 \( \times \) 10^{-6} m^2/s at 300 K). Alternatively, the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy can also be obtained from wave number spectra by curve fitting in the inertial subrange using following equation [108].

\[ k. PSD = C \varepsilon^{\frac{2}{3}} k^{-\frac{2}{3}} \]
The unsteady measurements of wind velocity along the drone’s trajectory are separated into mean and fluctuating parts using the Reynolds decomposition. In the three spatial directions the decompositions are

\[ u = \bar{u} + u' \]
\[ v = \bar{v} + v' \]
\[ w = \bar{w} + w' \]

(29)

where the velocity components \( u, v \) and \( w \) are defined along the coordinate axes X, Y, and Z, with the X-axis oriented in the main wind direction. By definition, \( u' = v' = w' = 0 \). As the wind velocity is non-stationary, an ensemble average is computed with an averaging time of \( t_0 = 0.2 \) s in all cases to separate the mean and fluctuating parts. The fluctuating parts are obtained directly from the wind velocity measured in the drone’s frame of reference assuming that the drone’s inertial response time is larger than \( t_0 = 0.2 \) s. In the wake of a wind turbine, the turbulent fluctuations contain both periodic (deterministic) and stochastic parts. The turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) along the drone’s trajectory is then computed from the sum of square of the fluctuating parts,

\[ TKE = \frac{1}{2}(u'^2 + v'^2 + w'^2) \]

(30)

Alternatively, the turbulent kinetic energy along the drone trajectory can also be computed from short time Fourier Transform (STFT) as seen in Equation 25; and it is important to mention here that both approaches yield the same turbulent kinetic energy values. In order to quantify the departure from isotropy, the degree of anisotropy (DA) is evaluated as [61]

\[ DA = \frac{2u'^2}{v'^2 + w'^2} \]

(31)
The characteristic velocity scale of the friction velocity ($u_*$) is derived from freestream measurements made during the landings of the drones at the wind farms in flat and complex terrains. Even though the friction velocity decreases with height, the friction velocity is nearly constant in the surface-layer for a neutrally stratified atmospheric boundary layer as turbulence is mechanically generated by wind shear. From a local similarity hypothesis, the velocity scaling is given as [106]

$$u_* = \left( u'w' + v'w' \right)^{\frac{1}{4}} \quad (32)$$

The normalised autocorrelation of the FRAP airspeed measured along any level, straight line drone trajectory yields the integral time scale ($\tau$) - during the specified measurement window - using Equation 33. The integral time scale ($\tau$) is extracted as the value of time when $r = 1/e$ [99].

$$r = \frac{V_f(t)V_f(t+\tau)}{V_f(t)^2} \quad (33)$$

Thus using the measured airspeed ($V_f$) of the drone, the integral length scale ($L$) can then be determined from $L = V_f \tau$. As the turbulent flow field is convected at wind speed relative to the Earth, the calculated integral length and time scales are corrected using the wind speed measured relative to Earth’s frame of reference.

Finally, the parameter used to examine the pitch of tip vortices is the vortex pitch, $p_v$, which is defined as the axial distance that a vortex is transported during one blade revolution. This is defined by Wood [100] as

$$p_v \approx \frac{1+u_2}{2\lambda} \quad (34)$$

where $u_2$ is the average velocity at the rotor plane.
### 3.2.4 Phase Locking

Phase locking would have been a straightforward approach if measurements were made by fixing the FRAP probe to a particular location in wake. Unfortunately, this is not the case with drone-based wind measurements, where the probe continuously moves with the drone and makes measurements along its trajectory. Given the fact that the ambient wind speed and direction can also change during measurements, flight plans need to be designed carefully for phase locking. One approach is shown in Figure 1, where the drone is flown repeatedly along the same trajectory multiple times in the wake and the blade position is simultaneously measured using an optical trigger system. A circular trajectory was chosen as it has the minimum possible perimeter for a given area, but measurements along any set of repeated trajectories in the wake can in theory be used for phase locking. A general approach to phase locking is shown below.

1. **Input for phase locking includes**
   - The data from wake measurements that includes the positions of measurement points along a drone trajectory \((X, Y, Z)\), the wind velocity components \((U, V, W)\) and the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) measured at those drone positions in the wind turbine frame of reference.
   - BPM: Blade position marker is a binary variable computed from the trigger signal whose value is assigned high \((BPM = 1)\) only when the leading edge of wind turbine blade passes by the tower. At all other times, its value is assigned low \((BPM = 0)\). Later this variable is used for phase locking the measurement data.
   - Define the boundaries of the measurement volume in the wake \((X_{\text{min}}, X_{\text{max}}, Y_{\text{min}}, Y_{\text{max}}, Z_{\text{min}}, Z_{\text{max}})\) and chose the appropriate \(\Delta X, \Delta Y, \Delta Z\) to bin this volume by dividing it into a number of equal parts. For this analysis,
     - \(X_{\text{min}} = 0.5D, X_{\text{max}} = 3D, Y_{\text{min}} = -0.7D, Y_{\text{max}} = 0.7D, Z_{\text{min}} = -0.5D, Z_{\text{max}} = 0.5D\).
     - \(\Delta X = 0.1D, \Delta Y = 0.05D, \Delta Z = 0.1D\).
   - To bucket the 120° sector of the rotor swept area, we need to define the rotor bin size. For this analysis, the rotor bin size is taken as 10° (12 identical bins).

2. First use the 120° rotational symmetry (assuming that all three blades of a wind turbine rotor are identical) and divide the complete measurement data – all seven variables X, Y, Z, U, V, W and TKE - into multiple sections based on BPM. The boundary of each section is drawn at the location where BPM is high \((BPM = 1)\).
3. Then, bucket the measurement data based on the pre-defined rotor bin size. In this thesis, 12 identical bins of $10^\circ$ each are used as the standard bin size.

4. Now, the bucketed data from previous step are further spatially binned into different spatial bins of size $\Delta X$, $\Delta Y$, $\Delta Z$ each. In this step, the spatial bins with data points lying outside the pre-defined wake volume boundary are filtered out.

5. Finally, find the spatial bins that contain data for all 12 rotor bins (OR the spatial bins that contain data for a maximum number of rotor bins), and plot the measured mean properties as a function of rotor position.

The process of extracting data from phase locking is explained in Figure 58 with aid of a flow chart.
Figure 58. Flowchart for phase locking algorithm.
3.3 Uncertainty in Wind Measurement System

The wind velocity in the Earth’s frame of reference is obtained by a vector sum of the drone’s velocity in the Earth’s frame of reference and the wind velocity measured by the 7S-FRAP probe in the drone’s frame of reference. Thus, to determine the total uncertainty in the measurement, the uncertainties of all components in the overall measurement chain are systematically combined using the guide to extended uncertainty in measurements (GUM) detailed by Behr et al. [91]. In the GUM method, all uncertainty sources are modelled as probability distributions, and are combined with Gaussian uncertainty propagation to yield the final uncertainty in the measurement system. The GUM analysis yields a standard uncertainty of 0.7 m/s in the wind speed with a confidence level of 67% [92]. It is important to highlight here that 0.7 m/s is the uncertainty in wind speed measured in Earth’s frame of reference, however the uncertainty in the wind velocity measured by the FRAP probe - at a cruise speed of 20 m/s - is less than 0.05 m/s. The term ‘wind speed’ is used to denote measurements in Earth’s frame of reference and the term ‘airspeed’ is employed to describe measurements in the drone’s frame of reference.

3.3.1 Assessment of FRAP System in Wind Tunnel

![Figure 59](image.png)

Figure 59. Comparison between FRAP and windtunnel airspeed.

The two FRAP measurement systems were assessed in detail in the wind tunnel, and their airspeed, pitch angle and yaw angle deviations were
documented for correcting the field measurements. The airspeeds and flow angles were measured with the two FRAP measurement systems, FRAP1 and FRAP2, during the wind tunnel testing of windFlyer and these values were later used in post-processing to correct the FRAP on-field measurements. The evaluation of the measurement runs at different constant airspeeds disclosed some discrepancies in the measured flow properties with respect to the ‘expected’ values. First, a deviation of the FRAP airspeed with respect to the value measured by the wind tunnel system was observed in each run, Figure 59. For airspeeds above 15 m/s, the relative airspeed measured with FRAP1 and FRAP 2 were consistently lower than the wind tunnel rated speed as seen in Figure 59. Unfortunately, no information was available on the accuracy of the wind tunnel venturi-system. A 5 hole FRAP probe tested in the same wind tunnel in 2012 also consistently measured wind speeds lower – by similar amount - than the wind tunnel rated speed [79]. Transient effects on the FRAP probe measurements can be excluded, as the airspeed setting of the wind tunnel was maintained constant for 60 s before each measurement.

![Figure 60](image)

**Figure 60.** FRAP1 and FRAP2 yaw angle offsets at different wind tunnel airspeeds.

Second, a systematic offset of the yaw angle was identified during the velocity runs. The offset is dominant at low airspeeds. But even for airspeeds above 15 m/s it remains considerable, as depicted in Figure 60. At wind speeds above 15 m/s, the FRAP1 recorded a deviation of 1° and FRAP2 showed a 2.5° offset, when the windFlyer was aligned with the wind tunnel axis. Interestingly, the offset remains constant at wind speeds above 15 m/s and the differences between both probes indicate that this could be due to geometrical alignment errors in the freejet aero-calibration.
or due to FRAP alignment in windFlyer. The latter issue was checked and discounted as the angular alignment error of FRAP in windFlyer was less than 0.4°.

![Figure 61. FRAP1 and FRAP2 pitch angle offsets at different wind tunnel airspeeds.](image)

Third, a similar discrepancy was found in the average values of the pitch angle during velocity runs, Figure 61. The pitch angle showed a constant offset at airspeeds above 15 m/s for both probes. As for the yaw error, a misalignment with the fuselage can be excluded to explain this offset (less than 0.4°). The observed pitch and yaw angle offsets can be explained from aero calibration models (Appendix C), and they arise from the geometry of the metal arm used to support the FRAP probe in Freejet.

### 3.3.2 FRAP at Low Airspeeds

WindFlyer instrumented with the FRAP-2 probe was also tested at low airspeeds in the wind tunnel to assess its measurement capabilities. As seen from Figure 62, a considerable reaction time was observed for the pitch angle to stabilize at low airspeeds but the FRAP airspeed and yaw angle did not show any drift with time and they were measured with reasonable accuracy. For airspeeds of 5.5 m/s and 8 m/s, the pitch angle drifted with time by 2° over a period of 15 s. This pitch angle drift was only observed at airspeeds below 12 m/s. Therefore, it can be concluded that airspeeds above 12 m/s are necessary to prevent a lag in the reaction time of the FRAP system, when measuring in a dynamic flow field. This effect has to be taken into account for wind measurements during takeoff/landing and for kite based wind measurements with FRAP [80].
Figure 62. Lag in reaction time of FRAP 2 for low speeds.
3.4 Flight Permissions

In general, permissions are needed for doing measurements with drones but they depend on the measurement location (i.e. state/country) and also on the flight altitude and the drone’s weight. Even for autonomous flights, direct visual contact must be maintained. For example, legislation in Switzerland is more flexible with drones weighing less than 30 kg do not require a licence. The person operating the drone, however, has to make sure the flying device is always visible to the eye [93]. In Germany, each state follows its own rules, so it is important to contact the responsible aviation office (Luftfahrtamt) at the respective regional council (Regierungspräsidium). If drone flights are within a control zone (see ICAO charts), then additional permissions are needed from the DFS and/or the local airport the zone belongs to. Also the public landowners should be contacted to obtain their permission.

The initiator of the measurements and the owner of the aircraft have to take full responsibility for the flights and its possible consequences, especially when operating in the vicinity of wind turbines. This includes all accidents that might occur even due to any hidden bug in Paparazzi. No warranty is issued with Paparazzi - especially not for downloaded software – due to the nature of Paparazzi as an open source project with many contributors. See the GNU General Public License for more details on liability [94]. Due to the experimental nature of small unmanned aircraft, the safety pilot has to exercise extreme caution during measurements and should never let the aircraft out of his/her sight.
4. MEASUREMENTS IN FLAT TERRAIN

The measurements of the near (less than three rotor diameter) and far wakes (up to eleven rotor diameters) in a utility scale wind farm in flat terrain are described in this chapter. These measurements detail at full-scale Reynolds number conditions the evolution and breakdown of tip vortices that are characteristic of the near wake and the turbulent mixing and entrainment of more energized flows that are distinctive in the far wake. Comparisons of these measurements to recently developed wake prediction models highlight how these measurements can support further model development. All measurements described in this chapter are made with the WindFlyer drone.

4.1 Measurement Site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbine</th>
<th>WEA 5 (Siemens)</th>
<th>WEA6 (Vestas)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rated power (MW)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub height (m)</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor diameter (m)</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cut-in wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td>3-5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td>13-14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Salient features of turbines WEA5 and WEA6.

The measurements are made at the 25.8 MW Altenbruch II wind farm in Cuxhaven, Germany. The wind farm is located in flat terrain at a distance of 5 km from the North Sea coast, Figure 63. The locations of the nine wind turbines are shown by the circle symbols in Figure 63; the turbines, WEA5 and WEA6, at which measurements are made are shown as filled white circles, whereas the other turbines are shown as filled black circles. Turbine WEA5 is a Siemens SWT3.6 with rated power of 3.6 MW and turbine WEA6 is a Vestas V90 with a rated power 3.0 MW. Other salient characteristics of the two turbines are summarised in Table 6. During the measurements, the predominant wind direction was from South-West, and the wind direction changed overall by no more than ±8º. This change in wind direction is even smaller than the ±15º change that is used.
in [101] in the binning of data. The wind speeds were in the range of 5 m/s to 11 m/s. The upstream fetch over land for the predominant wind direction is 15 km, and the land cover is flat, agricultural land. As the drone based wind measurement system can only measure band limited turbulence intensity, the overall turbulence intensity in the freestream at this site is obtained by a kite-borne aerodynamic probe system and is 12% [102]. The atmospheric stability condition is neutrally stable based on measurements of the atmospheric lapse rate using the drone’s on-board suite of sensors.

Figure 63. Above: Location of Altenbruch II wind farm (red square). Below: Layout of wind turbines in the wind farm. The circle symbols show the locations of wind turbines.
4.2 Measurements in Freestream

![Wind Speed, Wind Direction, and Vertical Wind Speed](image)

**Figure 64.** Wind speed, wind direction and vertical wind speed measured in freestream.

A freestream measurement in Altenbruch wind farm taken at 100 m AGL is shown in Figure 64. During this measurement, the SCADA wind speed ($V_0$) and direction logged at a turbine located 220 m laterally from this windFlyer drone trajectory is 8.1 m/s and 240°. Altenbruch wind farm’s close proximity to the sea means that the nature of wind in freestream should reveal the onshore behaviour of this site. Figure 64 shows the spatial variation of wind speed, wind direction and vertical wind speed in freestream from X/D = -1 to X/D = -4. As seen from the plots, the wind speed is nearly constant with a mean value of $V/V_0 = 1.04$, the wind direction variation is less than ±8° about a mean value of 242°, the vertical wind speed range is between $-0.1 < V_z/V_0 < 0.1$ with a mean of 0.4 m/s and a uniformly low turbulent kinetic energy of $2 \times 10^{-3}$ m$^2$/s$^2$ was measured along this trajectory indicating the near absence of terrain features with short time turbulence length scales. As noted, the wind speed measured in the freestream at hub height is 3.5% higher than the SCADA wind speed, capturing the impact of the wind turbine on the upstream flow.
4.3 Wake Evolution

Figure 65. Measurements of turbulent kinetic energy, wind speed and the vertical wind speed in a vertical plane downstream of turbine WEA6.
The evolution of the wake up to six diameters downstream is shown in Figure 65 in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy, wind speed and vertical wind speed. The measurements are made in a vertical plane downstream of turbine WEA6 in a wind that is from the south-west. The turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wake, X/D<2, shows the evolution of the tip vortices, which are identified as the high turbulent kinetic energy regions that are shed from the blade tips. The tip vortices are convected downstream close to a span of (Z - Z_{HH})/D = 0.5. The wind speeds show the presence of a thin shear layer at (Z - Z_{HH})/D = 0.65, which separates the relatively low speed flow (V/V_0<0.5) within the wake from the relatively high speed flow (V/V_0>1) outside the wake. The near-wake region extends up to X/D = 2.8. Downstream of X/D=2.8, mixing starts within the wake and is manifested by the penetration of relatively high turbulent kinetic energy flow from the wake boundary into the relatively low energy flow within the wake. This mixing is also seen in the measured wind speeds, as relatively high speed flow from outside the wake starts to penetrate into the low wind speed wake downstream of X/D = 3, and subsequently re-energises the wake flow. The above process continues up to X/D = 5.5, as seen both in the measured wind speeds and also as a zone of negative vertical wind speed, V_z/V_0<0, in the vertical wind speeds. This re-energised flow penetrates further into the wake and reaches the centre of the wake at X/D = 5. Turbulent kinetic energy shows that the flow mixing starts evolving from the wake boundary at X/D = 3 and reaches the centre of the wake at X/D = 4.5; further downstream of X/D = 4.5 elevated turbulent kinetic energy penetrates into the entire wake. There is an intense mixing of flow between X/D = 3 and X/D = 5, and the tip vortices are no longer distinctly visible.

The streamwise evolution of the wake is quantified in terms of the spatially-averaged wind speed, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy and maximum turbulent kinetic energy that are shown in Figure 66. The spatially-averaged flow property is derived from the area-averaged flow property in the plane that is shown in Figure 65. In the near-wake, X/D<2.8, the spatially-averaged wind speed is 55% of the reference wind speed, and then the wind speed starts to recover at a rate of 10% per diameter distance downstream between X/D = 2.8 and X/D = 5.5. The spatially-averaged wind speed at X/D = 6 is 80% of the reference wind speed. The spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy also drops downstream with distance; this starts with a sharp decrease in the near-wake to 0.075 m²/s² at 2.8D, followed by a rise to 0.12 m²/s² at X/D = 3.7. The region between X/D = 2.8 and X/D = 5.5 is where enhanced flow
mixing occurs and this is the reason for the increase in wind speed, and the increase/decrease that is observed in the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy. Further downstream at X/D = 6, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy again reaches 0.075 m²/s². For X/D<2, the maximum turbulent kinetic energy is more than six times the values seen after X/D = 3. The presence of tip vortices is the reason for high levels of maximum turbulent kinetic energy in near-wake and it decreases downstream due to mixing and dissipation. It is also important to note that the maximum turbulent kinetic energy in the near wake represents the strength of tip vortices.

Figure 66. Streamwise evolution of spatially-averaged wind speed, spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy and maximum turbulent kinetic energy measured in wake of turbine WEA6.
The three-dimensional structure of the wake is next examined from a series of measurements made in a cylindrical coordinate system. A plan view of the measurement trajectories is shown in Figure 67a, and is comprised of eight azimuthal measurement planes, $R_1$, $R_2$, $R_3$, $R_4$, $R_5$, $R_6$, $R_7$, $R_8$, each with nine radially spaced points that are 0.09D apart. It takes 12 minutes to scan one azimuthal measurement plane. At each point, the measurement extends from $X/D = 0.8$ to $X/D=6.5$ in a direction parallel to the turbine’s axis. The measurements above, shown in Figure 65 and Figure 66, correspond to measurements in the azimuthal plane $R_4$. The streamwise evolution of the spatially-averaged wind speed, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy and the maximum turbulent kinetic energy in the azimuthal planes $R_1$-$R_3$ and $R_5$-$R_8$ are shown in Figure 68, Figure 69 and Figure 70. The recovery of the spatially-averaged wind speed is seen in all azimuthal planes, with the mixing and recovery occurring predominantly between $X/D = 2.8$ and $X/D = 5.5$. In all measurement planes, the spatially-averaged wind speed in the near-wake, $X/D<2.8$, ranges between 0.5-0.7 and then shows a recovery to reach spatially-averaged wind speeds between 0.7-0.8 at $X/D = 6$. Along the azimuthal plane $R_8$, the wind speeds are lower as this measurement plane is located below hub height. The spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wake, $X/D<2.8$, varies little. Further downstream $X/D>2.8$, the turbulent kinetic energy then starts to drop at a rate of 0.02 m$^2$/s$^2$ per diameter. Downstream of $X/D = 5.5$ the turbulent kinetic energy again varies little. The maximum turbulent kinetic energy drops downstream in all cases, due to mixing, to reach a value between 0.4 - 0.8 m$^2$/s$^2$ at $X/D = 6$. 
Figure 67. (a) Frontal view of azimuthal measurement planes, R₁-R₈. The nine radially spaced points in each plane show a flight trajectory of the drone that extends from X/D = 0.8 to X/D = 6.5 parallel to the turbine axis. (b) Measurement trajectory in wake along azimuthal plane R₄ with markings indicating the position of drone at different instant in time.

It is evident from the above that the minimum turbine spacing in a wind farm that is located in flat terrain should be greater than five and a half rotor diameters to ensure that the wake flow is mixed out in order to reduce the unsteady loads on downstream turbines and to ensure that more energy can be extracted. This observation from measurements in flat terrain at the Altenbruch II wind farm may also be relevant for offshore wind farms. Thus, for example at the Lillgrund site the turbine spacings are 3.3D and 4.3D [103]. For this offshore wind farm, measurements [103] and simulations [8] show pronounced wake losses depending on the wind direction.
Figure 68. Streamwise evolution of spatially-averaged wind speed in azimuthal measurement planes $R_1$-$R_3$ and $R_5$-$R_8$. 
Figure 69. Streamwise evolution of spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in azimuthal measurement planes $R_1$-$R_3$ and $R_5$-$R_8$.

Figure 70. Streamwise evolution of maximum turbulent kinetic energy in azimuthal measurement planes $R_1$-$R_3$ and $R_5$-$R_8$. 
4.3.1 Turbulent Kinetic Energy in the Near-Wake

A plan view of the distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wake, $0.5<X/D<2.9$, at hub height, $(Z-Z_{HH})/D = 0$, and below hub height, $(Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27$, are shown in Figure 71. At hub height, Figure 71a, the elevated levels of turbulent kinetic energy show the evolution of the tip vortices and the nacelle wake. The evolution follows a skewed path, and as is discussed in [104] the skewed wake is indicative of a yaw misalignment of the turbine. The tip vortices convect downstream with no significant mixing up to $X/D = 1$. At $X/D = 1$, the flow structure first appears to break down on the right side ($Y/D>0$) of the near-wake due to an intense mixing that is indicated by the increased levels of turbulent kinetic energy ($>0.5 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^2$) within the wake region. The mixing is again manifested by the penetration of flow with elevated turbulent kinetic energy levels from the boundary of the wake ($X/D = 1$) into the low energy flow within the wake to reach the centre of the wake at $X/D = 1.5$; further downstream the mixing starts interacting with the nacelle wake and affects one-half of the wake evolution. The tip vortices on the other side of the wake ($Y/D<0$) continue to be convected downstream; the spanwise extent of the region with elevated turbulent kinetic energy increases as the flow evolves and the freestream flow outside the wake is unaffected by the presence of the adjacent wake. The effect of yaw misalignment is more clearly seen in the turbulent kinetic energy distribution below hub height, $(Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27$, Figure 71b. It is evident that the rotor is not aligned with the main wind direction, and that the yaw misalignment results in an earlier breakup on the right side of the flow structure that is associated with the tip vortices. For $X/D<1.5$, the tip vortices are visible only on one side of the wake ($Y/D<0$), and the flow mixing has already started on the other side ($Y/D>0$) of the wake at $X/D = 0.6$. It can also be seen that the wake width below hub height, $(Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27$, at all downstream distances is larger than the wake width measured at hub height; this indicates that the wake width increases with yaw as also observed in the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes computations of [104] of the MEXICO rotor experiment.
Figure 71. Near-wake measurements of: (a) turbulent kinetic energy at hub height; (b) turbulent kinetic energy below hub height; (c) Yaw angle at hub height; and (d) streamwise evolution of spatially-averaged and maximum
turbulent kinetic energy at and below hub height.

The distribution of the yaw angle at hub height is shown in Figure 71 c. The yaw angle is obtained from the measurements with the fast response aerodynamic probe that is discussed in Figure 14. It can be seen that regions of high turbulent kinetic energy/wake flow in Figure 71 a, are associated with vortical structures, in which there are pairs of regions with positive and negative yaw angle flow. The streamwise evolution of the spatially-averaged and maximum turbulent kinetic energy at hub height and below hub height, \((Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27\), are shown in Figure 71 d. At hub height, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy is maximum, 0.28 \(m^2/s^2\), at \(X/D = 1.45\); further downstream the turbulent kinetic energy decreases to 0.14 \(m^2/s^2\) at \(X/D = 2.8\). Below hub height, \((Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27\), the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy is approximately 0.19 \(m^2/s^2\) upstream of \(X/D=2.7\), and decreases to 0.1 \(m^2/s^2\) at \(X/D = 2.8\). The highest values of maximum turbulent kinetic energy are recorded at both heights at \(X/D = 0.7\), it then drops downstream to reach 1.2 \(m^2/s^2\) at \(X/D = 2.75\). These values are in similar range to those measured in the near wake along the eight different radial arms.

4.4 Freestream versus Far-Wake

The wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy upstream (-4<X/D<-1) and in the far wake (10<X/D<13) of turbine WEA6 at 100 m AGL are compared in Figure 72 a. The mean wind speeds are 1.04 \(V_0\) and 0.95 \(V_0\), respectively upstream and in the far wake. Thus, it is evident that in the far wake the wind speed has almost recovered to the freestream wind speed. However the comparison of turbulent kinetic energy, 0.078 \(m^2/s^2\), in the far wake compared to 0.002 \(m^2/s^2\) upstream, shows that even in the far wake the turbulence levels remain elevated. Indeed for this far-wake in flat terrain the turbulent kinetic energy is one and a half times more than the freestream turbulent kinetic energy of 0.05 \(m^2/s^2\) measured in complex terrain, as made in the author’s prior drone measurements [105]. Thus even in offshore wind farms, the turbines on the second and subsequent rows need to be designed for a higher turbulence class. The power spectral densities of wind speed measured at hub height upstream (-4<X/D<-1) and in the far wake (10<X/D<13) are shown in Figure 72 b. Also shown for comparison is the power spectral density of the freestream wind speed measured in complex terrain. All three spectra are smoothed using the approach suggested in [99]. It can be observed that all spectra show
qualitatively similar behaviour, with a region of slope $-2/3$ that characterises the inertial sub-range. In flat terrain, over the inertial range the spectral amplitudes in the far wake are two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes in the freestream. Similarly the spectral amplitudes in the freestream of complex terrain are nearly two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes in the freestream in flat terrain.
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Figure 72. (a) Comparison of wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy over a streamwise distance of three diameters in freestream and wake. The measurements are made at turbine WEA6. (b) Wind speed spectra measured in freestream and far wake in flat terrain compared to the freestream spectra in complex terrain. The y-abscissa shows the product of the frequency and the power spectrum density.

4.5 Multiple Wakes

Simultaneous measurements of multiple wakes are shown in Figure 73 in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy. The nearly parallel wakes evolve from turbines WEA5 and WEA6, and because of the wind direction, the measurements capture the near-wake, 0.5<X/D<3, of turbine WEA6 and far-wake, 3.9<X_1/D_1<5.6, of turbine WEA5. The measurements are made at the hub height of turbine WEA6, which is 105 m AGL compared to the 93 m AGL hub height of turbine WEA5. The evolution of the wake from turbine WEA6 is nearly parallel to the X/D axis, however the wake from turbine WEA5 is not parallel to the X/D axis. There is a lateral shift of the latter wake towards the negative Y/D direction. At X_1/D_1 = 4, the width of the far wake is wider 171 m (1.6 rotor diameters of turbine WEA5) compared to the near wake at X/D = 2.5 that has a width of 117 m (1.3 rotor diameter of turbine WEA6); this wider wake is indicative of the
lateral spreading of a wake as it evolves from the near-wake region to the far-wake region. It can also be seen in Figure 73 that a freestream region of relatively low turbulent kinetic energy of 0.013 m$^2$/s$^2$ separates the wakes of the two turbines. In the far wake, the streamwise evolution of the spatially-averaged and maximum turbulent kinetic energy at hub height and at $(Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27$ are shown in Figure 73 b. At both heights, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the far wake is approximately 0.075 m$^2$/s$^2$, which is of the same magnitude as measured in the far wake of turbine WEA 6, Figure 72. The maximum turbulent kinetic energy plot shows the maximum values measured at both heights in the far wake. At hub height the maximum turbulent kinetic energy values show a decreasing trend downstream, but below hub height, at $(Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.27$, they stay nearly constant.
Figure 73. (a) Simultaneous measurements of turbulent kinetic energy in near-wake (of turbine WEA6) and far wake (of turbine WEA5); (b) Evolution of the spatially-averaged and maximum turbulent kinetic energy in the wake of turbine WEA5. The $X_1/D_1$ axis has the turbine WEA5 at its origin.

4.6 Comparison of Measurements to Predictions of Wake Flow

As discussed above the present measurements are motivated by the need to support the further development of advanced wake models and atmospheric flow simulation tools. The spatially-averaged measurements in the plane $R_4$ in the wake of wind turbine WEA6 are compared to the numerical predictions that are also similarly spatially-averaged in Figure 74. In the far wake, $X/D>2.8$, the recovery of the wind speed is captured quite well by both the wake and immersed wind turbine models, Figure 74 a. In the near-wake, $X/D<2.8$, the wake model under-predicts the deficit in wind speed, whereas the immersed wind turbine model over predicts the wind speed deficit. The evolution of the turbulent kinetic energy is compared in Figure 74 b. A good comparison of the trend is observed in the far-wake, $X/D>3$, but the comparison is less good in the near-wake,
X/D<3. This comparison between the measurements and models highlights how the observations that are made in the field experiments may be used to further develop the prediction tools.

Figure 74. Comparison of present measurements and predictions, (a) spatially-averaged wind speed, (b) spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy.

4.7 Summary
Instrumented drone measurements in a utility scale wind farm in flat terrain have been made of the near wake and far wake of the farm’s multi-megawatt wind turbines. The instrumented drone allows high spatial and temporal resolution measurements of the highly three-dimensional
structure and interactions in a wind turbine’s wake. The region of the near wake is measured up to 2.8 rotor diameters. In this region, tip vortices that can be distinguished from their elevated levels of turbulent kinetic energy are clearly identifiable. The tip vortices evolve just below the shear layer that separates the high speed exterior flow from the relatively low speed flow within the near wake. Further downstream of X/D = 2.8, the wake flow is re-energised by the penetration of the relatively large turbulent kinetic energy flow at the wake’s boundary into the wake flow. By X/D = 5-5.5, the elevated turbulent kinetic energy flow has penetrated to the centre of the wake, and even though the upstream wind speed is recovered after X/D = 10, the turbulent kinetic energy is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than that upstream in flat terrain. Simultaneous measurements of the near wake (of one turbine) and the far wake (of a second turbine) confirm the distinctly different characteristics of the near wake and far wake. The measurements are compared with a recently developed semi-empirical wake model and an immersed wind turbine model that is embedded in a Navier-Stokes solver. It is shown that both models give relatively good predictions of the far wake, but need to be further improved for their near wake predictions.
5. MEASUREMENTS IN COMPLEX TERRAIN

The aerodynamic characteristics of wakes in complex terrain have a profound impact on the energy yield of wind farms and on the fatigue loads experienced by wind turbines in a wind farm. In order to detail the spatial variations of wind speed, wind direction and turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wake, comprehensive drone-based measurements at a multi-megawatt wind turbine that is located in complex terrain have been conducted. Upstream and in the near-wake, the vertical profiles of wind speed, wind direction and turbulent kinetic energy are detailed. There is an increase in the turbulent kinetic energy across the turbine’s rotor, and whereas the characteristic microscale length scales increase with increasing height above the ground upstream of the turbine, in the near-wake the microscale lengths are of constant, smaller magnitude. The first-ever measurements of the pressure field across a multi-megawatt wind turbine’s rotor plane and of the tip vortices in the near-wake are also reported. The pressure rise and drop across the rotor plane is measured, and it is shown that the pitch between subsequent tip vortices that are shed from the wind turbines blades increases as the wake evolves. All measurements described in this chapter are made with the Funjet drone.

5.1 Measurement Site

(a)
Figure 75. (a) Elevation map of Mont Crosin wind farm (a complex terrain) in Switzerland. The circle symbols show the locations of the wind turbines. (b) Terrain map of the area around the wind turbine at which measurements are made.

The results presented in this chapter discuss the drone based upstream and wake measurements made on a full scale wind turbine located in a complex terrain at the Mont Crosin wind farm, Bernese Jura, Switzerland. The elevation map of the Mont Crosin wind farm is shown in Figure 75a and the terrain map of the area containing the vegetation around the wind turbine at which measurements are made is shown in Figure 75b. The locations of the wind turbines are shown by circle symbols in Figure 75a; the turbine at which measurements are made is shown as a filled white circle, whereas the other turbines are shown as filled black circles. This wind farm is located at an average elevation of 1250 m AGL in a complex terrain that is confirmed by the elevation changes around the wind turbines in Figure 75a. In addition the wind turbine at which measurements are made is also surrounded by patches of dense, tall coniferous forest, Figure 75b. During the measurements presented in this chapter, the predominant wind direction was from North-East, with wind speeds in the range of 5
m/s to 9 m/s.

The turbine chosen for the drone based wind measurements was a 2 MW Vestas V90 wind turbine. The rotor diameter is 90 m and hub height is 95 m AGL, with cut-in and cut-out wind speeds of 4 m/s and 25 m/s, respectively. The wind turbine has an automatic yaw control system, which is designed to align the rotor into the incoming wind direction. The wind farm operator provided access to the turbines’ 10-minute average SCADA data, which were used for comparison to the drone based wind measurements. Table 7 summarises the characteristics of wind turbines at the Mont Crosin wind farm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turbines</th>
<th>Rated Power (MW)</th>
<th>Number of Turbines</th>
<th>Rotor Diameter (m)</th>
<th>Hub Height (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vestas V90</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vestas V100</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Characteristics of wind turbines at the Mont Crosin wind farm.

5.2 Drone Measurements Versus LIDAR, SCADA and CFD

In order to assess the measurement accuracy of the drone-based system, the drone’s measurements in the freestream were compared to measurements with ETH Zurich’s LIDAR system and to a microscale wind CFD simulation tool, MULTI3. The LIDAR system is a Galion 3D scanning pulsed Doppler LIDAR, whose spatial resolution is 12 m and accuracy in measurement of wind speed is 0.1 m/s. The measurements described in Figure 76 are made 200 m upstream of the wind turbine, and thus the CFD simulations do not include wind turbines. The CFD spatial resolution is 20 m by 20 m in the horizontal plane. For these comparisons, two different straight-line trajectories of length 205 m and 220 m were flown at a height of 250 m AGL. In trajectory I, the drone was flown parallel to the wind and in trajectory II, the drone was flown perpendicular to the direction of the wind. The two trajectories in the freestream were flown autonomously within 3 minutes of each other, by pre-programming drone’s autopilot. The drone measured wind speed, wind direction and vertical wind speed along the two drone trajectories are shown in Figure 76 a, b and c.

During these measurements, the average wind speed \( V_0 \) was 8 m/s at a height of 250 m AGL; this measurement was made with a velocity-
azimuth-display scan using the LIDAR. Over the same time period, the wind direction was 42°, from North-East, as measured at the hub height of the wind turbine which is downstream from the location of the drone’s measurements. The mean wind speeds measured with the drone are 8.4 m/s and 8.6 m/s along the trajectories I and II, respectively. The corresponding mean wind directions are 44° and 38° respectively. As can be seen in Figure 76 a, the variations in wind speed along the two trajectories are less than ±0.75 m/s. The variation in the wind direction, Figure 76 b, is less than ± 8°. Along both trajectories, positive vertical wind speeds were recorded as shown in Figure 76 c and the mean vertical wind speed is 1.5 m/s. The CFD predicted a mean vertical wind speed at the center of the drone trajectory and at a height of 250 m AGL of $V_z/V_0 = 0.17$ (1.4 m/s). Thus, the drone based measurement system is able to provide high-resolution measurements of the wind velocity.

![Diagram](a)
Figure 76. (a) Wind speed, (b) Wind direction, (c) Vertical wind speed, measured along the two trajectories.
The drone measured mean wind speed, mean wind direction and mean vertical wind speed along the two trajectories are summarised in Table 8. As can be seen the difference in mean wind speed along the two trajectories is 0.2 m/s, the difference in mean wind direction is 6° and the difference in the mean vertical wind speed is 0.1 m/s. Overall, the drone-based measurements are in good agreement with the LIDAR and SCADA measurements and MULTI3 (CFD) simulations. The differences can be attributed to the different temporal and spatial resolutions of the measurement systems and simulation tool. As a further assessment, the LIDAR was programmed to track the drone along its trajectory. Whereas the drone-mounted probe measures the wind velocity vector, the LIDAR measures the line-of-sight component of wind velocity. The line-of-sight wind velocity was thus derived from the drone based measurements. The drone and LIDAR measurement of the line-of-sight velocity are compared in Figure 77. Over the range of measurements, the magnitude of the line-of-sight velocity varies monotonically from 4 m/s to -2 m/s, with an overall difference of less than 15 %.

Table 8. Comparison of drone based measurements to LIDAR and SCADA measurements and to MULTI3 (CFD) simulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Drone trajectory</th>
<th>% difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I</td>
<td>II</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind speed (m/s)</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(LIDAR)</td>
<td>(LIDAR)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wind direction (°)</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(SCADA)</td>
<td>(SCADA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical wind speed (Vz/V0)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(MULTI3)</td>
<td>(MULTI3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8. Comparison of drone based measurements to LIDAR and SCADA measurements and to MULTI3 (CFD) simulations
5.3 Flow Profile Around a Wind Turbine

The vertical profiles of the mean wind speed, wind direction and turbulent kinetic energy at one diameter upstream and downstream of the turbine are presented in Figure 78. As noted in Figure 4, these are the inflow and outflow boundaries of the immersed wind turbine model. The mean flow properties are evaluated over lateral distances of \( Y/D = \pm 0.5 \) at each height. The time taken for this complete measurement set is less than 15 minutes. During this measurement the SCADA reported wind speed, \( V_0 \), was 6 m/s and the corresponding wind direction was 90°.

The mean wind speed profile, at 1D upstream, Figure 78 a shows a jet-like structure with a maximum wind speed of 7.8 m/s at 80 m AGL, and an area averaged wind speed of 6.4 m/s. This jet like wind profile is not seen in the wake at 1D downstream. Jet-like wind profiles in the upstream region were reported on other occasions at Mt. Crosin by Subramanian et al. [96]. The area-averaged wind speed at 1D downstream of a rotor plane is 3.9 m/s. The mean wind speed measured at 1D downstream of the turbine at \( (Z-Z_{HH})/D = 0.8 \) (above the rotor plane) is close to the corresponding measurement upstream of the turbine, indicating that this measurement is outside the wake. The deficit in wind speed, that is the difference between the mean wind speeds upstream and downstream of the rotor plane, is maximum between \( (Z-Z_{HH})/D = -0.25 \) and 0.5.

The mean wind direction profiles at 1D upstream and 1D
downstream are shown in Figure 78 b. The area-averaged wind direction at 1D upstream is 85°. Thus, there is a 5° difference compared to the SCADA wind direction indicating that the turbine is not aligned to the main wind direction. The upstream profile shows the wind veer upstream of the turbine with differences of ±12° relative to the area averaged wind direction. The downstream profile shows that the skewness in the wake is more pronounced in the lower half of the rotor’s extent. Above the rotor plane for \((Z-Z_{HH})/D > 0.7\), the wind directions upstream and downstream are same, indicating the vertical extent of the wake.
Figure 78. Vertical profiles of mean flow properties measured upstream (blue) and downstream (red) of the turbine (a) wind speed; (b) wind direction; (c) turbulent kinetic energy.

The profile of turbulent kinetic energy is shown in Figure 78 c. The turbulent kinetic energy is calculated from the STFT with a window length of 0.25 s. At 1D upstream, the mean turbulent kinetic energy is maximum, 0.11 m$^2$/s$^2$ close to ground, $(Z-Z_{HH})/D < -0.35$ and decreases to 0.025 m$^2$/s$^2$ above the rotor plane for $(Z-Z_{HH})/D > 0.5$. The area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at 1D upstream is 0.05 m$^2$/s$^2$, and the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at 1D downstream is 0.16 m$^2$/s$^2$. Thus there is a factor three increase in turbulent kinetic energy across the turbines rotor.

5.4 Pressure Variations Across a Wind Turbine Rotor

The streamwise variation of the differential static pressure at hub height is shown in Figure 79. The measurements are accomplished by making semi-automated flights of the drone across the rotor plane. An optical trigger system [97] that is linked to the autopilot is used to track in real-time the rotor blade position and speed so that flight across the rotor can be successfully accomplished. To the authors’ knowledge these are the first such measurements of the pressure field at the rotor plane of an operational wind turbine. The measurements are shown at two radial
positions of r/R = 0.4 and 0.6. The SCADA mean wind speed (V_0) during this measurement was 7.5 m/s. The measurements show that there is a small radial variation of the pressure change across the rotor mid-section. Furthermore, the pressure drop and recovery occur over a streamwise extent of Δ(X/D) = 0.06.

Figure 79. Streamwise variation of static pressure coefficient across wind turbine rotor. The measurements are at radial spans of r/D = 0.4 and 0.6. The pressure is normalised relative to reference based on the SCADA 10-minute averages.

5.5 Wind Speed and Turbulent Kinetic Energy in Wake

The streamwise evolution of wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy at hub height in the wake of a wind turbine is shown in Figure 80 b. This measurement is made along the drone trajectories shown in Figure 80 a. These trajectories are at six different spanwise positions between Y/D = 0 to -0.7. The SCADA mean wind speed (V_0) during this measurement was 7.2 m/s and the mean wind direction was 45° (North-East).

At Y/D = 0, the mean wind speed (V/V_0) measured is 0.68 for X/D<1.1, it then drops to 0.4 at X/D = 1.25. This decrease in wind speed is accompanied by an increase in turbulent kinetic energy from 0.04 m²/s² to 0.18 m²/s², which indicates the mixing in the near-wake. For X/D<4, the wind speed varies between 0.25 and 0.75, with a decrease in mean wind speed to 0.75 downstream of X/D = 2.5. The mean turbulent kinetic energy
increases to 0.12 m$^2$/s$^2$, at X/D = 3.5, with peaks of 0.25 m$^2$/s$^2$ measured in this vicinity. For Y/D = -0.35, the wind speed shows a gradual recovery from 0.5 at X/D = 0.5 to 1 at X/D = 4. The mean turbulent kinetic energy shows a sudden increase from 0.05 m$^2$/s$^2$ for X/D<1 to 0.4 m$^2$/s$^2$ at X/D = 1.2, with multiple peaks observed between X/D = 1.2 and X/D = 1.8. It then shows a gradual drop to reach 0.08 m$^2$/s$^2$ at X/D = 4. For Y/D = -0.42, mixing is observed between X/D = 1.8 and X/D = 3, with turbulent kinetic energies of up to 0.8 m$^2$/s$^2$ recorded in this trajectory. Oscillations observed in the wind speed along the Y/D = -0.42 and -0.57 trajectories close to the turbine - for X/D < 1.5 - indicate the blade passing signatures.
For Y/D = -0.57, the wind speed shows a steady recovery from 0.44 at X/D = 0.5 to 1.05 at X/D = 2.5, it then shows a gradual drop to 0.4 between X/D = 2.8 and X/D = 3.5. The mean turbulent kinetic energy along this trajectory is higher than those measured along Y/D = -0.42. At Y/D = -0.63, the wind speed shows a sudden drop from 1.5 at X/D = 0.7 to 0.6 at X/D = 0.85, then shows a gradual recovery to reach 1 at X/D = 3.5. The turbulent kinetic energy along this trajectory records the highest peak observed in this measurement with a value of 8 m²/s² at X/D = 0.75, indicating that the drone is passing through a tip vortex. Also, this trajectory records the maximum number of turbulent kinetic energy peaks, with most of the peaks occurring at X/D < 2.3. A number of turbulent kinetic energy peaks along this trajectory may be an indicative of the tip vortex shedding in this region, thus resulting in higher levels of mean turbulent kinetic energy.

The streamwise evolution of the flow along a trajectory that passes through the boundary of the wake is shown in Figure 81. The measurements are at a spanwise position of Y/D = -0.7, and extend from upstream of the turbine at X/D = -2 into the far-wake at X/D = 4. In order to clarify different regions of the flow, 4 regions along the trajectory, Figure 81 a, are coloured blue in the segment upstream for streamwise distances X/D = -1.8 to -1.2, green for X/D = 1 to 1.6, red for X/D = 2.6 to 3.3, and black for all other segments. It should be noted that the horizontal dashed lines in Figure 81 a indicate the spanwise extent of the rotor. Figure 81 b shows the wind speed, Figure 81 c shows the turbulent kinetic energy and Figure 81 d the wind direction along this trajectory. The mean wind
speeds upstream (blue) and downstream in the green region (1<X/D<1.6) are approximately the same. At X/D = 1.3, the trajectory intercepts the wake boundary and this is manifested as a spike in turbulent kinetic energy of 3.8 m²/s² at this location. Further downstream in the red region 2.5<X/D<3.5 the mean wind speed is lower than upstream. In the three regions the mean wind directions are approximately the same. The spectra of wind speeds in the three regions are compared in Figure 81 e. It can be seen that in the near-wake (green region) the amplitudes are more than 50 times higher than upstream. At X/D = 3, the spectral amplitudes are an order of magnitude higher than upstream but less than in the near-wake. The static pressure distribution in the near-wake position, 0.6<X/D<1.8, is shown in Figure 81 f. Overall there is an increase in static pressure across the wake boundary downstream. In the immersed wind turbine model, Figure 4, as the side boundaries have a momentum exchange, these measurements may be used to formulate a specified geometry for the model’s side boundaries.
**Figure 81.** Drone trajectory, flow properties – wind speed, turbulent kinetic energy, wind direction, power spectra and differential static pressure - along a trajectory passing through shear layer (wake boundary).

### 5.6 Upstream and Wake Spectra

![Power Spectral Density](image)

**Figure 82.** Power spectral density measured upstream of the turbine at heights of 70 m, 130 m, 180 m and 250 m AGL. The y-abcissa shows the product of the frequency and the power spectrum density.

The power spectral density of the wind speed 1D upstream at four different heights of 70 m (green), 130 m (blue), 180 m (black) and 250 m (red) AGL is shown in Figure 82. It can be observed that all spectra show qualitatively similar behaviour, with a region of slope -2/3 that characterises the inertial sub-range. The spectral amplitudes are seen to decrease with increasing height, and the amplitude at 70 m AGL is three times the amplitude at 130 m AGL. Also for frequencies greater than 1 Hz, the spectral amplitudes at 70 m AGL are one order of magnitude larger than the amplitudes at 250 m AGL. The maximum spectral intensity at 70 m AGL is at a frequency of 0.75 Hz, but the maximum amplitude is at a lower frequency of 0.25 Hz for the other three heights.

The power spectra in the near-wake at X/D = 1.5 for three different heights of (Z-Z_{HH})/D = -0.4, 0.25 and 0.5 are shown in Figure 83. The SCADA mean wind speed (V_0) during this measurement was 6.9 m/s and the mean wind direction was 45° (North-East). At each height, the corresponding upstream spectrum measured at X/D = -1 is also shown for
comparison. It can be observed that both the upstream and downstream spectra show the characteristic decay of -2/3 in the inertial range, but in the wake the spectral peaks are shifted to higher frequencies of 1 - 2 Hz compared to 0.25 – 0.75 Hz upstream. The maximum spectral amplitudes in the near-wake are at \((Z - Z_{HH})/D = 0.25\), with amplitudes that are 30 to 40 times higher than upstream.
Figure 83. Power spectral density in the wake (at X/D = 1.5) and upstream (at X/D = -1) for (a) \((Z - Z_{HH})/D = 0.5\), (b) \((Z - Z_{HH})/D = 0.25\), (c) \((Z - Z_{HH})/D = -0.4\). The y-abcissa shows the product of the frequency and the power spectrum density. (d) Characteristic length scales upstream and downstream of the turbine.

The vertical profiles of the characteristic length scales upstream and downstream of the turbine are shown in Figure 83 d. The characteristic length scale is obtained by transforming the spectra from the frequency domain into the wavenumber domain to remove the effects of the drone’s motion. It is observed that upstream of the turbine the length scale
increases with height, and there is a relatively large rate of increase in length up to a height of \((Z-Z_{HH})/D = 0.25\), and above this height there is a ten-fold smaller rate of increase with height. The smallest length scale upstream is 10 m and occurs at \((Z-Z_{HH})/D = -0.5\). The length scales in the wake are smaller than those upstream over heights of \((Z-Z_{HH})/D < 0.5\). Over the vertical extent of rotor, the length scales are nearly constant in the range ~ 6 to 12 m for heights \((Z-Z_{HH})/D < 0.5\). Above the rotor plane for heights \((Z-Z_{HH})/D > 0.8\) the length scales are comparable to the upstream length scales.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kolmogorov microscale (\eta) (mm)</th>
<th>Dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy (\varepsilon) (m(^2)/s(^3))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upstream, (X/D = -1)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake, (X/D = 1.5)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 9.** Summary of measured Kolmogorov microscales and dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy upstream and in the wake.

The measured microscales and dissipation rates at hub height are summarised in Table 9. For these measurements, as the diameter of the FRAP probe is 20 mm, the Kolmogorov microscale is derived from the voltage signal of the central piezo-resistive sensing element on the FRAP probe, as the diameter of pressure port is 0.3 mm, thereby allowing flow features as small as 0.3 mm to be detected. As Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solvers with two-equation turbulence closure models, for example Jafari et al. [8], are being more widely used for the simulations of the flow within wind farms, these measurements of the microscales and dissipation rates are well suited for the future development of these simulation tools.

### 5.7 Tip Vortices

The FRAP air speed measured in the near vicinity downstream of a wind turbine shows distinct tip vortices and nacelle wake signatures. During this measurement, the drone scans the wind field in the lateral direction, parallel to the rotor plane at hub height, but at different \(X/D\) positions from -2 to 2. The spanwise profiles of the hub height FRAP air
speed measured in the near-wake at X/D = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 1 and 1.7 are shown in Figure 84. Also shown with each profile is the corresponding spanwise profile that is measured upstream of the turbine. The SCADA mean wind speed during this measurement (Figure 84 a) is 5.5 m/s and the wind direction is 30°, and it is 6 m/s for the measurement reported in Figure 84 b, c with a wind direction of 90°. Within a ten minute period, alternate upstream and downstream flights parallel to the rotor are used to measure upstream (at X/D = -1.8, -1.7, -1.7 and -1) and downstream (at X/D = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6 and 1.7).
Figure 84. (a) and (b) Spanwise profiles of the hub height FRAP air speed upstream and at X/D = 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 1.0 and 1.7. The distinctive sharp peaks and elevated broadband levels are signatures, respectively, of the tip vortices and the nacelle wake. (c) Static pressure coefficient from FRAP downstream at X/D = 1.

The signatures of the rotor blades tip vortices and the nacelle wake are manifested as distinctive sharp peaks and/or elevated levels in the FRAP air speed. At X/D = 0.3, the tip vortices occur at Y/D = 0.5 and -0.53, with broadband elevated levels near Y/D = 0 that are a signature from the nacelle wake. For X/D > 0.3, the spanwise position of these more elevated levels drifts towards more negative Y/D as the wake evolves. At X/D = 0.4 and 0.6, the tip vortices are at a more negative Y/D compared to
their position at X/D = 0.3. Furthermore, the distance between the vortices has increased to 1.25D compared to 1.03D at X/D=0.3. At X/D = 1, the tip vortices are even further apart with a separation distance of 1.4D, but a second broad spike appears at Y/D= -0.6 in both the air speed and in the differential static pressure coefficient. At X/D = 1.7, a turbulent flow is seen with no distinct signature of tip vortices. The tip vortex signature is seen in 30-to-40 % of the measurements made close (X/D<1.5) to the wind turbine. Tip vortex signature spikes appear in FRAP air speed, FRAP differential static pressure co-efficient or both, depending on where the drone trajectory crosses the tip vortex (Figure 84 b, c). The maximum amplitude peak in wind speed occurs at X/D = 0.3 and 1. No distinct signatures are seen in upstream air speed measurements.

A unique advantage of using the FRAP probe is that both the velocity and pressure fields can be measured. Given the complex nature of the wind turbine wake, this utility is of benefit in order to detail the flow characteristics. This is illustrated in Figure 85 a, where the streamwise evolution of two tip vortices is shown in terms of the FRAP air speed, static pressure co-efficient and FRAP angles. The measurements are made at spanwise positions of Y/D = 0.75 and Y/D = 0.63 along the segment of a trajectory that is flown parallel to and towards the direction of the upstream wind. One set of tip vortices is located at X/D < 0.35 and the other set is at 0.5<X/D<0.8. Both tip vortices are clearly identified in the measurement of static pressure in Figure 85 b, but only the more upstream tip vortex is seen in the FRAP air speed measurement. To the author’s knowledge these are the first such measurements of the pressure field through a tip vortex.

The properties of tip vortices determine the physical behavior of a wind turbine rotor like wake expansion, vortex spiral twist angle and the strength of the tip vortex spiral [22]. An attempt is made here to measure the tip vortex pitch generated from a multi-MW full-scale wind turbine. The SCADA mean wind speed (V₀) during the first measurement set (Figure 85 a) was 6.5 m/s and the mean rotor angular frequency was 12.4 rpm. The mean wind speed during the second measurement set (Figure 85 b) was 7.2 m/s and the mean rotor angular frequency was 13.6 rpm. During both measurement sets, the mean wind direction was from North-East at 46°.

Assuming that the tip vortex has a Rankine (solid body rotation) vortex core, surrounded by an irrotational swirling flow, and that the drone shoots through a pseudo-stationary vortex, the axis of rotation of vortex core can be deduced from the pitch and yaw angles plotted in Figure 85. If the axis of vortex core is perpendicular to the axis of the FRAP probe, then
the vortex signature is captured in 2D space with no information on its thickness. In this case, the FRAP angles pitch, yaw or both show a distinct signature with a maximum and minimum. However, if the axis of rotation of the vortex core is inclined or parallel to the FRAP probe axis, then the vortex thickness is also seen in FRAP angles. In this case, the FRAP angles pitch or yaw shows distinct maximum or minimum signatures.
Figure 85. Representative streamwise profile of hub height pressure coefficient, FRAP air speed and FRAP angles at (a) $X/D < 0.5$ and $Y/D = 0.75$, (b) $0.5 < X/D < 1$ and $Y/D = 0.63$. The distinctive peaks (or troughs) identify the location of the tip vortices. (c) Comparison of measured and predicted vortex pitches.
The streamwise separation distance between the two vortices is the vortex pitch, which is the distance a tip vortex is transported during one blade revolution. The measured vortex pitch in the regions X/D<0.35 and 0.5<X/D<0.8 respectively are shown in Figure 85 c. Also shown in Figure 85 c are the predicted vortex pitches from Wood's [100] empirical formulation. The pitch \( p_v = 0.42D \) (for the first measurement set) and \( p_v = 0.46D \) (for the second measurement set) is evaluated using the SCADA mean values during these measurements. The measured pitch is three times (for 3 blades) the distance between the two consecutive tip vortices, and is 0.45D for X/D <0.35 and 0.6D for 0.5< X/D <0.8. The measured vortex pitch close to the turbine (X/D <0.35) matches closely (~ 6%) with the value computed from Equation 34, but it appears to under predict the vortex pitch by 23 % for the second case of 0.5< X/D <0.8.

5.8 Characteristics of the Wake

The streamwise evolution of the wake in complex terrain up to four diameters downstream is shown in Figure 86 in terms of the turbulent kinetic energy and wind speed. The measurements are made at hub height in a horizontal plane at the Mt. Crosin wind farm which is in complex terrain. The turbulent kinetic energy in the near-wake, X/D<2, shows the evolution of the tip vortex that is identified in the high turbulent kinetic energy regions that are shed from the wind turbine blade tip. For X/D<1, the tip vortices are convected downstream close to a span of Y/D = -0.68 parallel to the direction of the upstream wind. At X/D = 1, the tip vortices migrate spanwise, that is along the direction of the negative Y/D axis, due to the wake’s expansion and reach Y/D = -0.75 at X/D = 1.5. The streamwise extent of the near-wake in complex terrain is approximately X/D = 2. This extent is one-diameter shorter than the extent of the near-wake observed in flat terrain in Figure 65, where the near wake extends to X/D = 3. In the near wake, the wind speed, shown in Figure 86, shows the presence of a thin shear layer that separates the low energy flow within the wake boundary and the high energy flow outside the wake. Downstream of X/D=2, mixing starts within the wake and is manifested by the penetration of high energy flow at the wake’s boundary into the relatively low energy flow within the wake. This mixing is also seen in the measured wind speeds, as a relatively high speed flow from outside the wake penetrates into the low speed wake downstream of X/D = 2. The mixing of the flow affects the entire wake region downstream of X/D = 3.7.
Figure 86. Measurements of turbulent kinetic energy and wind speed at hub height in a horizontal plane downstream of a wind turbine at Mt. Crosin wind farm.
5.8.1 Turbulent Kinetic Energy in Vertical Plane

The distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in two vertical planes in complex terrain is shown in Figure 87. The first plane is upstream at X/D = -1.5 and the second plane is downstream at X/D = 0.5. The measurements are accomplished by flying the drone alternatively upstream and downstream at altitudes ranging from -0.45<(Z – Z_{HH})/D<0.5. During this measurement, the SCADA 10-minute average wind speed was 6.5 m/s with wind from East to West. The turbulent kinetic energy upstream at X/D = -1.5 (Figure 87 a) shows the characteristics of turbulent flow upstream of the wind turbine in complex terrain. The area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the upstream plane is 0.03 m²/s². Downstream at X/D = 0.5 (Figure 87 b) high turbulent kinetic energy regions that are associated with the tip vortices are seen. The perimeter of the rotor tip is shown as a white circle. These vortical structures originate from the blade tips and convected downstream. The variation in the turbulent kinetic energy in wake is nearly symmetrical about a vertical axis located at Y/D = -0.1 indicating that there is a yaw misalignment between the wind turbine and the main wind direction. The annular-shaped region of high turbulent kinetic energy in Figure 87 b indicates the radial extent of the wake at X/D = 0.5. In the near wake, regions of low turbulent kinetic energy characterize the freestream outside the wake and within the wake. The distribution of the yaw angle downstream at X/D = 0.5 is shown in Figure 87 c. The yaw angle shows that the high turbulent kinetic energy regions identified in Figure 87 b are surrounded by pairs of positive and negative yaw angle zones; these pairs confirm that the previously identified regions of high turbulent kinetic energy are vortical structures. The mirror image of diametrically opposite yaw angle pairs indicates that the vortical structures are rotating in opposite directions.

TKE (m²/s²)
Figure 87. Measurements in complex terrain of (a) Turbulent kinetic energy upstream of turbine at X/D = -1.5, (b) Turbulent kinetic energy in Yaw angle (°), (c) Temperature (°C) vs. (Z - Z_{HH})/D, and (d) Yaw angle (°) vs. TKE (m²/s²).
near-wake at $X/D = 0.5$, (c) Yaw angle in near-wake at $X/D = 0.5$, (d) Atmospheric temperature profile.

The windFlyer drone measures the atmospheric temperature along its trajectory with a resolution of 0.01 °C (humidity sensor from Sensiron SHT75). The variation of atmospheric temperature with height will be an indicator of the atmospheric stability during measurements. Accordingly, the mean temperature profile measured upstream at $X/D = -1.5$ and downstream at $X/D = 0.5$ are shown in Figure 87 d. Also shown for comparison is the profile of dry adiabatic lapse rate of the atmosphere (9.8 °C/km) as a black line. The plots show that the measured lapse rate 7.7 °C/km, upstream at $X/D = -1.5$, is less than the standard adiabatic lapse rate of dry atmosphere, thus indicating a stable atmospheric condition during this measurement. Downstream at $X/D = 0.5$, the temperature profile is affected probably due to swirl and mixing, the resulting temperature profile downstream has shifted towards the right indicating an increase in temperature at each altitude.

5.8.2 Double Wake

The distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in two vertical planes in complex terrain, one located upstream at $X/D = -1$ and the other located in downstream at $X/D = 1$, is shown in Figure 88. The SCADA 10-minute average wind speed during this measurement was 7 m/s and the wind direction was 80°. For this wind direction, there is another Vestas V90 wind turbine located seven diameters upstream, at $X/D = -7$, of the turbine located at $X/D = 0$. Thus, the upstream measurement plane located at $X/D = -1$ is six diameters downstream of the wind turbine located at $X/D = -7$. Figure 88 a shows the turbulent nature of wake flow seen by a wind turbine rotor located six diameters downstream of another wind turbine in complex terrain. At $X/D = -1$, the wake flow is completely mixed out with no distinct signatures of the upstream wind turbine. The area average turbulent kinetic energy at $X/D = -1$ is 0.07 m$^2$/s$^2$, which is more than two times greater than the area averaged upstream turbulent kinetic energy discussed in Figure 87 a. Downstream at $X/D = 1$ (Figure 88 b) high turbulent kinetic energy regions that are associated with vortical structures are seen. The perimeter of the rotor tip is shown as a white circle. This distribution of turbulent kinetic energy also confirms that mixing has already started within the wake on one side (for $Y/D>0$) and there is no symmetry in the distribution of turbulent kinetic energy at $X/D = 1$. It can also be seen in Figure 88 b that some tip vortices have strayed out of the wake shear layer into the freestream.
Figure 88. Measurements in complex terrain of (a) Turbulent kinetic energy contour upstream at X/D = -1, (b) Turbulent kinetic energy in near-wake at X/D = 1, (c) Atmospheric temperature profile.

The mean temperature profile measured upstream at X/D = -1 and downstream at X/D = 1 are shown in Figure 88 c. The plots indicate a nearly neutral atmospheric condition during this measurement as the measured lapse rate, upstream at X/D = -1 and downstream at X/D = 1, are nearly equal to the standard adiabatic lapse rate of dry atmosphere.

5.9 Summary

The measurements presented in this chapter detail the spatial variations of the wind speed, wind direction and turbulent kinetic energy in the flow field around a multi-megawatt wind turbine that is located in complex terrain. The measurement accuracy of the drone-based system is verified with comparisons against measurements with a three-dimensional scanning LIDAR system, the wind turbine’s SCADA system, and microscale simulations of the wind field. The vertical profiles of the mean wind speed, wind direction and turbulent kinetic energy upstream of the turbine show non-uniformities that are associated with the wind flow in complex terrain. In the wind speed profile, there is a jet-like structure with a maximum wind speed near hub height. The wind veer differs ±12° relative to the area-averaged wind direction, and the wind turbine has a misalignment of 5° relative to the main wind direction. The magnitude of turbulent kinetic energy decreases monotonically with increasing height above ground. In the near-wake, at one diameter downstream of the turbine, the jet-like structure is absent in the wind speed profile and the wind direction varies little over the vertical extent of the rotor. Furthermore there is a factor three increase of the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy across the turbine’s rotor, and the vertical profile of the turbulent kinetic energy shows maxima at the locations of the blade tips. The drone’s fast-response aerodynamic probe allows for simultaneous measurements of wind speed and static pressure. Thus the first-ever measurements of the pressure field across a wind turbine rotor plane are reported. Additionally, the distinctive signatures of the blade tip vortices are measured in terms of the air speed and static pressure. The pitch between subsequent tip vortices that are shed from the wind turbines blades increases as the near-wake evolves. The Kolmogorov inertial sub-range is identified in the measured power spectra, and it is seen that in the near-wake, the spectral amplitudes are 30 to 40 times higher than upstream, and the spectral peaks are shifted from frequencies of 0.5-0.75Hz to higher frequencies of 1-2 Hz. Whereas
the characteristic microscale length scales, that are derived from the spectra, increase with height upstream of the turbine, in the near-wake the microscale lengths are of constant and smaller magnitude.
6. FLAT TERRAIN VERSUS COMPLEX TERRAIN

A comparison of the wake evolution measured downstream of a multi-megawatt wind turbine located in flat and complex terrains is presented in this chapter. The spatially-averaged wind speed and the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy plots in the near and far wake help to compare the wake evolution downstream of a wind turbine located in flat and complex terrains. Reynolds decomposition yields the nature of turbulent fluctuations in the surface layer in flat and complex terrains, and its detailed analysis reveals the turbulence statistics, degree of anisotropy and friction velocity.

6.1 Measurement Sites

The measurement sites at the Mont Crosin wind farm (complex terrain) and at the Altenbruch wind farm (flat terrain) were presented in the previous two chapters. In addition to these two wind farms, the freestream measurements at two other wind farms will be discussed in this chapter. The first of these is the Freudenberg-Beiersdorf windfarm in Brandenburg, Germany that is in flat terrain and surrounded by patches of dense tall coniferous trees. A detailed description of this wind farm is presented in chapter 7. The second of these wind farms is at Collonges, Switzerland [92]. This wind farm is in a valley that extends approximately northwest-southwest, and has hills on its sides rising up to 2500 m AGL. Thus this second site is in complex terrain. Table 10 summarises the characteristics of these two wind farms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind farm</th>
<th>Wind turbine</th>
<th>Diameter (m)</th>
<th>Hub Height (m)</th>
<th>Terrain</th>
<th>Ground Elevation (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Freudenberg-Beiersdorf</td>
<td>V80</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collonges</td>
<td>E70</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>448</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10. Summary characteristics of the Freudenberg-Beiersdorf wind farm, Germany and Collonges wind farm, Switzerland.
6.2 Wake Evolution: Complex Terrain versus Flat Terrain

The streamwise evolution of the wake is quantified in terms of the area-averaged wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy as shown in Figure 89. The area averages are derived from the flow properties in the planes that are shown in Figure 86 and Figure 65. In the near wake, the area-averaged wind speed is 50-60% of the reference wind speed in both flat and complex terrains. In both terrains, the area-averaged wind speed initially decreases in the near-wake, but then increases in the far wake. In complex terrain the wind speed increases at the rate of 10% per diameter in the near-wake to reach 64% at X/D = 3.75. In flat terrain, the area-averaged wind speed is nearly constant in the near-wake and is 60% of the reference wind speed up to X/D = 3, and then starts to recover at a rate of 10% per diameter distance downstream up to X/D = 5.5 where the wind speed is 80% of the reference wind speed. As seen earlier, the streamwise extent of the near wake is shorter in complex terrain than in flat terrain by one diameter. The area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy also decreases as the wake evolves in both terrains; in complex terrain the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy is 0.075 m$^2$/s$^2$ in the near-wake (X/D<2). The area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy increases from 0.07 m$^2$/s$^2$ at X/D = 2 to 0.18 m$^2$/s$^2$ at X/D =2.7; over this range, 2<X/D<2.7, a recovery in wind speed is also seen. The area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy then increases to reach 0.1 m$^2$/s$^2$ at X/D =3.7. In the complex terrain of the Mont Crosin wind farm, the ensemble-averaged freestream turbulent kinetic energy measured at hub height is 0.04 m$^2$/s$^2$. Thus, at the end of near wake, the turbulent kinetic energy is about two times higher than in the freestream. The area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy at X/D = 3.75 in the far wake is still two and a half times larger than the turbulent kinetic energy measured in the freestream. In flat terrain the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy also decreases as the wake evolves. There is initially a decrease in the near-wake to 0.075 m$^2$/s$^2$ at 2.8D, followed by an increase to 0.12 m$^2$/s$^2$ at X/D = 3.7. The region between X/D = 3 and X/D = 5.5 is where enhanced flow mixing occurs and this is the reason for the increase in wind speed, and the (increase and) decrease that is observed in the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy. Further downstream at X/D = 6, the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy is again 0.075 m$^2$/s$^2$. The same evolution was also seen in the area-averaged wind speed and area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the wake at the Collonges wind farm, a complex terrain, but the mean turbulent kinetic energy values in the wake at this wind farm are two to three times larger than the values measured at the other two wind farms.
Figure 89. Streamwise evolution of spatially-averaged wind speed and spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the wake in flat and complex terrains.

As the velocity and pressure fields can be measured with high resolution using the FRAP probe, Figure 90 a, the streamwise evolution of consecutive tip vortices in the flat terrain of the Altenbruch wind farm and the complex terrain of the Mt. Crosin wind farm are compared in terms of the air speed and static pressure. The measurements in flat terrain are made at a spanwise position of $Y/D = 0$ and at a height of $(Z – Z_{HH})/D = 0.5$, and the measurements in complex terrain are made at a spanwise position of $Y/D = -0.6$ and at a height of $(Z – Z_{HH})/D = 0$. The tip vortices can be identified from the sharp drops in air speed and/or pressure. In the flat terrain case, three consecutive tip vortices are captured; whereas in the complex terrain two consecutive tip vortices are captured. As the vortex pitch per blade is three times the separation distance of consecutive vortices in Figure 90 a, the measurements can be used to validate Wood’s
empirical formulation (Equation 34). As seen in Figure 90 b, Wood’s formulation over predicts the vortex pitch by 33% in flat terrain, and under predicts the vortex pitch by 23% in complex terrains. Thus the formulation cannot be considered to have universal applicability.
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**Figure 90.** (a) Streamwise profiles of static pressure and air speed in flat terrain at Y/D = 0, (Z – Z_{HH})/D = 0.5 and in complex terrain at Y/D = -0.6, (Z – Z_{HH})/D = 0. (b) Comparison of measured and predicted vortex pitches in flat and complex terrains.
6.3 Comparison of Turbulence Structure in Flat and Complex Terrains

Figure 91 compares the turbulence structure at hub height upstream and in the wake of a turbine in complex terrain. In the wake the measurements are made at hub height from \( X/D = 1.5 \) to \( X/D = 4.5 \). On the left side of Figure 91 are scatter plots of spanwise velocity fluctuations versus the streamwise velocity fluctuations. On the right side are shown the probability distribution functions of the three fluctuating velocity components. For these measurements, the SCADA 10-minute average wind speed was 7 m/s from the North-East direction. As seen in Figure 91, the distribution of turbulence in the freestream and in the wake is anisotropic, with a degree of anisotropy of 0.5 that indicates the presence of secondary flow structures in the freestream and in the wake. The scatter plots in Figure 91 show that in complex terrain, in the wake the turbulence structure is more isotropic than in the freestream. The vortical structures manifest themselves as the relatively large magnitude spanwise and streamwise fluctuations that are seen outside the cores in the scatter plot of the wake. However sizes of the core are similar in the freestream and wake. The probability distribution functions in the freestream and wake have normal distributions. The maximum probability density function of the streamwise fluctuating velocity, \( u' \), in the freestream is 0.06 and reduces in the wake to 0.055. However in contrast the maximum probability density function of the spanwise fluctuating velocity, \( v' \), increases from 0.045 in the freestream to 0.055 in the wake. The probability density function of vertical fluctuating velocity, \( w' \), is quite similar in the freestream and wake. The statistical parameters derived from probability density functions are summarized in Table 11.
Figure 91. Scatter plot (left) and probability density function, pdf, (right) of hub height velocity fluctuations in complex terrain, (a) Freestream, (b) Wake.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Freestream</th>
<th>Wake</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{u}' )</td>
<td>(-1.6 \times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{v}' )</td>
<td>(2 \times 10^{-3})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \overline{w}' )</td>
<td>(-5 \times 10^{-4})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( u'v' )</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{u'} )</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{v'} )</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \sigma_{w'} )</td>
<td>0.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 11. Statistical parameters derived from the probability density functions measured in complex terrain. In the wake measurements are obtained over X/D = 1.5-4.5.

The turbulence structures at hub height in flat terrain are shown in Figure 92. The measurements at the Altenbruch wind farm are made in the freestream, in the wake (X/D = 2.0 - 5.0) and in the far-wake (X/D = 11 -
and are presented in terms of scatter plots (on the left side) and probability density functions (on the right side). For these measurements, the SCADA 10-minute average wind speed was 8 m/s from the South-West direction. In the freestream the degree of anisotropy is 4.3 that indicates an absence of secondary flow structures. In comparison, in complex terrain (Figure 91 a) the degree of anisotropy is 0.5 in the freestream. In the wake in flat terrain, Figure 92 b, the degree of anisotropy is 0.9, indicating that the turbulence structure is more isotropic in the wake compared to the freestream. The presence of strong vortical structures in the wake is indicated by the presence of large magnitude fluctuations in both the streamwise, u’, and spanwise, v’, velocity fluctuations outside the core distribution. It can also be seen that the core of the scatter plot is ten times larger in the wake (Figure 92 b) compared to the freestream (Figure 92 a). In the freestream, the probability density functions of the spanwise fluctuating velocity, v’, and the vertical fluctuating velocity, w’, are uni-modal normal distributions with maxima of 0.5 for the spanwise fluctuations and 0.3 for the vertical velocity fluctuations centered on a zero wind speed. However, the probability density function of the streamwise velocity, u’, has a bi-modal normal distribution with a maximum of 0.18 that is centered on a wind speed fluctuation of -0.1 m/s. The probability density functions have a normal distribution in the wake and far-wake, Figure 92 b, and are quite similar to the probability density functions that are measured in complex terrain, Figure 91 b. The statistical parameters derived from Figure 8 are summarised in Table 12.
**Figure 92.** Scatter plot (left) and probability density function, pdf, (right) of hub height velocity fluctuations in flat terrain, (a) Freestream, (b) Wake, (c) Far-wake.
Table 12. Statistical parameters derived from probability density functions measured in flat terrain. In the wake measurements are made over \( X/D = 2-5 \) and in far-wake the measurements were made over \( X/D = 11-14 \).

### 6.4 Degree of Anisotropy

The streamwise variations of the degree of anisotropy (Equation 31) in complex and flat terrains are compared in Figure 93. The measurements are made along the wake center line at hub height at the Mt. Crosin and Altenbruch wind farms respectively. In both complex and flat terrains, the degree of anisotropy increases in the near wake regions and decreases in the far wake. In flat terrain, the degree of anisotropy increases from 1 at \( X/D = 1.25 \) to reach a maximum of 1.7 at \( X/D = 3.2 \). As discussed earlier, in flat terrain, \( X/D = 3 \) indicates the streamwise extent of the near wake region, thus the degree of anisotropy can be a useful parameter to identify the extent of near wake region. Further downstream for \( X/D > 3.2 \), the degree of anisotropy decreases due to mixing and flow re-energisation, and the degree of anisotropy is 0.75 at \( X/D = 5.75 \). In complex terrain, the degree of anisotropy in the near wake at \( X/D = 1.25 \) is 0.5. The degree of anisotropy increases to 1.15 at \( X/D = 2.2 \). Again as discussed earlier, the streamwise extent of the near wake in complex terrain is \( X/D = 2 \). Downstream of \( X/D = 2.2 \), the degree of anisotropy decreases to 0.3 at \( X/D = 4.75 \). Overall it is observed that in the near- and far-wake regions the degree of anisotropy in flat terrain is higher than in complex terrain.
**Figure 93.** Degree of anisotropy (DA) along wake center line at hub height as a function of downstream distance in flat and complex terrains.

### 6.5 Friction Velocity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terrain, atmospheric condition (Wind farm)</th>
<th>Friction velocity, $u_*$ (m/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complex terrain, neutral (Mt. Crosin)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex terrain, neutral (Collonges)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat terrain, neutral (Altenbruch II)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat terrain, neutral (Freudenberg-Beiersdorf)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat terrain, unstable (Freudenberg-Beiersdorf)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 13.** Measured friction velocity derived from drone landings upstream of wind turbines in complex and flat terrains.
As the temperature and relative humidity sensors on the drone enable the atmospheric conditions to be determined, the friction velocity (Equation 32) derived from landings in neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions are summarised in Table 13. Under neutral atmospheric condition, the friction velocity ranges from 0.23-0.4 in complex terrain and from 0.03-0.11 in flat terrain. A 35% increase in friction velocity is observed under unstable atmospheric condition at the Freudenberg-Beiersdorf wind farm. The streamwise variations of the friction velocity measured in horizontal flight at a height of 70 m AGL in the freestream of complex and flat terrain are shown in Figure 94. In complex terrain, the mean friction velocity is 0.23 m/s and in flat terrain the mean friction velocity is 0.03 m/s.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of turbulence in surface layer</th>
<th>Freestream</th>
<th>Open literature [90, 107]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flat terrain</td>
<td>Complex terrain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{u'}{u_*^2} )</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{v'}{u_*^2} )</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \frac{w'}{u_*^2} )</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 14.** Measured turbulent fluctuations in the surface layer under neutral atmospheric conditions in flat and complex terrains. The measurements are compared to literature [90, 107].

The measured turbulent fluctuations normalised by the friction velocity in the surface layer are summarised in Table 14. Also shown in Table 14 are the commonly used values that are presented in the open literature for the streamwise fluctuations [90] and the spanwise and vertical fluctuations [107]. In flat terrain, the streamwise turbulence is dominant and in complex terrain the turbulence is more isotropic.
Figure 94. Friction velocity variation along the drone trajectory in flat and complex terrains at 70 m AGL.

6.6 Integral Length and Time Scales

The integral length and time scales (Equation 33) measured at hub height in flat and complex terrains are summarised in Table 15. In the complex terrain of the Mt. Crosin wind farm, the integral length and time scales in the freestream are 43 m and 6 s respectively. While the integral time scale in the complex terrain is unchanged, the length scale in the wake, 19 m, is half that in the freestream. In the flat terrain at the Altenbruch wind farm, the integral time scale measured in the freestream is 15 s and the corresponding integral length scale is 119 m. In the wake, the integral time scale is 6 s and the corresponding integral length scale is 20 m.
Figure 95. Normalised autocorrelation along a straight line drone trajectory in free stream and wake at hub height, (a) complex terrain, (b) flat terrain.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Integral time scale, $\tau$ (s)</th>
<th>Integral length scale, $L$ (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complex terrain,</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freestream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex terrain,</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>18.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat terrain,</td>
<td>15 – 16.5</td>
<td>113 - 124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>freestream</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat terrain,</td>
<td>2.3 – 9.1</td>
<td>8 - 32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15. Integral time scale and integral length scale measured in complex and flat terrains.

6.7 Summary

A detailed comparison of wake evolution in flat and complex terrains was discussed in this chapter in terms of spatially-averaged wind speed and spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy. Reynolds decomposition of the measured wind speed yields the components of turbulence in the surface layer. In complex and flat terrains, detailed
analysis of the measured fluctuating parts in freestream and wake reveals
the turbulence statistics. In both terrains, the variation of the degree of
anisotropy along the wake centreline was presented as a function of
downstream distance. Friction velocity computed from measurements made
during many drone landings in four different wind farms were tabulated.
Finally, the integral time scales and the integral length scales computed
from the normalised autocorrelation of the FRAP measured airspeed were
tabulated.
7. EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC STABILITY

The measurements in the wake of a wind turbine, located in a flat terrain, under neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions are described in this chapter. These measurements detail at full-scale Reynolds number and at both unstable and neutral atmospheric conditions, the wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy evolution in the near and farwake (up to six-diameters) including their profiles at eleven different locations downstream. The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy, obtained from wavenumber spectra using measurements under different atmospheric conditions, in flat and complex terrains is also tabulated. All measurements described in this chapter are made with the WindFlyer drone.

7.1 Measurement Site

Figure 96. Above: Location of Freudenberg-Beiersdorf wind farm (red
The measurements under unstable atmospheric condition were made at the 28 MW Freudenberg-Beiersdorf wind farm in Brandenburg, Germany. The wind farm is located in a flat terrain at a distance of 100 km from the North Sea coast, Figure 96 (above). The locations of the wind turbines in this wind farm are shown by the circle symbols in Figure 96 (below); the turbine at which measurements are made is shown as filled white circle, whereas the other turbines are shown as filled black circles. Two small Enercon E40 wind turbines – with hub height of 65 m - belonging to a neighbouring wind farm are also shown in Figure 96 marked with filled red circles. The turbine under measurement is a Vestas V80 with a rated power 2.0 MW, diameter of 80 m and a hub height of 100 m. The predominant wind direction during wake measurements in unstable atmospheric condition was 28º, but due to an error in SCADA, the 10-minute average wind and nacelle direction were not available from the wind farm operator. However, the wind farm operator provided access to a limited set of the turbine’s 10-minute average SCADA data, which were used for comparison to supplement the drone based wind measurements. The wake measurements were intentionally scheduled to scan and cover a plane at hub height – covering a streamwise distance of 600 m and a lateral distance of ±80m downstream of the wind turbine under measurement – in unstable atmospheric condition. It took 40 minutes to complete the wake measurements flying towards the wind turbine rotor in the wake and taking a turn to return back to start the next scan. The lateral spacing between any two adjacent measurement trajectories in wake is 0.09D. The SCADA wind speed during this measurement was in the range of 7-8.5 m/s. The atmospheric stability measured based on the atmospheric lapse rate of 18°C/km confirms the unstable atmospheric condition during the wake scan.

7.2 Wake Evolution

The evolution of the wake up to six diameters downstream, at hub height, in unstable atmospheric condition is shown in Figure 97 in terms of the wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy. These measurements are made in a horizontal plane downstream of the wind turbine. The energy extraction results in low wind speed in the near-wake, but the wind speeds
in the near-wake show both spatial non-uniformity and asymmetry about the rotor axis. Under unstable atmospheric conditions, the shear layer is not prominently visible in wind speed contour on either side, and the turbulent kinetic energy contour confirms the tip vortices – which were clearly visible under neutral atmospheric condition (Figure 65) - are also not clearly distinguishable. The low wind speeds observed in the near-wake continue downstream till X/D = 2-3 before re-energisation. The wind speed contour confirms that the wake evolution and re-energisation is asymmetrical, and the wake exhibits lateral migration (meandering) towards the positive Y/D axis as it evolves downstream. For the 28° wind direction there is a turbine located upstream with a lateral separation of 200 m between the two turbines’ rotor axis. The wake lateral migration (meandering) towards the positive Y/D axis as it evolves downstream could be due to the impact of this upstream turbine’s wake evolution, combined with the impact of flow around the forested area separated by a lateral separation of 500 m. The wake lateral migration (meandering) can also be observed in the turbulent kinetic energy contour plot, as the high turbulent kinetic energy regions shift along the positive Y/D axis. The near-wake region extends up to X/D = 2-3 in the unstable atmospheric condition. Downstream after X/D = 3, mixing starts within the wake and is manifested by the penetration of relatively high turbulent kinetic energy flow inside the wake. This mixing is also seen in the measured wind speeds, as relatively high speed flow from outside the wake starts to penetrate into the low wind speed wake downstream of X/D = 3, and subsequently re-energises the wake flow. The wake lateral migration (meandering) continues downstream till X/D = 6, and the wake core evolution is 9° inclined to the streamwise wind direction.
Figure 97. Under unstable atmospheric condition, measurements of (a) wind speed, (b) turbulent kinetic energy at hub height in a horizontal plane downstream of a wind turbine at the Freudenberg-Beiersdorf wind farm.
The streamwise evolution of the wake under unstable and neutral atmospheric conditions is represented in terms of the spatially-averaged horizontal and total wind speeds, and the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy as shown in Figure 98. The spatially-averaged flow properties are derived from the area-averaged (within $|Y/D| < 0.5$ or $(Z-Z_{HH})/D < 0.5$) flow properties in the plane shown in Figure 97 and Figure 65. When the atmosphere is neutral, the spatially-averaged horizontal wind speed in the near-wake ($X/D < 3$) is nearly constant at 55% of the reference wind speed, and the difference between the horizontal and total wind speed is less than 2% of the reference wind speed. The horizontal and total wind speeds start to recover at a rate of 10% per diameter distance downstream between $X/D = 3$ and $X/D = 5.5$, with no observable difference between these two quantities in this region. At $X/D = 6$, the horizontal and total wind speeds are about 80% of the reference wind speed.

When the atmospheric condition is unstable, the spatially-averaged horizontal and total wind speeds show a slightly different trend with both increasing initially till $X/D = 3.25$ and then showing a constant trend further downstream. Initially at $X/D = 1.25$, the difference between the spatially-averaged horizontal and total wind speed is maximum at 10% of the reference wind speed, but this difference narrows down quickly further downstream. The horizontal and total wind speeds start to recover at a rate of 15% per diameter distance downstream between $X/D = 1.25$ and $X/D = 3.25$, to reach 80% of the reference wind speed at $X/D = 3.25$. The reason for the early recovery in wind speed and the subsequent constant trend under unstable atmospheric condition could be the lateral migration of the wake towards the positive $Y/D$ axis as it evolves downstream.

The spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy drops downstream with distance in both neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions as shown in Figure 98 b. For neutral atmospheric condition, the turbulent kinetic energy decreases in the near-wake to 0.075 m$^2$/s$^2$ at $X/D = 3$, followed by an increase to 0.12 m$^2$/s$^2$ at $X/D = 4$. The region between $X/D = 3$ and $X/D = 5.5$ is where enhanced flow mixing occurs and this is the reason for the increase in wind speed, and the increase/decrease that is observed in the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy. Further downstream at $X/D = 6.5$, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy again reaches 0.075 m$^2$/s$^2$. In the wake, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy under unstable atmospheric condition is more than twice the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy measured under neutral atmospheric condition for all downstream locations. For unstable atmospheric condition, the turbulent
kinetic energy is nearly constant (or falls slowly) at $0.28 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^2$ till $X/D = 3$, followed by a drop to rate of $0.045 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^2$ per diameter till $X/D = 6$. As in neutral atmospheric condition, the wake re-energisation under unstable atmospheric condition is observed when turbulent kinetic energy is maximum. At $X/D = 6$, the spatially-averaged turbulent kinetic energy in the wake is $0.18 \text{ m}^2/\text{s}^2$, which is still two times larger than the turbulent kinetic energy measured upstream at hub height under unstable atmospheric condition (Table 16).

![Figure 98](image)

**Figure 98.** In flat terrain, streamwise evolution of (a) total and horizontal wind speed, (b) turbulent kinetic energy in wake under neutral and unstable
atmospheric condition.

7.3 Wake Profile

The spanwise profile of spatially-averaged wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy in the wake at different downstream distances under unstable and neutral atmospheric condition is shown in Figure 100 and Figure 101. The spatially-averaged flow properties are derived from the area-averaged flow properties in the plane shown in Figure 99 and Figure 97. The near- and far-wake deficit induced due to energy extraction by the wind turbine is visible in both neutral and unstable atmospheric condition. This energy extraction results in low wind speed inside near-wake core (r/D<±0.5) and high wind speed outside the near-wake shear layer, with a wind speed gradient bridging the gap between these two locations. For neutral atmospheric condition, the mean wind speed inside the near-wake core is V/V₀ = 0.5-0.6 and is nearly uniform. At X/D = 1, the shear layer results in a spatial wind speed gradient with a slope of (V/V₀)/(r/D) = 2-2.5, suggesting that the wind speed doubles radially with distance in the shear layer. Downstream of X/D = 1, the shear layer (and hence the wake) grows in size by decelerating the wind speed outside the wake core. The re-energisation, starting at X/D = 3, results in non-uniformity (spatial gradient) inside wake thus generating a gradient with a slope of (V/V₀)/(r/D) = 2/3. As the wake starts re-energising, the wind speed starts increasing in the wake core and the spatial gradient observed at X/D = 3 starts to diminish.

When the atmospheric condition is unstable, the wake deficit is again clearly noticeable in the near-wake (say, at X/D = 1.5) with the mean wind speed inside the near-wake core around V/V₀ = 0.5. The wind speed profile at X/D = 1 is not symmetric about the axis at r/D = 0 suggesting asymmetry in energy extraction on either side of the axis by the wind turbine rotor (This is also visible in the contour plots in Figure 97). At X/D = 1, the shear layer at both ends results in a spatial wind speed gradient in the wind speed profile with a slope of (V/V₀)/(r/D) = 2, similar to those observed in the near-wake under neutral atmospheric condition. For unstable atmospheric condition, both the wind speed profile and the turbulent kinetic energy profile exhibit higher non-uniformity for X/D < 4 compared to the profiles measured in the far-wake after X/D > 4. Downstream as the wake evolves, it is inclined to the main wind direction and moving laterally towards the positive r/D axis, resulting in a more uniform wind speed
profile along the negative r/D axis with wind speeds in this region reaching ambient wind speeds of \( V/V_0 = 1 \) (say, at \( X/D = 5.5 \)). In both neutral and unstable atmospheric condition, the wake deficit and thus wind turbine signature are observed even at \( X/D = 6 \).

The turbulent kinetic energy profile in neutral atmospheric condition shows high radial non-uniformity in the near-wake (say, at \( X/D = 1 \)) compared to the far-wake (the more uniform profile at \( X/D = 5 \)). For neutral atmospheric condition at \( X/D = 1 \), the signature of tip vortices and nacelle vortices are manifested as high turbulent kinetic energy regions at \( r/D = 0.5 \) and \( r/D = 0 \). As the wake evolves downstream, the high turbulent kinetic energy regions diffuse their energy radially to other locations, due to mixing, resulting in increases in turbulent kinetic energy both inside and outside the wake vortex zones. For unstable atmospheric condition in the near-wake, the tip vortex signature is not clearly visible at \( X/D = 1 \) and the turbulent kinetic energy inside the wake core is uniformly high at 0.25 m²/s², which is three times the upstream turbulent kinetic energy (Table 16). As the wake evolves downstream, more non-uniformity is observed across the turbulent kinetic energy profile and the signature of the wake lateral migration is manifested as high turbulent kinetic energy regions shifting radially out towards the positive r/D axis till \( X/D = 4 \). As observed in neutral atmospheric condition, the turbulent kinetic energy profile becomes more uniform in the far-wake after \( X/D = 4.5 \). In the far wake, the turbulent kinetic energy at all radial locations under unstable atmospheric condition are higher than the turbulent kinetic energy measured under neutral atmospheric condition. It can also be observed that the non-uniformity in the turbulent kinetic energy profile initially increases downstream under unstable atmospheric condition before starting to decrease in the far-wake after \( X/D = 4 \).
Figure 100. Spatially averaged spanwise wind speed profile at eleven downstream locations under unstable and neutral atmospheric condition.
Figure 101. Spatially averaged spanwise turbulent kinetic energy profile at eleven downstream locations under unstable and neutral atmospheric
7.4 Dissipation Rate of Turbulent Kinetic Energy

In flat terrain, the wind speed, turbulent kinetic energy and spectra measured upstream (-4<X/D<-1) at hub height in neutral and unstable atmospheric condition are compared in Figure 102. The upstream wind speed is relatively constant in neutral atmospheric condition with fluctuations smaller than ±5%, but large fluctuations - as high as ±25% - are observed in the upstream wind speed measured under unstable atmospheric condition. The mean wind speeds are 1.04V₀ and 1.01V₀, respectively in neutral and unstable atmospheric condition. The large fluctuations in wind speed result in higher turbulent kinetic energy upstream in unstable atmospheric condition compared to neutral atmospheric condition. The turbulent kinetic energy upstream under unstable atmospheric condition is 50 times larger than the turbulent kinetic energy upstream measured in neutral atmospheric condition (Figure 102 a). The mean turbulent kinetic energy measured upstream at hub height, under unstable and neutral atmospheric condition, for flat and complex terrains are tabulated in Table 16. The mean turbulent kinetic energy under unstable atmospheric condition in flat terrain is twice larger than the mean turbulent kinetic energy measured under neutral atmospheric condition in complex terrain. In complex terrain, the turbulent kinetic energy in unstable atmospheric condition is three times larger than in neutral atmospheric condition.

The power spectral densities of wind speed measured at hub height upstream (-4<X/D<-1) for neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions are shown in Figure 102 b. It can be observed that both spectra show qualitatively similar behaviour in a region of slope -2/3 that characterises the inertial subrange. In flat terrain, over the inertial range the spectral amplitudes in unstable atmospheric condition are two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes in neutral atmospheric condition. The dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy thus obtained – from the spectra by curve fitting in the inertial subrange (Equation 28) - in freestream and wake, for different terrain conditions, under unstable and neutral atmospheric condition is tabulated in Table 17. In both flat and complex terrains, the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy is larger in the wake compared to the freestream. Similarly in both flat and complex terrains, the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy is also larger under unstable
atmospheric condition compared to the dissipation rate measured under neutral atmospheric condition. The highest dissipation rates are observed in the wake under unstable atmospheric condition in both flat and complex terrains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terrain</th>
<th>Atmospheric condition</th>
<th>Mean TKE ($m^2/s^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 16.** Hub height turbulent kinetic energy measured upstream at an ambient wind speed of $V_0 = 8$ m/s.
Figure 102. (a) In flat terrain, comparison of wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy measured at hub height over a streamwise distance of three diameters in unstable and neutral atmospheric condition, (b) In flat terrain, inertial range wind speed spectra measured at hub height in unstable and neutral atmospheric condition. The y-abscissa shows the product of the wave number and the power spectrum density.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terrain</th>
<th>Atmospheric condition</th>
<th>Dissipation rate of TKE (m²/s³)</th>
<th>Wake/Freestream at Hub Height</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>Freestream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.0002-0.002</td>
<td>Freestream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>Wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.002-0.005</td>
<td>Wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>Freestream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>6E-06</td>
<td>Freestream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Unstable</td>
<td>0.005-0.015</td>
<td>Wake</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>Wake</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 17. Dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy measured under unstable and neutral atmospheric condition in freestream and wake.

7.5 Phase Locking
As discussed earlier, phase-locking is needed to understand the relative contributions of the periodic and stochastic parts of the fluctuating components in the Reynolds decomposition. During these measurements, the drone was flown repeatedly along a chosen trajectory (15 times) at hub
height of a V80 wind turbine located at Freudenberg-Beiersdorf wind farm, Brandenburg (Germany). The SCADA wind speed during this measurement was 6.5 m/s. The periodic turbulent kinetic energy as a function of blade position at four different positions in the wake at X/D = 1 and freestream at X/D = -1 are shown in Figure 103. The upstream turbulent kinetic energy does not vary significantly in each of the four cases and is independent of the blade position. The downstream turbulent kinetic energy contains one peak in the 120° sector with maximum values one order of magnitude larger than the upstream turbulent kinetic energy. The turbulent kinetic energy downstream for all other blade positions is the same as the value measured in upstream. The process of extracting data from phase locking is explained in Figure 58 with a flow chart.

![Figure 103](image-url)  
**Figure 103.** Periodic turbulent kinetic energy as a function of rotor blade position in the wake and freestream.
7.6 Wake Profile: Measurements versus ETH Wake Model

Figure 104. Comparison between the spatially-averaged spanwise profiles of wind speed measured under different atmospheric conditions and the predictions from the ETH wake model at two-diameter and five-diameter downstream.

As the measurements are under-taken to support the further development of advanced wake models and atmospheric flow simulation tools, comparing them with measurements may reveal the extent of deviation under unstable atmospheric condition. The spatially-averaged spanwise profiles of wind speed in the wake of a wind turbine are compared to the predictions from the ETH wake model, at two different downstream locations, in Figure 104. The measurements in complex terrain under neutral atmospheric condition were carried out - at hub height of a 2 MW Enercon E70 wind turbine - in the Collonges wind farm, Switzerland. More details of the complex terrain and the wind power generator at the
Collonges wind farm can be found here [92]. At two diameters and five diameters downstream, a good comparison is observed between the spanwise wake profiles measured in flat and complex terrains under neutral atmospheric condition and the ETH wake model. As mentioned above the ETH wake model assumes a symmetrical wake profile across the wake centerline, but this symmetry is clearly not observed under unstable atmospheric condition. For unstable atmospheric condition, the ETH wake model under-predicts the wind profile inside wake core. The comparison between the spatially-averaged streamwise evolution of wind speed measured in the wake of a wind turbine and the predictions from ETH wake model can be found in Figure 74.

7.7 Summary

Instrumented drone measurements in a utility scale wind farm, located in a flat terrain, have been made to detail the near-wake and far-wake under neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions. Under unstable atmospheric condition, the distinct near-wake signatures like tip vortices and shear layer are not explicitly noticeable from the contour plots. The near and farwake deficits in both cases are measured and reported through wind speed profiles; to the authors’ knowledge these wake profiles from full-scale experiments have been presented for the first time at eleven different locations downstream in both neutral and unstable atmospheric conditions. For unstable atmospheric condition, the wake evolution and wake core centre line were not aligned to the main wind direction but were inclined at an angle of 9º as seen in the wind speed contour plot. The wake re-energisation can be seen in both the contour and profile plots of wind speed and turbulent kinetic energy under unstable and neutral atmospheric conditions. The wind speed spectral amplitudes upstream at hub height under unstable atmospheric condition are two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes under neutral atmospheric condition, and the dissipation rates of turbulent kinetic energy obtained from wind speed spectra are tabulated for different conditions. Finally, the measurements are compared with a recently developed semi-empirical wake model at two different downstream locations – one in the near-wake at two diameters and the other in the farwake at five diameters.
8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The capabilities and potential of an innovative measurement approach to characterize the flow field around a wind turbine – that comprises of miniature Fast Response Aerodynamic Probe (FRAP) mounted on a drone - is now well proven. The instrumented drone allows high spatial and temporal resolution measurements of the highly three-dimensional structure and interactions in a wind turbine’s wake; to the authors’ knowledge these are the first such measurements in full-scale experiments. The measurement accuracy of the drone-based system is verified with comparisons against measurements with a three-dimensional scanning LIDAR system, the wind turbines’ SCADA system, and microscale simulations of the wind field. A STFT based approach was successfully employed to compute the turbulent kinetic energy along the drone trajectory. The key accomplishments of the FRAP-on-drone wind measurement system can be summed up as follows.

- The first ever measurements of wake evolution, at full-scale Reynolds number conditions in complex and flat terrains, that show the evolution and breakdown of tip vortices (that are characteristic of the near wake) and the turbulent mixing and entrainment of more energized flow (that is distinctive in the far wake).
- The first-ever measurements of the pressure field through a tip vortex. This includes the ability of the FRAP probe to resolve the distinctive signatures of both the blade tip vortices and nacelle wake as the wake evolves.
- The first-ever measurements of the pressure field across a wind turbines rotor plane.
- Spatially-averaged wake profiles from full-scale experiments have been presented for the first time at eleven different locations downstream in both neutral and unstable atmospheric condition.
- Finally, a comparison of these measurements to a recently developed semi-empirical wake model and an immersed wind turbine model that highlights how these measurements can support further model development.

The region of the near wake is measured to extend up to three-rotor diameters in flat terrain and two-rotor diameters in complex terrain. In this region, tip vortices that can be distinguished from their elevated levels of
turbulent kinetic energy are clearly identifiable. The tip vortices evolve just below the shear layer that separates the high speed exterior flow from the relatively low speed flow within the near wake. Further downstream of the near-wake, the wake flow is re-energised by the penetration of the relatively high energy flow from the wake’s boundary into the wake core. In flat terrain by X/D = 5-5.5 and in complex terrain by X/D = 3.5-4, the elevated turbulent kinetic energy flow has penetrated to the centre of the wake. In flat terrain, even though the upstream wind speed is recovered after X/D = 10, the turbulent kinetic energy in the far-wake is approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the value measured upstream in flat terrain and is of similar magnitude to the turbulent kinetic energy measured upstream in complex terrain. Simultaneous measurements of the near wake (of one turbine) and the far wake (of a second turbine) confirm the distinctly different characteristics of the near wake and far wake. Instrumented drone measurements in a utility scale wind farm, located in a flat terrain, under unstable atmospheric condition are also detailed.

These measurements are accomplished using flight trajectories that are tailored to provide the level of detail that is required to advance the development of three-dimensional field wake models that are embedded within computational fluid dynamics codes. The vertical profiles of the mean wind speed, wind direction and turbulent kinetic energy upstream of the turbine show non-uniformities that are associated with the wind flow in complex terrain. In the wind speed profile, there is a jet-like structure with a maximum wind speed near hub height. The wind veer differs ±12° relative to the area-averaged wind direction, and the wind turbine has a yaw misalignment of 5° relative to the main wind direction. The magnitude of the turbulent kinetic energy decreases monotonically with increasing height above ground. In the near-wake, at one diameter downstream of the turbine, the jet-like structure is absent in the wind speed profile and the wind direction varies little over the vertical extent of the rotor. Furthermore there is a factor three increase of the area-averaged turbulent kinetic energy across the turbine’s rotor, and the vertical profile of the turbulent kinetic energy shows maxima at the locations of the blade tips.

In complex terrain, the pitch between subsequent tip vortices that are shed from the wind turbine’s blades increases as the near-wake evolves. The Kolmogorov inertial sub-range is identified in the measured power spectra, and it is seen that in the near-wake, the spectral amplitudes are 30 to 40 times higher than upstream, and that the spectral peaks are shifted from frequencies of 0.5-0.75Hz to higher frequencies of 1-2 Hz. Whereas the characteristic microscale length scales, that are derived from the
spectra, increase with height upstream of the turbine, in the near-wake the microscale lengths are of constant and smaller magnitude. In flat terrain, over the inertial range the spectral amplitudes in the far wake are two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes in the freestream. Similarly the spectral amplitudes in the freestream of complex terrain are nearly two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes in flat terrain. Also, the wind speed spectral amplitudes upstream at hub height under unstable atmospheric condition are two orders of magnitude higher than the spectral amplitudes under neutral atmospheric condition, and the dissipation rate of turbulent kinetic energy obtained from wind speed spectra is tabulated for different atmospheric conditions.

A Reynolds decomposition of measured wind speed yields the components of turbulence in the surface layer. In complex and flat terrains, detailed analysis of the measured fluctuating parts in the freestream and wake reveals the turbulence statistics. In both terrains, the variation of the degree of anisotropy along the wake centreline was presented as a function of downstream distance. The friction velocity computed from measurements made during many drone landings in four different wind farms were tabulated.

As the aerodynamic characteristics of wakes (especially in complex terrains) have a profound impact on the energy yield of wind farms and on the fatigue loads of wind turbines in the wind farm, these field measurements at a multi-megawatt wind turbine that is located in flat and complex terrains both improve our knowledge of flows in wind farms, and are well suited to advance the development of three-dimensional wake models that are integrated into a Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solver. These advanced wake models shall allow the wind flow and turbine wake to be simulated simultaneously, and thus allow for the optimised micrositing and the improved operation of wind turbines.

The impact of this work on the wind industry can be summed up as follows.

- Wake models should be tuned based on experimental data to better predict the wind speed recovery downstream of a wind turbine. This reduces the uncertainty involved in AEY predictions.
- When a turbine operates with yaw error: Near-wake mixing is initiated earlier on one side of the wake, resulting in a shorter near wake region on one side and is triggered on the side of the wake facing the mainstream wind. This effect has to be included in wake models.
• Wind speed recovery reaches 80% of the SCADA wind speed upstream of the wind turbine at a streamwise distance of 5.5D in a coastal flat terrain. So, this minimum distance has to be maintained between 2 turbines to reduce loads and to increase the amount of energy extracted from the downstream wind turbine.

• The first-ever measurements of the pressure field across a wind turbine’s rotor plane will help in tuning the actuator disk model. The streamwise extent of pressure drop and recovery gives the thickness of the actuator disk.

• The far-wake in offshore could be treated similar to the freestream in a complex terrain as the levels of turbulent kinetic energy measured are comparable in the two cases. Thus, the turbines in 2nd and subsequent rows could be chosen for a higher turbulence class and they can be regarded as operating in complex terrain.

• In complex terrain, the wake recovery is faster and the streamwise extent of the wake is at least one-diameter shorter than in flat (offshore) terrain. The reason for the faster streamwise evolution of wind speed in the wake in complex terrain is due to the shorter near-wake region and the higher turbulent kinetic energy (that is increasing the rate of wake re-energisation). Thus, more wind turbines can be packed in a given area in complex terrain than in offshore flat terrain.

• Turbulent kinetic energy and eddy dissipation rates measured upstream and downstream should be used for fatigue life calculations.

8.1 Future Work

The drone based wind measurement system has a potential to empower wind farm research and atmospheric flow research by providing direct insights into real world phenomena. Research groups working in these areas should start using it as a complementary tool.

As the FRAP-on-drone wind measurement system’s capabilities in providing the wind flow field and in resolving turbulent features around a wind turbine is now well proven, in future it can be used to investigate the impact of forests and terrain features (like ridges, small hills etc.) on the wind flow field in the atmospheric boundary layer. The measurement system should be used on a regular basis in wind farms to systematically assess the upstream and downstream flow behaviours at different ambient
wind speeds and wind directions. In addition, the measurement system should also be improved by providing it with night operational capabilities (i.e. the safety pilot should be able to keep an eye on the drone during measurements at night and to land it safely) as this increases the probability of getting measurement data during measurement campaigns. The data collected from a systematic study will help in reducing the uncertainties in Annual Energy Yield (AEY) calculations.

The drone based wind measurement system can also be employed in offshore wind farms - especially at high wind speeds that seldom occur on land - to understand the wake evolution and interactions in the absence of terrain features. For this to occur, the drone mounted with the FRAP probe should be flight tested for safe landing on-board a ship.

As the FRAP probe is sampled at 500 Hz and the other on-board sensors at much lower sampling rates (Table 2), there is a mismatch that is presently fixed by interpolation during post-processing. The rapid improvements in sensor technology have resulted in increased availability of new sensors in the market that offer higher sampling rates and improved accuracy [85]. Thus, a careful analysis needs to be done to upgrade the on-board sensors. The FRAP software should be made compatible with the new and improved version of Paparazzi. Finally, the GPS accuracy could be improved by two orders of magnitude using Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) navigation techniques [109, 110]. All these advancements will help in reducing the overall measurement uncertainty.
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APPENDIX A: STFT, WT and MEM

The STFT, WT and MEM codes developed at LEC were tested using a virtual test signal generated in Matlab to evaluate and compare its performance. The test signal (characterized in Table 18) is divided into four equal time periods and is 20 s long as shown in Figure 105, with a 4 Hz sine wave located between 5-10 s and a 17 Hz sine wave present in the interval 15-20 s. Random noise is also added along the entire length of this signal to simulate turbulence effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time period (s)</th>
<th>RMS</th>
<th>Variance</th>
<th>Peak</th>
<th>Frequencies (Hz)</th>
<th>Signal characteristics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Random noise ONLY (mean = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4 Hz sine signal + random noise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-15</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Random noise ONLY (mean = 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15-20</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17 Hz sine signal + random noise</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 18. Virtual test signal characteristics.
The virtual test signal is then sampled at 250 Hz for analysis and testing with STFT (with FFT OR using Matlab pwelch command), WT and MEM to reveal its time-frequency representation, Figure 106. Although STFT (FFT and using Matlab pwelch command), WT and MEM correctly predicts the 4 Hz signal between 5-10 s and 17 Hz signal between 15-20 s, but WT and MEM are not considered for further analysis as the process for obtaining the signal variance is not explicit. The variance of virtual test signal as a function of time computed from STFT (computed with Matlab ‘pwelch’ command) with a Hamming window size of 0.2 s and a 50% overlap is shown in Figure 107. The variance of 4 Hz signal in the interval 5-10 s is 0.5 and the variance of 17 Hz signal between 15-20 s is 2 (Table 18), and they are correctly predicted with STFT (with Matlab ‘pwelch’ command). Thus, it is still possible to get the correct variance from small parts of a signal.
Figure 106. Time-frequency representation of test signal using (a) STFT (FFT), (b) STFT (with Matlab pwelch command), (c) Wavelet Transform (WT), (d) Maximum Entropy Method (MEM).
Figure 107. Variance of test signal predicted using STFT. X-axis represents the number of data points.
APPENDIX B: PROPELLENDER THEORY [73]

The propellers used in RC-aircraft applications follow the same physical principles as the bigger propellers used in manned aircrafts. The aerodynamic theory of propellers was first assessed in the 1920s and documented in the NACA report Nr.141 [112]. The same definitions and physical models are used until today.

B.1 Propeller Types and Geometrical Definitions

The two different types of propellers are used in RC aircrafts were fixed propellers and folding-propellers, Figure 108. The folding-propellers are generally used in models with low ground clearance to prevent damage during landing, but their efficiency is slightly smaller than the fixed ones.

![Figure 108](image)

Figure 108. (a) Aeronaut CAM Carbon folding propeller, (b) APC fixed propeller.

A variety of propellers from different brands are available in the RC market, and their efficiency was systematically assessed in [84]. The most popular brands - APC, Graupner and Aeronaut - turned out to manufacture the most efficient blade geometries. The characteristic geometrical parameters of a propeller are the diameter $D$ and pitch $H$. The diameter is simply the distance from one tip to the other, whereas the pitch is defined as function of the diameter and blade angle $\beta$ at 75% of the blade radius.

$$H = 2\pi \cdot 0.75 \cdot D/2 \cdot \tan \beta$$ (35)

Figure 109 illustrates the relationship between blade angle and propeller pitch. Propellers for RC-model are generally labeled using the
nomenclature $D \times H$, where $D$ and $H$ are measured in inches. For example, an 11x8 propeller has a diameter of 11” and a pitch of 8”.

![Figure 109](image)

**Figure 109.** Definition of propeller pitch and blade angle [113].

### B.2 Propeller Efficiency

The efficiency of a propeller is highly dependent on the incidence angle between the relative wind and the blade chord. Figure 110 shows the velocity triangle composed out of the axial velocity (the relative wind of the aircraft) and the tangential velocity (resulting from the rotation of the propeller blade).

![Figure 110](image)

**Figure 110.** Velocity triangle of the airfoil section of a propeller blade [113].

The advance ratio $J$, which is an indicator for the incidence angle, is defined as
\[ J = \frac{V_{air}}{N \cdot D} \]  

where \( N \) is the rotational speed of the propeller and \( V_{air} \) is the relative airspeed of the aircraft. The efficiency of the propeller can be written as the ratio of the propulsive power and the shaft power.

\[ \eta_{propeller} = \frac{P_{propulsive}}{P_{shaft}} = \frac{Th \cdot V_{air}}{T_{shaft} \cdot 2\pi N} = f(J) \]  

where \( T_{shaft} \) is the shaft torque and \( Th \) is the thrust produced by the propeller. As mentioned above, it turns out that the propeller efficiency is strongly correlated to the advance ratio, which becomes obvious when looking at a propeller diagram, Figure 111. The following figure shows the performance data of a typical RC propeller, resulting of the experimental investigations of [84].

\[ \text{Figure 111. Propeller diagram [82].} \]

The qualitative shape of the above curve is common for all propellers: at a certain advance ratio, the propeller efficiency is maximized. If the airspeed is further increased (or the rotational speed decreased), the incidence angle becomes negative. The efficiency decreases rapidly with the advance ratio due to negative stall. Finally the propeller enters the so-called “wind-milling state” and the efficiency becomes zero. Therefore, an
operating point at the optimal advance ratio (around 0.6 in the diagram above) is desired. It turns out that the magnitude of this $J_{opt}$ mainly depends on the pitch to diameter ratio of the propeller [114].

**B.3 Parameters Affecting the Peak-efficiency**

The impulse theory (see e.g. [115]) yields that the (ideal) efficiency of a propeller increases with the diameter. However, the blade Reynolds number and the pitch to diameter ratio also have a high impact on the magnitude of the peak efficiency $\eta_{max}$. According to [114], quadratic propellers (i.e. $H/D = 1$) yield the highest $\eta_{max}$ (if $Re$, $H/D$ remain constant). Furthermore, an increase in the blade Reynolds number shifts the curves in propeller diagrams towards higher efficiency. This trade-off is illustrated in Figure 112 and has to be considered when choosing the optimal propeller for a particular application (cruise speed, thrust requirement...).

![Figure 112. Trade-off between diameter and pitch to diameter ratio [82].](image)

**B.4 Power Considerations for the windFlyer Propulsion System**

The propulsion system of windFlyer consists of a propeller powered by a brushless electric motor. Since energetic losses occur on both components, the required electric power for horizontal flight can be rewritten as

$$P_{elec} = \frac{P_{propulsive}}{\eta_{propeller} \cdot \eta_{motor}} = \frac{D(V) \cdot V}{\eta_{propeller} \cdot \eta_{motor}}$$

(38)
where $D$ denotes the drag and $V$ the airspeed of the drone. It has to be noted that the physical limit for the overall efficiency of windFlyer is around 50% since:

- the maximum efficiency of the electric motors, that can be mounted into windFlyer is 82%
- the maximum efficiency of propellers with diameters smaller than 14” is 65% (bigger propellers would require a gear-box)

**B.5 Static Thrust Limitation**

To characterize the static thrust of a propeller, the dimensionless parameter $c_{T0}$ (static thrust coefficient) is introduced [84] and defined as

$$c_{T0} = \frac{T_h}{\rho \cdot N^2 \cdot D^4} \quad (39)$$

where $T_h$ denotes the thrust, $\rho$ the air density, $N$ the rotational speed of the shaft and $D$ the diameter of the propeller. The static thrust coefficient is a specific property of each propeller and virtually independent of the blade Reynolds number. This implies that the static thrust of a given propeller scales with the maximum rotational speed of the electric motor.

Three different motors with different maximum rotational speeds were used within the flight tests:

- AXI 2814/16 with a $kV$ of 1035 rpm/V (the original motor)
- AXI 2814/20 with a $kV$ of 840 rpm/V
- AXI 2814/32 with a $kV$ of 520 rpm/V

This implies that if the original propeller (11x8) is used with the AXI 2814/20 respectively the 2814/32 instead of the original motor, the static thrust decreases by 35% respectively 75%. Therefore, a propeller with a higher diameter has to be used with those motors to ensure a safe launching of the drone.
APPENDIX C: FRAP AERO-CALIBRATION

Figure 113. FRAP1 Aero calibration

Figure 114. FRAP2 Aero calibration
APPENDIX D: FIELD OPERATING PROCEDURE

D.1 Before Take-Off Instructions

1. Mount the porous FRAP probe cap.
2. Check if SD card is in FRAQ board.
3. Check if the CG of drone is balanced from levelling points.
4. Precisely level the drone in pitch and roll axis with spirit level
5. Power ON and wait for 45 seconds.
6. Check if green LED in FRAQ board is ON.
7. Mount top and battery cover, and wait for 15 s at zero wind speed.
8. Remove FRAP probe cap and clean FRAP head with isopropanol.
9. Check if drone telemetry messages has all sensor outputs and if Logfile is created

LAUNCH THE DRONE

D.2 After Landing Instructions

1. Place drone on the mechanical jig.
2. Clean FRAP head with isopropanol and mount FRAP probe cap.
3. Wait for 30 seconds
4. Push button in FRAQ to stop logging. (causes green LED to blink)
5. Power OFF drone.
6. Paparazzi GCS OFF.
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